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Preface
The year 2006 was characterized by our taking into possession of the new ITWM building. All our employees dedicated themselves to that task with large commitment and a
high amount of identification. Clients and guests were enthusiastic about the architecture, equipment, and communication possibilities. Citizens, politicians, scientists, political
parties, societies, and companies made intensive use of our
offers to get to know the Fraunhofer Center, or they even
invited themselves. Many helped to satisfy interest and curiosity, and the PR-department excellently managed to handle the crowds of guests.
In spite of the large number of celebrations, the personnel,
budget, and economic returns of the ITWM have continued
to increase in 2006; an end of this positive development is
not to be expected. Exactly to the contrary, there is a series
of indicators for increasing growth rates, the new building
also acting as a catalyst in this respect. The decisive reason
for the continuous success of the ITWM, however, is the
high motivation, the large commitment, and the excellent
performance of our employees. The market for excellent
scientists has meanwhile become extremely narrow again,
after a short phase of relaxation in the years of 2004 and
2005. We are competing for scientists with companies, research institutes, and universities; the additional funds going into the Federal Excellence Program (Bundesexzellenzprogramm) will render this situation even more difficult in
the next few years. We will have to make a big effort, even
maybe invite scientists from foreign countries, in order to
protect the further growth of the ITWM from the possible
bottleneck of this tight labor market.
Growth however also needs a strategic background, so that
it will not take place too fast, but in a controlled and sustainable way instead. We have therefore started a strategy
planning process in 2006, and we will finish our strategy
plan for the next five years in the course of this year; it will
be presented for discussion to the Board of Trustees and an
audit of external scientists and company representatives. It
is enormously important to reflect one’s own ideas and
main research subjects with respect to the research and development situation outside of the ITWM’s microcosm, in
order to keep connected with the frontlines of research.
We have therefore also used the tenth anniversary of the
ITWM and the new building as a reason to organize a scientific colloquium with many internationally renowned scientists in September 2006. The conference also represented a nice and adequate opportunity to celebrate the 70th
birthday of Helmut Neunzert, the founder of our institute.
The motto of the colloquium was: “There is nothing more
practical than a good theory.” This citation of David Hilbert

 

is a compact summary of what we have learned in ten years
of intensive project work and cooperation with industry.
A further highlight of the year 2006 was the inauguration of
the “Simulationszentrum Rheinland-Pfalz” (Simulation Center Rhineland-Palatinate). This simulation center is especially
supposed to strengthen the competitiveness of small and
medium-sized enterprises in Rhineland-Palatinate. There is an
enormous demand for simulation technology by which these
companies can improve the quality of their products, shorten their development cycles, and reduce their costs. However, this usually means for the companies that they have to
make considerable investments first into hardware and software. The simulation center provides consulting and an infrastructure where simulation programs and computer hardware can be tested previously. Equally important as the investment decision, however, are qualified employees who
are experts in applying the software programs of continuously increasing performance. The center offers the respective training, consulting, and further education programs
here. Software companies usually do this exclusively for their
own products, and technology transfer institutions are hardly able to manage this task because they do not have the required competences and knowledge of the software programs. As a common institution of the ITWM and the Department of Mathematics of the Technical University of
Kaiserslautern, the center also represents a kind of interface
between Fraunhofer, the Department of Mathematics, and
the regional companies. The center is financially supported
by the Land Rhineland-Palatinate, the “Stiftung RheinlandPfalz für Innovation”, and the European funds for regional
development.
In 2006, the ITWM and its employees have again received
different awards. Franz-Josef Pfreundt and the Competence
Center High Performance Computing have received the IBM
Faculty Award, by which IBM appreciates excellent research
work worldwide which is trend-setting for the entire IT industry. The prize was awarded for the implementation of the
visualization software PV-4D on the Cell Broadband Engine,
a new processor technology which has been developed by
Sony, Toshiba, and IBM.
Already for the third time now, the ITWM has received
the “Innovationspreis Rheinland-Pfalz” (Innovation Award
of Rhineland-Palatinate) in December 2006, in the section
of “Special Award for Research Institutes”. This time, the
award went to the department of Models and Algorithms in
Image Processing for the software tool MAVI, a modular software system for the processing and analysis of volume images, produced in microcomputer tomography, for example.
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Another prize went to Dr. Peter Klein. He received the Bunshah Award for the best scientific publication among 700
contributions from 6 countries, together with scientists
from the University of Stuttgart, during the “Conference on
Metallurgical Coatings and Thin Films, ICMCTF” in San
Diego / USA.
The ITWM is integrated very well into the network of the
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft by a large number of cooperation
projects with institutes from all research alliances. This cooperation is functioning very well because usually, complementary competences are joined within common projects
and competition on the market is relatively small. My own
involvement in the bodies of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
has further increased by my election as Chairman of the
Scientific and Technical Council, which includes the chairing
of the main commission and the engagement within the
Executive Board and Senate. Of course, this means less
time for the ITWM; however, I will also have new possibilities to influence decisions about the strategic development
plans of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft. My own ideas can increasingly be integrated, which will finally also be to the
advantage of the ITWM.
Each of our annual reports has tried, by layout and images, to position the institute and mathematics within a context which is not supposed to transfer knowledge and
contents, but to present associations and connections
to the world outside of the ITWM. One of these worlds
is that of art. There are many relations between mathematics and art, and one can consider this subject from
very different aspects. We have chosen a regional aspect
which is very close at hand. On the one hand, because
we think that it is important to connect the regional culture and art more strongly with the ambience and the subjects of the Fraunhofer Center, and on the other hand, because the “Pfalzgalerie” in Kaiserslautern is an excellently equipped museum. Its director, Dr. Britta Buhlmann, has
a large interest in the connection of science and art. She
gave us the opportunity of making photographs in the gallery and participated herself with large commitment and
very enthusiastically in the selection of the art objects with
associations and relations to the ITWM’s research subjects.
I would like to thank her very much for that.

Prof. Dr. Dieter Prätzel-Wolters, Director

I hope that you will now enjoy the reading of our annual
report, and I would like to thank all our partners from industry, universities, and research institutes very much for
excellent cooperation and the confidence which they had
in the ITWM.
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Profile of the Institute
Computer simulations have become an
indispensable tool for the design and
optimization of products, services, and
communication and working processes.
Real models are substituted by virtual
models. As a raw material for the models and a key technology for computer
simulations, mathematics represents
the foundation of the bridge towards
the world of simulation, which has
been established in almost every field
of society and economy. An increasing
number of small and medium-sized enterprises use simulation for cost reduction. The Fraunhofer ITWM especially
supports these companies by consulting and computer performance. The
companies are profiting on the market
due to the application of simulations as
a sign for innovation and quality assurance of their products. Of course, we
are also cooperating with large enterprises, mainly in the fields of automobile construction, engineering, textile
industry, microelectronics, banks, and
computer industry.
We meet complex challenges in technology, logistics, communication, and
finances by the application of modern
mathematical methods and we are also
further developing applied mathematics by innovative ideas, creating practical solutions in cooperation with industrial partners. Integral components of
these solutions are consulting with respect to R&D problems, support with
respect to the application of high performance computer technology, and
the development of especially tailored
software solutions.

versity of Kaiserslautern therefore is especially important for the ITWM. The
ITWM is one of the leading partners for
mathematics in industry. We intend to
strengthen and expand this position.

Competences and main research
subjects
Transport Processes
room acoustics
fluid-structure interaction
grid-free methods
continuum mechanical product and
process design
radiative transfer and parameter identification
n
n
n
n

n

Flows and Complex Structures
microstructure simulation and virtual
material design
hydrodynamics
complex fluids
structure optimization in mechanics
and acoustics
n

n
n
n

Models and Algorithms in Image
Processing
analysis of volume images
surface inspection
signal analysis for railway systems
n
n
n

Adaptive Systeme
dynamic heterogeneous networks
monitoring and control
decision support in medicine and
technology
prognosis of material and product
properties
multiscale structure mechanics
n
n
n

n

n

The intention of the ITWM is not only
to build the bridge between the real
and the virtual world, but also to provide a connection between mathema
tical research at the universities and
the practical application of the results.
Close cooperation with the Department
of Mathematics of the Technical Uni-

 

Optimization
supply chain management
material flow and production planning
hospital logistics
interactive therapy planning
optimization in virtual engineering
traffic planning
n
n
n
n
n
n
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Finance Mathematics
credit derivates
credit risk
option pricing
portfolio optimization and
interest rate structure models
insurance mathematics

n

n
n

n

n

modeling and simulation of mechatronic systems
statistical methods in operational
strength

n

n

Fraunhofer Chalmers Research
Centre for Industrial Mathematics FCC
geometry and motion planning
computational engineering and design
risk management
systems biology and bioinformatics
n
n
n

Competence Center
High Performance Computing
grid computing
nano-scale process modeling
parallel software architecture and
algorithms
performance analysis
visualization of large amounts of data

n

n

Mathematical Methods in
Dynamics and Durability
CAE operational strength
component properties depending
on the casting process
n
n

n
n

n
n

Contact:
Dr. Marion Schulz-Reese
Head of Administration
✆ +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-45 12
marion.schulz-reese@itwm.fraunhofer.de

Werner Pokorny, »Gefäß + Haus XVIII« 2005, wood (Tiama), burned black
“The sculptures blackened by fire almost seem human if arranged as a group. They are individuals of clearly different character, although they share a common concern. They are based on the shape of a house and a container. House and container serve for protection and storage. The closed bodies do not allow any insights, which is why their specific function first remains in the dark.”
Dr. Britta Buhlmann, Director of the “Pfalzgalerie”
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Customers and Cooperation Partners

For many years now, the ITWM has successfully cooperated with enterprises from many branches
and of different sizes. In the year 2006, these were, among others:
■

■

Adam Opel AG, Rüsselsheim and
Kaiserslautern
Alfred Wegener Institut für Polar- und
Meeresforschung, Bremerhaven

■

Argo Hytos, Kraichtal

■

Ballard Power Systems Inc, Burnaby (CDN)

■

Biotronik GmbH, Berlin

■

BMW AG, München

■

Hamburger Stadtentwässerung

■

HegerGuss GmbH, Enkenbach-Alsenborn

■

Heimbach GmbH & Co. KG, Düren

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Carl Zeiss Imaging Solutions GmbH,
Hallbergmoos

HypoVereinsbank, München

■

IBM Deutschland, Böblingen

■

IBS Filtran GmbH, Morsbach

■

Infineon Technologies AG, München

■

Institut für Gießereitechnik GmbH, Düsseldorf

■

John Deere, Zweibrücken und Mannheim

■

Johnson Control GmbH, Burscheid

■

Landesbank Baden-Württemberg, Stuttgart

DaimlerChrysler AG, Stuttgart

Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum,
Heidelberg
Dresdner Grundwasserforschungszentrum,
Dresden

■

■

Elmo Leather AB, Svenljunga (S)

■

ESI-Group, Paris (F)

■

■

■

European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF),
Grenoble (F)
Universities of Applied Sciences  Aalen, Amberg-Weiden, Aschaffenburg, Darmstadt, Emden, Kaiserslautern, Landshut, Worms, Zwickau
Fachingen Heil- und Mineralbrunnen GmbH,
Lahntal

■

FCC Göteborg (S)

■

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe

■

Foseco GmbH, Borken

■

FSM! GmbH, Landstuhl

■

■

■

GE Global Research, München

■

GE Transportation Systems, Bad Dürkheim

■

Gebrüder Gienanth-Eisenberg GmbH,
Eisenberg

■

Pöyry-GKW Ingenieure, Mannheim

■

psb Materialfluss GmbH, Pirmasens

■

■

M + W Zander Products GmbH, Stuttgart
MAGMA Gießereitechnologie GmbH,
Aachen

■

■

■

SAP AG, Walldorf

■

SCHMITZ CARGOBULL, Altenberge

■

Schott Glas, Mainz

■

SIEDA GmbH, Kaiserslautern

STMicroelectronics, Catania (I)

■

StatOil, Stavanger (N)

■

Stryker Leibinger GmbH, Freiburg

■

Tehalit GmbH & Co. KG, Heltersberg

■

Texas A&M, College Station, Texas (USA)

Massachusetts General Hospital,
Boston (USA)
■

■

■
■

müllers büro, Erzenhausen

■

Meteomedia, Gais (CH)

■

MVT Materials Handling GmbH, Dillingen

■

NEUMAG GmbH, Neumünster
NOGRID GmbH, Mainz

■

GM Powertrain, Rüsselsheim

■

■

GRIMME, Damme

■

■

Hahn-Meitner-Institut, Berlin

■



Universities of Ankara (TR), Cambridge (GB),
Catania (I), Dresden, Freiburg, Göteborg (S),
Graz (A), Halle-Wittenberg, Hamburg,
Hannover, Kaiserslautern, Karlsruhe, Kopen
hagen (DK), Leuven (B), Mannheim, North
Carolina (USA), Pisa (I), Saarbrücken, Stuttgart
Clinics of Frankfurt-Hoechst, Heidelberg,
Homburg, Tübingen
URSA International GmbH, Neu-Isenburg
Verein Deutscher Gießereifachleute (VDG),
Düsseldorf
Voith Paper Fabrics GmbH & Co. KG,
Heidenheim

■

Volkswagen AG, Wolfsburg

■

VOLVO Construction Equipment, Konz

■

Paul Wild GmbH, partu lapidaries GmbH,
Kirschweiler

Siemens AG
Medical Solutions OCS,  Heidelberg,
Power Generation, Mülheim
Transportation Systems, Krefeld

■

Maschinenfabrik Rieter AG,
Winterthur (CH)

Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik,
Garching

Robert Bosch GmbH,
Stuttgart and Waiblingen
Römheld & Moelle, Mainz

Mann + Hummel GmbH, Ludwigsburg

Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik in den
Naturwissenschaften, Leipzig

RJL Mikro & Analytic GmbH, KarlsdorfNeuthard

■

■
■

■

■

Porsche AG, Weissach

Lima Medical Systems,
Villanova di San Daniele (I)
Linux NetworX, Salt Lake City (USA)
and Kaiserslautern

Phoenix X-Ray Systems + Services GmbH,
Wunstorf

■

■

EKF diagnostic sales GmbH, Barleben

■

Horst Zimmermann Modell-/Formenbau,
Kaiserslautern

■

CLAAS, Harsewinkel

Deutsche Apotheker- und Ärztebank,
Düsseldorf

Hermsdorfer Institut für Technische Keramik,
Hermsdorf

■

Zimmermann Formtechnik GmbH,
Weilerbach
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Board of Trustees

Renowned representatives from science, economy, and politics could be won as members of the board of trustees, among
which are:
Dr. Jürgen Amendinger
Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank AG,
München

Prof. Dr. Peter Jagers
Chalmers Tekniska Högskolan,
Göteborg, Schweden

Dr. Tanja Rohweder
Member of the Ministry for Education,
Science, Youth and Culture in Rhineland-Palatinate, Mainz

Prof. Dr. Achim Bachem
Research Centre Jülich

Dr. Wilhelm Krüger
Blue Order AG, Kaiserslautern

Dr.-Ing. Erwin Flender
MAGMA Gießereitechnologie, Aachen

Dr. Martin Kühn
SAP AG, Walldorf

Dr. Werner Groh
Johns Manville Europe GmbH,
Bobingen

Kurt Lechner
Member of the European Parliament,
Kaiserslautern

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Hackbusch
Max Planck Institute for Mathematics
in the Sciences, Leipzig

Richard Ortseifer
Member of the Ministry for Economy,
Traffic, Agriculture, and Viniculture in
Rhineland-Palatinate, Mainz

Prof. Dr. Helmut J. Schmidt
President of the Technical University
Kaiserslautern
Dr. Jörg Steeb
Tehalit GmbH & Co. KG, Heltersberg
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Wahlster
German Research Center for Artificial
Intelligence, Saarbrücken

Organizational Chart

Director

Prof. Dr. Dieter Prätzel-Wolters		

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-10 01

Scientific Advisory Board Prof. Dr. Axel Klar		

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-44 17

Prof. Dr. Ralf Korn		

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-46 58

Prof. Dr. Helmut Neunzert		

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-43 10

Prof. Dr. Stefan Nickel		

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-46 42

Competence Center High Performance Computing

Dr. Franz-Josef Pfreundt (CIO)

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-44 59

EDP

Dieter Eubell

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-42 43

Administration

Dr. Marion Schulz-Reese

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-45 12

Public Relations

Ilka Blauth

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-46 74

		

Dipl.-Math. Steffen Grützner

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-44 00

Departments

Transport Processes

Dr. Raimund Wegener

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-42 31

Flows and Complex Structures

Dr. Konrad Steiner

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-43 42

Models and Algorithms in Image Processing

Dr. Ronald Rösch

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-44 86

Adaptive Systems

Dr. Patrick Lang

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-46 39

Optimization

Priv.-Doz. Dr. Karl-Heinz Küfer

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-44 91

Financial Mathematics

Priv.-Doz. Dr. Marlene Müller

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-43 46

Mathematical Methods in Dynamics and Durability

Dr. Klaus Dreßler

+49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-44 66

Central Services
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The Institute in Numbers

Budget
The ITWM has concluded the financial
year of 2006 with an unchanged upward tendency. The operating budget
grew by more than one million Euros,
which is by a further ten per cent.
The most delightful development in
2006 was the growth rate of returns
from publicly funded projects, which
was a sensational 52 per cent with respect to the year before and thus exceeded our expectations by far. Growth
was mainly due to the support by the
Land Rhineland-Palatinate: on the one
hand, by the Land funds for the Excellence Cluster “Dependable Adaptive Systems and Mathematical Modeling (DASMOD)” within the Land program “Wissen schafft Zukunft” (“Science is the Knowledge that Creates the
Future”), and on the other hand, by the
funding of the “Simulationszentrum
Rheinland-Pfalz” (SRP). However, the
growth rate with respect to the funding of projects by the BMBF (Federal
Ministry of Education and Research)
was also respectable, as it was amounting to a 51 per cent. After a downward

trend of many years in public funding,
we are delighted to see a continuous
growth for the next few years again.
The ITWM was also able to show increasing success within Fraunhofer internal programs again. It has remained
a very popular partner for many
Fraunhofer institutes. Project funding in this area grew by more than 24
per cent. Improved funding conditions
for the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft within
the 7th EU Framework Programme give
us a reason to expect a considerable

Operating budget development in million ¤

growth of returns also in this area from
2008 onwards.
Economic returns of the ITWM have
stabilized on a high level. The regional
importance of the institute is shown
not least by the fact that more than a
third of returns from industrial projects
stem from cooperation with regional
enterprises. However, efforts on an international level are meanwhile paying
off, too. A quarter of economic returns
could be acquired from enterprises in
foreign countries.

10

industry
public projects
base funding and
Fraunhofer internal programs

9
33 %
8

33 %
33 %

7
6

23 %
20 %
17 %

5
34 %
4

25 %

23 %

39 %

3
50 %

2
1

41 %

2002

Ralf Klement, »Karotten« 2003

10

43 %

2003

44 %

2004

2005

42 %

2006

Budget development [thousend ¤]

2002

2003

2004

2005

Operating budget		

7 267

7 872

8 844

9 560	10 550

Investments		
Total

878
8 145

563	376
8 435

9 220

2006

499	332
10 059

10 882
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Personnel development
Since we have moved into the new
Fraunhofer Center in January 2006,
19 new jobs have been created, 16 of
these alone in scientific departments.
The number of trainees has doubled
to eight. The ITWM had previously
worked under relatively cramped conditions on two different locations; moving into the new building has started
off a real boom with respect to new
jobs and business activities.
Even very careful estimations promise
a continuously strong growth of the
ITWM, as well as a successful expansion of current business areas and the
development of new ones. This will
also be due to the foundation of the
Fraunhofer Innovation Cluster “Digital
utility vehicle technology”, an initiative
in cooperation with the Fraunhofer
IESE, which is funded by the Federal
government, the Land, the FraunhoferGesellschaft, and companies from the
sector of utility vehicle production.
Already now it is to be expected that
our new building will be occupied completely by 2008; of course, on the condition that we will be able to fill all
the open positions. We are, however,
meanwhile expecting serious problems
here. The number of qualified applications for our open positions is continuously decreasing. We are afraid that
the lack of manpower in mathematical-scientific and engineering jobs will
also create obstacles for the growth of
the ITWM in a not too far future. The
intensive work with young scientists is
therefore becoming increasingly important, especially in the form of a stronger cooperation with the departments
of the Technical University of Kaisers
lautern. By offering jobs for interns we
try to create an interest in mathematical-scientific studies already at school.
However, the strong demand in this
area exceeds our supervision capacities.

Personnel development
scientists and technicians
central services
PhD students
other employees
research assistants
interns
trainees

320

8

300

4

36

16

280
260
240
133

220

117

111

20

24

42

37

200
86

180
75
160

20
140
14
120
100
80

16

44
39

34
16
12

18

17

14

60
40
72

76

2002

2003

82

85

2004

2005

91

20

2006
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Looking Back at the Year 2006

Inauguration of the
Fraunhofer Center
The most important event of the year
2006 was our moving into the new
Fraunhofer Center, which also brought
with it the most sustainable changes.
Thanks to a well-prepared organization,
everything was managed within two
weeks. In the middle of February, we
were able to celebrate officially, together with many scientists, representatives of industry, and politicians. The
Fraunhofer Center represents the kernel
of a new technology park in the vicinity
of the university, where already two further institutes have located themselves.

Inauguration of the day-care center
Gingerbread men were presented to
all the participants during the inauguration of the day-care center “Klam¨
mer @ffchen”
at the Fraunhofer Center
in March; it was embedded into a musical program by actors of the “Pfalztheater”. The day-care center primarily
accepts children of the employees
of both Fraunhofer institutes, from
the age of 9 weeks. Mainly young
mothers thus have the possibility to
continue their job after a short baby
break. An example which ought to continue setting precedents: within the
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft there are already six Fraunhofer-related day-care
centers – for an overall number of 56
¨
institutes. At the “Klammer @ffchen”
in Kaiserslautern, six child care workers care for twenty small children, who
not only have group rooms and bedrooms at their disposition, but also a
large roof terrace planted with greenery. It is an optimal complement for
the light-flooded rooms with a floor
space of 500 sqm. The building was
designed by the architectural office ASPlan in Kaiserlautern, who also built the
Fraunhofer Center.

2
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ITWM at the CeBIT
Distinguished guests for the Fraunhofer
ITWM during the CeBIT in March: during their walk across the fair, the Chancellor Angela Merkel and the Minister
of Education Anette Schavan visited
the stall of the ITWM and watched the
demonstration of the possibilities of the
visualization software PV-4D. The software is primarily applied for the proces
sing of large amounts of data, as they
occur during scientific computations
and imaging methods, for example, in
medical technology and petrol production. The ITWM stall was located in the
IBM Innovation Zone because the global
enterprise cooperates with the ITWM:
PV-4D has been implemented on a cluster of IBM Cell Blade prototypes.

© IBM Deutschland

Open house
At the beginning of May, the ITWM
opened its doors for one day under the
motto “Science and Culture”. A multifaceted mixture of talks, guided tours,
music, theater, and literature was offered, and enjoyed by approximately
800 visitors. A special accent was the
unveiling of two sculptures which will
permanently be presented in one of the
two atriums: “Kosmischer Leuchter”,
created by the artist Doug Fitch, New
York, and “Fahrbare Treppe” by Florian
Borkenhagen, Hamburg. Science was
restricted to the hallways of the individual departments on that day.

Fraunhofer ITWM Annual Report 2006
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Looking Back at the Year 2006

Simulationszentrum RheinlandPfalz
At the beginning of June, the Simulation Center Rhineland-Palatinate (SRP)
started to offer its services. It is a common project of the ITWM and the Department of Mathematics of the Technical University of Kaiserslautern, located in the Fraunhofer Center. The center
has the objective of supporting the application of CAE methods by companies in Rhineland-Palatinate, especially
in the fields of metalworking industry
and polymer processing, as well as in
engineering and mechanics. The companies’ competence requirements with
respect to product development are
continuously increasing, and new ideas
must be competently applied faster
and faster. A qualified application of
CAE tools is indispensable. New and
further developments can be designed
and tested cost-effectively and in a
time-saving way by the simulation of
virtual prototypes.
Due to the institute’s long-term experience with respect to the application of
such software tools within industrial
projects, the ITWM is available as a
competent partner for the companies.
The typical problems and the companies’ point of view with respect to CAE
technologies are well-known to the scientists of the SRP from a large number
of successfully concluded projects. Besides, the ITWM and the Department
of Mathematics have the scientific com
petence of further developing simulation methods to a level which essentially exceeds the current state-of-the-art
of commercial CAE tools. In spite of
the successful application of CAE technologies in many areas, primarily small
companies are afraid of the threshold
to be crossed with respect to investments and costs for the training of personnel. The company owners have to
answer many questions: “Will it be
profitable for my company to introduce

14

Beaming faces at the inauguration of the SRP: University President Prof. Dr. Helmut Schmidt, Head of
the SRP Dr. Klaus Dreßler, Minister of Economic Affairs Hendrik Hering, Minister of Science Prof. Dr.
Jürgen Zöllner, ITWM Director Prof. Dr. Dieter Prätzel-Wolters, Dean of the Department of Mathematics Prof. Dr. Ralf Korn.

a simulation tool?”, “Where will we
get the respective expert knowledge
from?”, “Do we need a general or several special simulation tools?”, “Will
the design engineer be able to apply
the simulation tool?” The SRP intends
to answer these questions by competent consulting, thus enabling the introduction of simulation tools.

For further information, please go to:
www.sz-rlp.de

The SRP employees assist the companies during engineering and simulation
projects, by product-independent consulting and support with respect to the
introduction or modification of CAE
processes, and by offering training
courses and trainee programs. In the
framework of SRP projects, CAE tools
can be further developed and adapted
according to company-specific requirements. Although the SRP is managed
by the Department of Mathematical
Methods in Dynamics and Durability, the competences of the other departments and of the Technical University are of course also available.
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Bunshah-Award
Dr. Peter Klein of the Competence
Center High Performance Computing received the Bunshah Award during the “International Conference on
Metallurgical Coatings and Thin Films,
ICMCTF” in San Diego/USA. He was
awarded the prize together with scientists of the Institute of Industrial Production and Manufacturing of the University of Stuttgart for the best one of
700 publications of the ICMCTF. The
scientists dealt with the question how
the surface properties of a product can
be optimized with respect to their function. They developed a molecular dynamic model of layer growth by which
the interaction between determinable

EVI-Meeting
The fourth annual meeting of the former executive board members and institute directors of the FraunhoferGesellschaft (EVI) took place in Kaisers
lautern at the beginning of July. Approximately 50 participants met at
the new Fraunhofer Center; Dr. Alfred Gossner, chief financial officer, in-

coating properties and process parameters can be determined for each phase
of a coating process. The growth of the
coating layers becomes measurable and
thus also controllable even on an atomic scale, because it is here where the
properties of a surface are determined.
The scientists have thus for the first
time succeeded in coupling the simulation of the deposition of copper atoms
on silicon wafers with the real coating
process and its application in microelectronics.

formed about the current state of the
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, and the current president Prof. Hans-Jörg Bullinger greeted the participants via video
conference. EVI member Prof. Helmut
Neunzert organized a trip to the Wine
Museum in Deidesheim; further highlights of the program were a guided
tour through the city and a visit to the
stadium of the FCK.
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Looking Back at the Year 2006

Colloquium
In September, a colloquium with topclass scientists was held at the ITWM;
its title: “There is nothing more practical than a good theory.” The occasion
was not only the 70th birthday of Prof.
Dr. Helmut Neunzert, the founder of
the institute, but also the tenth anniversary of the ITWM, which presented
itself to the mathematical-scientific
world in the new building on the occasion of this event.
The scientific community was represented by internationally renowned
members, among these Prof. Achi

Brandt of the Israeli Weizmann Institute,
Prof. Peter Deuflhard of the Zuse Institute in Berlin, Prof. Leonhard Rogers of
Cambridge University, Prof. Heinz Engl
of the Johannes Kepler University in
Linz, as well as Prof. Heinz Otto Peitgen
of the University of Bremen. During
those two days, they presented the latest scientific developments in the field
of practical mathematics; in return, the
ITWM presented its main subjects by
current projects.
Such talks in tandem were, for
example, “From multigrid solvers to
systematic up-scaling” and “Multiscale
simulation in filtration processes”,

“Constrained least square estimation in
control” and “Model based design
strategies for active vibration control
systems”, or “Iterative methods for the
regularization on nonlinear inverse
problems” and “Indirect temperature
measurement of hot glasses”.
Another reason to celebrate was the
election of Prof. Dr. Dieter PrätzelWolters as Chairman of the Scientific
and Technical Council (WTR) of the
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft; the WTR represents the interests of the 56 institute
directors and their 12,500 employees
and consults the Executive Board with
respect to strategic decisions.

Atrium-Jazz
At the beginning of November, the
ITWM was swarming with life also on
Sunday, when Atrium Jazz invited
many visitors to the light-flooded atrium of the building. The RoGebhardtBrasil-Projekt offered a mixture of La
tin, tango, jazz and rock: “Tudo Bem” –
in English: everything is good. That
was not only the case for the music
on that Sunday morning, but also for
the whole atmosphere, thanks to a
child-care program and a culinary
choice of products.
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Faculty Award
In November, the Competence Center High Performance Computing
received the IBM Faculty Award, which
is remunerated with 6,000 Euros, for
the implementation of the visualization
software PV-4D on the Cell Broadband
Engine (BE), a new processor technology developed by Sony, Toshiba, and
IBM. The software allows for the interactive representation of large amounts
of image data. The successful cooperation between the IBM Development
Center in Böblingen and the CC HPC
has enabled IBM to gather experience
with respect to the application of Cell
Broadband Engine processors already
at an early stage. That proved how important close cooperation with partners from science and research was for
innovations, said Erwin Jung, Director
of Scientific Relations of IBM Germany,
during the award presentation.

The honored ITWM research group with the Director of the Institute and IBM representatives:
Dr. Gerd Kaufholz (IBM Böblingen), Prof. Dr. Dieter Prätzel-Wolters, Dr. Carsten Lojewski, Erwin
Jung (IBM Böblingen), Dr. Dirk Merten, Dr. Peter Klein, Utz Bacher (IBM Böblingen), Dr. Franz-Josef
Pfreundt, and Matthias Klein

Innovationspreis Rheinland-Pfalz
In December, the ITWM received the
Innovation Award Rhineland-Palatinate
in the section “Special Award for Research Institutes” already for the third
time now. The research group around
Katja Schladitz of the Department of
Models and Algorithms in Image
Processing was presented the special award, which is remunerated with
,000 Euros, for the software tool
MAVI, a modular software system for
the processing and analysis of volume
images, as they are produced in microcomputer tomography, for example.
MAVI is especially suited for the microstructure analysis of metal and polymer
foams, fiber composites, non-wovens,
ceramics, or concrete; however, due
to its modular structure it can also be
applied easily for d images of other
structures, such as bones or snow. The
analysis results are used for the optimization of specific material and component properties and for quality control.

Presentation of awards in the Chamber of Trade in Kaiserslautern: Björn Wagner, Michael Godehardt,
Dr. Katja Schladitz, and Hendrik Hering, Minister of Economy of Rhineland-Palatinate
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The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft at a Glance

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is the largest organization of applied research in
Europe. As a non-profit organization, it
currently maintains approximately 80
research units – including 56 institutes –
at more than 40 locations throughout Germany. A staff of approximately 12,500 employees – mainly qualified
scientists or engineers – works for the
annual research budget of 1,2 million
Euros. More than half of industrial profits stem from projects with small and
medium-sized enterprises.
The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft deals with
research and development projects ordered by economy, the state, and the
public sector. International cooperation
is supported by Liaison Offices in the
USA and in Asia.

Research areas of the FraunhoferGesellschaft:
n

n

n

n

material technology, component
behavior
production technology, manufacturing technology
information and communication
t echnology
microelectronics, microsystem
technology

n

test engineering, sensor systems

n

process engineering

n

n

energy technology and constructional
engineering, environmental and
health research
technical-economic studies, information transfer

Locations of the
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
in Germany

Schkopau

Central adress
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung
der angewandten Forschung e. V.
Hansastraße 27c
80686 München

Fraunhofer Group
Information and Communication Technology

The Fraunhofer ICT Group is the largest European research alliance for information and communication technology (ICT), thus representing a coordinating body for in-dustrial customers and
media who are looking for an appropriate partner. The competences of the 17
member institutes are pooled in strategic networks and marketed in common.
This network allows for specific, branchtypical, and entire solutions from applied research: especially tailored IT solutions, competent technology consulting, as well as preliminary research
for new products and services. Periodic
economic summits provide a platform
for the appropriate partners from industry and research.
An entire number of 3,000 employees
of 17 institutes, as well as an annual
budget of more than 190 million Euros
turn the ICT Group into the largest research alliance in Europe. Therefore, the
technologies in our ten research areas
cover the entire chain of value creation:
n

e-business

n

e-government

n

medicine and life sciences

n

traffic and mobility

n

production

n

digital media

n

security

n

culture and entertainment

n

software

n

communication systems and interdisciplinary applications

Phone:		 +49 (0) 89/12 05-0
Fax:				 +49 (0) 89/12 05-75 31
Internet: www.fraunhofer.de
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Direction and Administration

Manuela Hoffmann, Prof. Dr. Ralf Korn, Michael Mannweiler, Prof. Dr. Axel Klar, Dr. Marion Schulz-Reese, Ingeborg Woltmann, Prof. Dr. Dieter Prätzel-Wolters,
Sandra Leugner, Dieter Eubell, Mirko Spell, Christian Peter, Gesa Ermel, Dr. Elmar Gerwalin, Patrick Fuchs, Ilka Blauth, Steffen Grützner, Brigitte Williard,
Gabriele Gramsch, Katharina Parusel, Markus Pfeffer
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Transport Processes
The work of the Department Transport
Processes is characterized by the mathematical modeling of complex industrial problems and the development of efficient algorithms for their numerical
solution. From a mathematical point of
view, the respective technical and scientific problems from areas such as fluid dynamics, radiative transfer, acoustics, and structural mechanics are based
on partial differential equations. From
the clients’ point of view, the problems
typically comprise the optimization of
products, the technical design of production processes, or simulation-based
measurement methods. The year 2006
was an economically very successful
one again for all of the five main subjects of the department, which will be
described here-inafter.
Fluid-structure interaction
The work within the largest main subject of the department is focused on
the simulation of the dynamics of particles, filaments, and sheets interacting
with flows. Although there is a wide
range of different clients from the producing industry and from engineering,
most problems mainly stem from the
area of technical textiles. FIDYST (Fiber
Dynamics Simulation Tool) is a software
tool for the simulation of the dynamics
of filaments which has exclusively been
developed at ITWM; it will be presented in more detail in the following. The
development of FIDYST is integrated into the current Fraunhofer project
MAVO SR-PRO, by which the department takes a first important step in the
direction of “simulated reality for production processes”.
Gridfree methods
The department is developing its own
solver for flow processes: FPM (Finite
Pointset Method). FPM is a grid-free
method and as such perfectly apt for
the solution of problems with a flow
area which is changing with respect to
time (multiphase flows, free surfaces).

20

FPM covers a wide range of material
behavior and is provided with interfaces for diverse pre- and postprocessing
formats. There is a series of especially adapted FPM solutions which are already applied in industrial practice. The
development of a tool for the simulation of refueling processes for the company VW is a current example of such
a solution.
Radiative transfer and parameter
identification
This main subject has its roots in projects with respect to the cooling of glass
by thermal radiation and heat conduction, which have resulted in the development of the ITWM radiation tool
RADEFF as a FLUENT-UDF. The respective research work has continued and
successfully resulted in additional mathematically related subjects. Besides, in
2006 we have increasingly concentrated on inverse problems (indirect temperature measurement) and optimization problems (thermal design of industrial plants), on the basis of direct problems of radiative transfer.
Room acoustics
This future research area is defined by
a series of projects which were previously assigned to continuum mechanical product and process design. The
work is focused on the development
of an audio-visual VR system (Acoustic
Simulated Reality) by which the acoustic situation of rooms (buildings, machine halls, vehicles) can already be experienced during the planning phase
by persons who are responsible for the
respective decisions, although mostly
lacking expert knowledge. By 2007, the
system is supposed to be already applicable for the acquisition of industrial projects.
Continuum mechanical product and
process design
The main subject comprises those projects which concentrate on the techni-
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cal design and optimization of products
and production processes. Their common bases are continuum mechanical
multiphysics models which can only be
handled by optimization and /or control after a respective model reduction.
Competences and resources of the entire
department are used for the work on
these projects. The main topics are model reduction for supply networks, medical technology, and simulated reality.

Problem solution areas
n
n
n

Head of Department:
Dr. Raimund Wegener
✆ +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-42 31
raimund.wegener@itwm.fraunhofer.de

n
n

fluid-structure interaction
gridfree methods
radiative transfer and
parameter identification
room acoustics
continuum mechanical product and
process design

Robert Schad, »Pnog«, 2002, steel
“From an agglomeration of square steel bars, several elements unfold into the height of the room. Already the dynamics of the upwards
movement implies the association of flows, which are also thinkable in the interior of the moving tube system. The correlation of agglomeration and unfolding indicates structural interaction.”
Dr. Britta Buhlmann, Director of the “Pfalzgalerie”
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Example

FIDYST – Fiber Dynamics Simulation
Tool
In textile industry, fibers, filaments, and
yarns consisting of different materials
are produced or processed. Examples
are the production of nonwovens, glass
wool, and yarns, as well as the processing of natural fibers. In order to be able
to cover such processes by simulation,
the Department Transport Processes
is developing the simulation tool FIDYST
(Fiber Dynamics Simulation Tool) within the main subject of fluid-structure interaction. Currently, FIDYST is able to
simulate the dynamics of elastic filaments subject to internal stresses and
bending forces. Wide-ranging preliminary work has already been done on
the handling of viscous and viscoelastic
filaments. The fiber dynamics is not
only influenced by intrinsic material
properties, but essentially also by three
external factors: aerodynamic forces,
contact with machine components, and
contact with other filaments.
In many production plants, the movement of the filaments is mainly controlled by especially applied air flows.
FIDYST allows for the integration of
such flow data determined by simulations with commercial CFD tools, such
as FLUENT® or ANSYS-CFX®. FIDYST is
able to process two-dimensional, axially symmetric, and three-dimensional
flow data, as well as stationary and instationary data. On the basis of these
data, the forces of the air to which the
filament is subject are computed by an
air-drag model. Apart from the forces due to the deterministic main flow,
FIDYST also represents the stochastic forces produced by turbulence. The
respective model is based on the local turbulence data of the flow simulation. In most cases, it is sufficient to account for the effect of the air flow on
the filaments described in such a way;
the effect of the filaments on the flow
can be neglected. In some cases, how-

22

Fiber-wall interaction: example for the deviation of filaments by geometric components

ever, mainly if there are a large number of filaments concerned during the
process, the flow simulation must also
account for the drag effect of the filaments. The effect of many filaments
is converted into a source of impulse
and, moreover, into a source of energy by homogenization. In such a way,
the FIDYST data with respect to the filament movements are accounted for in
the flow simulation via a respective interface. During an iterative process, this
can be used for a complete coupling of
the different dynamics.
During the processing, the filaments
might be deviated or caught by firm or
moving machine components. In order

to handle the contacts with walls by
FIDYST, the boundary surfaces can be
made available as triangulated surfaces.
The triangulated surfaces can be generated by a commercial grid generation
tool, such as Gambit®. A movement
of the machine components can additionally be defined. In order to handle
the filament-wall contacts, the dynamic equations are expanded by geometric
constraints and the respective Lagrange
parameters.
Especially in the case of a very large
amount of filaments in a narrow space,
contacts between the filaments will occur. These contacts can determine the
filament dynamics in such a dominat-
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ing way that the air forces to which
the filaments are subject will only play
a subordinate role. Currently, different model approaches are worked on
for the simulation of these filament-filament contacts. Especially we are developing a model which is able to simulate each individual filament-filament
contact. Analogously to the filamentwall contact, geometric constraints and
Lagrange parameters are also applied
here. Another model approach for the
handling of high filament densities with
many contacts is not to represent each
individual contact, but only the average
effect of the contacts on representative
filaments instead.

It is extremely difficult to carry out parameter studies for the optimization of
production plants, because the simulation of the entire production process
with several hundreds of filaments is far
too complex. Particularly in the case of
the production of nonwovens, however,
we are not interested in the movement
of individual filaments, but in the properties of the final product instead, i. e.
of the nonwoven. We must therefore
develop simplified models for these
production processes which allow for
the realization of complex optimization
runs in short time. FIDYST simulates
several representative filaments in order
to determine characteristic parameters,

such as throwing distance and stochastic variation of the deposition direction of the filaments. These parameters
serve for the calibration of a stochastic
model which is able to represent the
entire nonwoven, doing so without any
further complex filament simulations.
An optimization of the production plant
can be carried out with this simplified
model in a considerably shorter time.
Afterwards, the results can be checked
by a detailed FIDYST simulation. This research work on FIDYST is closely connected to the Fraunhofer-internal project MAVO SR-PRO.

160 mm

temperature [°C]

700 mm

133

80

27

1st iteration

2nd iteration

3rd iteration

4th iteration

Coupled simulation of filament and flow dynamics: example of the resulting air temperature during a
spinning process subject to an air flow for cooling
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Example

SIMPHONI – Simulation of pharmacokinetics in the inner ear
Inner ear hearing loss belongs to the
most frequently occurring chronic diseases. Current medication strategies especially in the case of acute hearing
loss or damage to the vestibular system
consist of an intravenous or oral systemic therapy with different substance
classes; the results have remained unsatisfying. For several years now, the
strategy of applying medication locally
to the inner ear has therefore been the
subject of basic research and clinical
application. Agents are brought to the
round window membrane from where
they can directly diffuse into the inner
ear. In order to bring forward this very
promising therapy towards clinical examination, a very large number of animal tests are currently still undertaken;
these serve for the examination of
pharmacokinetics in the inner ear for
different species of animals, different
medical substances, and different application strategies or drug delivery systems. It is the objective of the project

SIMPHONI, which is supported by the
BMBF, to strongly reduce or even substitute animal testing by computer simulations. Realistic models of the 3d
pharmacokinetics in the inner ear are
developed, implemented into software,
and validated.
Due to the small volumes of liquids and
the respective special problems connected to the extraction of samples of
inner ear liquids, computer simulations
can decisively contribute to a better interpretation of the results of necessary
animal testing with respect to the pharmacotherapy of the inner ear. Up to
now, animal tests were carried out for
each new medicine, for each application method (drug delivery system), and
for different application scenarios (continuous, single shot, repeated application). Computer simulations can reduce
the number of animal tests drastically.
If, for example, the pharmacokinetics of
similar substance classes is examined, a
one hundred per cent economy of animal testing can be expected. New drug
delivery systems for the inner ear are

Real image of a cochlea and simulated concen
tration distribution in a simplified geometry
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B

Concentration distribution in the cochlea for two different application strategies
(A: short-term application, B: continuous application of medicine)

usually examined by animal testing according to a trial-and-error method,
without any concept with respect to initial concentrations. The application of
computer simulation allows for a better
planning of tests, thus avoiding unnecessary experiments. Different application scenarios can do completely with
out any animal testing. If the substance
parameters are known, the known cochlea geometry can be modified for another species (or the human being) in
the computer simulation without requiring new animal tests. New technologies of sample extraction which can
only be interpreted by computer simulation reduce animal testing considerably.
The joint research project is carried out
in cooperation of the ITWM, the Department of Otolaryngology, Head and
Neck Surgery / Hearing Research Center
of the University Hospital Tübingen,
and the company Micro Carrier Systems
in Neuss, the ITWM functioning as coordinator. The subproject of the
Fraunhofer ITWM deals with the mod-

eling of the diffusion processes in the
inner ear and the development of a
three-dimensional cochlea geometry,
which can only be concluded successfully in close cooperation with the University Hospital in Tübingen. The implementation of the models, test computations, and the identification of the
substance parameters (an inverse problem from a mathematical point of view)
required for the simulation belong to
the tasks of the ITWM. Pharmacokinetic examinations of the human being, as
they are usually carried out in phase I of
clinical examination, cannot be done
for the inner ear; it is therefore intended to use the predictions from computer simulations for the planning of phase
I-II studies. In this respect, the development of computer models is supposed
to substitute animal testing completely.
From a long-term point of view, computer simulations should be integrated
systematically into the admission procedure of new medicines for the inner ear
and new application methods at the inner ear.
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Example

Simulation of mixing processes by
FPM
Mixing processes are enormously important in industrial process engineering: they either serve for an effective
mixing of materials (chemical reactors,
purification plants, food industry) or for
homogenizing these as good as possible
in order to guarantee a certain quality.
Already for some time now, the ITWM
has been cooperating, among others,
with the company NOGRID with respect
to the development of a simulation method for the evaluation of mixers in glass
production. The mixing units are characterized by enormous costs, a complicated technology, complex geometries,
and a high consumption of energy. In
order to reduce costs and complexity,
glass produc-ing companies are therefore looking for the most efficient mixing units, i. e. for an optimization of the

Particle paths in the mixing process (© NOGRID)

mixing success which accounts for the
energy consumed and the required material, as well as for the service life to
be expected.
The simulation solution resulting from
the aforementioned cooperation is
based on a two-stage approach. First,
the basic flow within a mixing unit is
computed by the Finite Pointset Method (FPM), a grid-free flow solver. FPM is
a very appropriate numerical simulation
method here because the grid-free
method allows for an almost perfect
and highly efficient representation of
the moving geometry parts (stirrer paddles) and the resulting free surfaces at
the mixing tank. FPM describes the
flowing fluid (here: a glass melt) by a
point cloud which is moving with the
flow, thus constantly adapting to the
varying geometry. After a successful
numerical simulation, the mixing effi-

ciency is determined in a second step
by the simulation tool “FPM-Pfad”. This
tool reads in the generated flow data
and computes the paths imprinted on
the individual particles on their run
through the mixer. On these paths, virtual deformations and run-through
times are determined which serve as a
direct measure for the local mixer efficiency. The complete spectrum of deformations and run-through times thus
leads to an estimation of the global
mixer efficiency. Technical parameters
such as energy consumption or thermal
stress can directly be provided by the
FPM simulation.
The Fraunhofer ITWM deals with the
simulation of mixing processes in close
cooperation with the company NOGRID
in Mainz, the latter applying FPM for
the development of simulation solutions particularly in glass industry.
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Sergey Antonov, Dr. Jan Mohring, Dr. Sudarshan Tiwari, Dr. Raimund Wegener, Dr. Jörg Kuhnert, Dr. Jevgenijs Jegorovs, Dr. Martin Hering-Bertram,
Dr. Ferdinand Olawsky, Dr. Robert Feßler, Thorsten Fütterer, Frédéric Soulié, Sabine Repke
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Flows and Complex
Structures
The department deals with the modeling and simulation of fluid dynamical
and structure mechanical processes for
the virtual design of materials and
products. One of our main compe
tences is the efficient numerical handling of occurring multiscale and
multiphysical problems. The large field
of filtration is an ideal type example for
the development and application of
mathematical upscaling methods and
software-tools for a multiscale material
and product design by a close combination of the competences of our four
main subjects.

year, the developments for the simulation of granular flows (highly dynamic
sand-air mixtures), of viscoelastic polymer melts, and of fiber suspensions
have been integrated into a common
software platform CoRheoS. The Lattice-Boltzmann software ParPac is applied within the different problem solution areas for flow computation as well
as for the simulation of the interaction
of particles and flows. Solidification
processes and the transition to a solid
body represent the interface to the
main subject of structure optimization
in mechanics and acoustics.

Microstructure simulation and virtual material design
The work within the group of microstructure simulation and virtual material
design can be summarized by the overall concept of “GeoDict”; we are developing and marketing software for the
optimization of complex three-dimensional geometric structures of porous
materials and composites. Very different material properties are computed in
complex 3D structures and successively
improved by parameter variation. Currently, the technology is especially applied within projects with respect to
the design of components of fuel cells,
paper machines, and most different
kinds of filters.

Structure optimization in mechanics
and acoustics
Activities focus on the development of
structure mechanical simulation methods (DDFEM) and software for topology optimization (TopLevel), especially in
connection with the casting simulation
in the framework of the project MIDPAG.
We are dealing with an increasing demand for model- and simulation-based
analysis of heterogeneous materials
and components with respect to their
effective acoustic and viscoelastic or
viscoplastic properties (creep, resilience).

Hydrodynamics
The main subject of hydrodynamics
moreover deals with flows through porous media, applied for the design of
filter systems (SuFiS), and with the coupled simulation of the flooding and infiltration of urban areas (RisoSim). Adequate algorithms for the efficient solution of scale-depending problems are
developed here.
Complex fluids
As an expansion of the above mentioned subject, the main subject of
complex fluids considers flows of rheologically complex fluids. During the past
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Within the past few years, the range of
software products developed in the department has strongly been expanded,
which is advantageous for the project
work in the field of scientific consulting
and results in increasing sales of the
software licencer. Customers mainly belong to the processing industries (plastics, metal, glass, ceramics) with an engineering background in the fields of
process engineering or material development. There are also a growing demand and increasing activities in the areas of environmental technology and
medical technology.
The scientific network with the Technical University of Kaiserslautern and
within long-term global cooperations
(with Texas A&M, for example) has con-
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tinuously been reinforced by common
research projects, PhD projects, and a
vivid scientific exchange. All in all, the
department was able to further increase the very good results of the last
year; simultaneously, the number of
employees has been growing strongly.
We are looking forward very optimistically to the next few years to come.

Problem solution areas
n

Head of Department:
Dr. Konrad Steiner
✆ 06 / 6 00-4 42
konrad.steiner@itwm.fraunhofer.de

n
n
n

microstructure simulation and
virtual material design
hydrodynamics
complex fluids
structural optimization in
mechanics and acoustics

Alexandra Deutsche, “Meeresform” (“Sea form”) 2002, hand-made paper, pigments, staining
“The object, created of a kind of papier-mâché material, reminds of a being living in water, due to its greenish-white color, as well as
because of its amoeba-like shape. Its lamella appear to be able to take in or even to provoke flows, its gullet might serve as a filter for
inflowing and out flowing matter.”
Dr. Britta Buhlmann, Director of the “Pfalzgalerie”
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Examples

GeoDict integrates virtual material design and microstructure simulation
In many technical areas, the geometric structure of a material is the central
property relevant for application which
can be influenced. Up to now, however, the selection of appropriate materials in industrial practice is still subject
to experience and time-consuming and
expensive empirical processes (trial and
error).
GeoDict, innovative software developed at the Fraunhofer ITWM, is able
to simulate almost any arbitrary material structure; on the basis of these geometries, material properties can be
described or predicted.

ported for computation by other simulation tools.
The simulation results can be transformed into graphics or animations, as
well as be exported to Microsoft Excel,
in order to be further processed or presented.
GeoDict combines virtual material design and microstructure simulation in
one application. The software package
can be installed on Windows as well as
on Linux computers. Apart from a large
number of Windows installations, since
October 2005 the Linux version has

also been in operation; among these
are eight installations on multiprocessor systems in companies, research institutes, and universities in the USA,
France, and Germany.
Particularly the high-performance version of the software, which is optimized for 64-bit Linux parallel computers, enables the scientists at the ITWM
and their project partners to carry out
efficient modeling and simulation by
GeoDict.
For more detailed information, please
go to www.geodict.com

Currently, GeoDict is mainly applied for
the computation of flow-through properties of porous materials. A detailed
knowledge of the flow behavior is decisive for the improvement of the efficiency and service life of fuel cells, filters, and dewatering felts, for example.
In addition, the behavior of a composite material subject to mechanical loads
can be determined by GeoDict, and the
material can be examined virtually with
respect to its loading capacity. Besides,
the software computes the heat conduction and electric conductivity of porous materials and composites.
In a first step, GeoDict generates a
multi-color 3D model of a microstructure on the basis of averaged parameters or imported experimental data.
The second step is the simulation of
structure mechanical or flow dynamical
processes.
The user can vary the model parameters interactively anytime and repeat
the computation of properties, in order
to find new and improved porous materials or composites on the computer; the virtual materials can also be ex-
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Electron microscope view of a virtual porous layer with a bimodal pore size distribution
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Filtration of soot particulates

respect to long regeneration intervals,
a low fuel consumption, and high engine rating.

Filters are required in many places: for
making coffee, in vacuum cleaners, or
for the cleaning of diesel exhaust. How- The simulation tool has already passed
ever, it is often very expensive and time- its first practical test: in cooperation
with colleagues of the company Bosch,
consuming to find the optimum design. The 3D simulation software Filter- two different diesel particulate filters
Dict substitutes the construction of pro- with and without a fiber layer are extotypes here.
amined experimentally; the results are
successfully compared to those of the
simulations. In the future, Bosch and
Soot particulate filters slowly cut their
the ITWM will expand their cooperaway towards serial production – most
tion and simulate up to one hundred
automobile producers already provide
filters. Inappropriate types of filters can
their diesel vehicles with these filters in
order to minimize fine particulate emis- thus already be excluded on the basis of the simulation results; prototypes
sions. But which filters do pick out the
will only be constructed and additionalharmful particulates most effectively tested in the laboratory for those filly? Which effects do geometric details
ters which show good results in Filterof the filter material have on the filter
Dict.
properties? Up to now, test series with
prototypes have been necessary in order to answer such questions.
FilterDict is able to reduce the number
of required prototypes and thus also
the development time and costs considerably in the future. It can even do
more, because this software for the
first time gives the complete information about the filter processes, which
is often not available by practical tests.
We can simulate how fast and how far
particulates penetrate into the filter –
for arbitrary filter materials. The basic parameters required by FilterDict are
the model of the filter material from
the microstructure simulator GeoDict,
different physical parameters, as well as
the particle size distribution. Depending
on the filter material, additional parameters can also be accounted for, such as
the fiber direction in the case of fiber
filters. On the basis of this information,
the program computes the path of the
soot particulates through the filter media – individually for each of the billions
of particulates. The simulation is able to
show which amount of soot is deposited where in the filter. Subsequently,
the filter design will be optimized with

Simulation of soot deposition in a particulate filter medium
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Examples
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Above: computer-generated layer structure, consisting of open foam covered by a nonwoven on
both sides
Below: measured and computed acoustic absorption of a two-layer fiber absorber, failure of
the simple model of Delany & Bazley
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For several years now, the Fraunhofer
ITWM has developed methods for a
drastic reduction of these high expenses with respect to time and money which are connected to the development of new absorber materials. It is of
central importance that, instead of being measured, all the material parameters determining the acoustic properties of the material are completely computed instead. The basis is a stochastic model which represents the
microstructure of the material realistically. In the case of highly porous absorbers, the flow resistance of the microstructure is determined on the basis
of the solution of the Stokes equation;
an effective model provides the conclusions with respect to the acoustic properties. For highly porous absorbers, all
the effects of airborne noise absorption

Currently, we are expanding our method also for noise absorbing materials
where a part of the noise energy is dissipated in the solid body. This requires,
among others, the computation of the
structure elastic material parameters.
The advantage of our method compared to all the other methods currently available for pore-elastic absorbers is
that one can do completely without the
production of any blank parts or prototypes.

25
0

A series of simulation programs for the
computation of the acoustic effectiveness of pore-elastic absorbers in components or assembly groups is already
available today. These programs, for example AutoSEA2, LMS Sysnoise, or Actran, describe the pore-elastic materials
via effective material parameters. Interestingly enough, up to now there has
been no software which determines
the required effective material parameters by simulation, so that a connection between the microscopic structure and the acoustic properties can be
identified. These properties are still determined by complex measurements of
blank parts and prototypes, which is
very time-consuming and expensive.

20

Acoustically effective materials are applied for noise reduction – technically speaking: for the reduction of the
sound pressure level - in many areas today. Among these are porous materials such as fiber absorbers or pore-elastic foams.

can be accounted for by the flow resistance. In the case of a lower porosity (e.
g., pressed nonwovens or open foams),
the flow resistance alone does not suffice, so that further parameters, such
as tortuosity or characteristic lengths,
must also be determined. In expert language, this means that the simple model of Delany & Bazley is substituted by
the model of Allard & Johnson. We
have nevertheless developed methods
for a direct computation of all acoustic material parameters also for those
materials which cannot be defined as
highly porous.

absorption

Design simulation of sound absorbing materials

frequency in Hz
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Flow simulation of fiber suspensions
Fiber-reinforced composites have considerable advantages compared to conventional materials. Although their
strength is comparable, they are essentially lighter than, e. g., metallic materials, they are corrosion resistant, and
they can annihilate by a specific adjustment of the fiber orientation the large
disadvantage of polymer materials –
their low stiffness. The light weight of
these composites turns them into ideal materials for the production of energy efficient means of transport in automobile and aviation industry as well as
in the shipbuilding industry. Composites are used for mass production especially in automobile industry; if only
slightly less of the relatively expensive
fiber material is required, this already
results in considerable economic advantages. Particularly in the case of glass fibers, a further weight reduction of the
produced parts, which means a saving
of energy during the later application,
can only be reached by a reduction of
the percentage of fibers. The fibers are
responsible for the improved mechanical properties of the composites; it is
therefore essential for the conservation
of these excellent mechanical properties of the material that the anisotropic
material properties of the fibers are already made use of during the production of the composites by a processcontrolled adjustment of the fiber orientation. The more exactly the fiber orientation can be predicted, the larger is
the saving potential.
Already for several years now, the
Fraunhofer ITWM has been carrying
out research and development projects in cooperation with industrial enterprises and experimentally oriented
Fraunhofer institutes for a decisive improvement of the material models and
numerical algorithms existing in commercial codes. One main problem of
the usually applied models is the ne-

glecting of the effect of the fiber orientation on the flow properties of the
fiber suspension. However, this model assumption cannot be justified for
the technically relevant fiber concentrations. Both images on the right hand
side show the dramatic differences of
the fiber orientation if the effect of the
fiber orientation is accounted for. Especially interesting is the qualitative difference of interfaces between regions
of very different fiber orientation. In
the real components, it is exactly these
boundary surfaces where cracks might
occur if the components are subject to
a load. It is therefore decisively important from a technological point of view
to avoid such interfaces or to guarantee at least that they will only occur in
areas where they will not be subject to
large mechanical loads during the later
application.
Further developments have also been
carried out in the field of flexible fibers
and with respect to an improved modeling of topological interactions of individual fibers. All the developments are
implemented into the ITWM software
development platform CoRheoS as the
module CoRheoFiber and tested in real
three-dimensional applications. The image below shows the fiber orientation
within a three-dimensional test body.
In addition, interfaces for commercial

software packages have been created
where possible, in order to allow for a
coupling of the ITWM developments
with a company’s in-house software
equipment.
4
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Above: comparison of the orientation in flow direction from left to right for constant viscosity (no effect of the fiber orientation on the flow
behavior) and orientation-dependent viscosity

Left: three-dimensional orientation state in a
demonstration tool
Outlet

Inlet
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Example

Improved design of local flood protection measures by a highly exact
run-off simulation
The design of urban drainage systems
requires the simulation of the run-off
processes after strong rainfall, in order
to derive the return period of a surcharge of the sewer system or inundations on the basis of the return period
of rainfall of different intensity; on this
basis, variations of the sewer system or
measures on the surface can be implemented. The simulation includes the
coupled computation of the run-off behavior in the subterranean sewer system, on the surface, and in the groundwater. The program systems RisoDGM
and RisoSim of the ITWM allow for a
very detailed description of the topography and the soil parameterization of
the surface by the application of highresolution input data, resulting in

waterlevel [m]
0.2
0.1
0

n

n

n

the exact simulation of the run-off
processes
inundation proofs
the planning of mitigation measures
on the surface.

In the summer of 2005, the city of
Schwetzingen was hit by an event of
extreme rainfall. In cooperation with
the company Pöyri-GKW (and supported by the Land Baden-Württemberg),
we were able to apply the new technology to an area of the size of 1.5
square kilometers. Apart from the manholes, all the gullies and connections to
houses within the area were integrated
into the model of the sewer network;
the surface model accounted for the
boundaries of buildings, walls, and
curbstone lines. The above image
shows the attention to detail within a
section of the computational grid. We
were able to simulate the run-off processes of the real rainfall event and to
identify the critical city areas. Surcharge

34

elevation [m]
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Above: stages of grey of the triangles according to heights. Buildings are cut
out of the grid (red areas) and can therefore not be subject to the flow.
Below: sewer network with surcharged manholes (red) for rainfall of extreme
intensity. Blue areas of the surface are significantly flooded. Areas with a lower water level are brown (area: appr. 1.5 km2, situation after 32 min. passed).

of the sewer network and inundations
in the street showed (image below) at
which places measures had to be taken
in order to guarantee protection according to the return period prescribed
by the regulation EN 752. Additional
conduits, the diameter expansion of already existing conduits, and special
constructions were planned reliably in
combination with surface measures,
such as small retention basins and sills
in the street.
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Priv.-Doz. Dr. Heiko Andrä, Zahra Lakdawala, Uldis Strautins, Dr. Dariusz Niedziela, Dr. Stefan Rief, Jörg Willems, Kilian Schmidt, Emanuel Teichmann,
Dr. Liping Cheng, Alfonso Caiazzo, Anna Naumovich, Sebastian Schmidt, Irina Rybak, Dr. Jürgen Becker, Iuliana Matei, Dr. Aivars Zemitis, Inga Shklyar,
Dr. Konrad Steiner, Dr. Dirk Kehrwald, Priv.-Doz. Dr. Oleg Iliev, Ashok Kumar Vaikuntam, Dr. Volker Schulz, Dr. Andreas Wiegmann, Shankar Maddu,
Dr. Norman Ettrich
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Models and Algorithms in
Image Processing
The Department of Models and Algorithms in Image Processing develops especially tailored solutions in the field of
image and signal processing in close
cooperation with partners from industry and research institutions. The work
is particularly focused on the analysis of
three-dimensional microstructures, surface inspection, and signal analysis for
railway systems.
On the basis of our extensive experience concerning the development of
efficient complex algorithms and their
integration into industrial production
processes, we have continuously expanded and improved the range of our
services by our own research work, as
well as by cooperation projects with
other research groups.
Analysis of volume images
The area of three-dimensional image
analysis and modeling of microstructures becomes increasingly important
due to the improvement of the technical possibilities with respect to three-dimensional imaging. Our work concentrates on the determination of geometric characteristics of the material microstructure; however, applications to
other areas are also becoming interesting. The launch of the software package MAVI (Modular Algorithms for Volume Images) has already resulted in a
considerable number of licenses which
have been sold by now. The climax of
this development was the presentation
of the “Innovationspreis RheinlandPfalz” by the Minister of Economy,
Hendrik Hering, in December 2006. As
a consequence of high demand, versions
with a strongly expanded performance
and service will be developed in 2007.

Surface inspection
The area of surface inspection profits
from an increasing demand for a onehundred per cent quality control. In
many cases, there is a direct relationship between the quality of a product
and the quality of its surface. The customer expects a flawless optic; scratches
on automobile doors, stains on paper,
or color defects in wood surfaces are
undesirable. Besides, properties of the
material surface frequently also have a
direct influence on the functionality of
the product. Cast parts with cracks are
immediately discarded, for example,
and defect rubber coatings of sealing
gaskets reduce the sealing behavior.
MASC (Modular Algorithms for Surface
Control) is a modular system providing
a large number of tools and system
components ready for application. It is
thus offering an adequate basis for fast
and flexible solutions in order to meet
the wide range of requirements and
materials. Among our new developments are modules for matching, stereo vision, and sequence analysis.
Signal analysis for railway systems
In the field of railway systems, the longstanding cooperation with the company GE Transportation Systems will be
continued. New impulses are expected
here in 2007 by the Fraunhofer innovation cluster “Digital Utility Vehicle Technology”.

In 2006, cooperation with other Fraun
hofer institutes has reached a new
quality level. Apart from bilateral cooperation, e. g., with the Fraunhofer institutes IFF, IIS, IZFP, and ISC, we would
like to especially point out the cooperation within the Fraunhofer-Alliance Vision, where the image processing activAdditionally, funds for the acquisition of ities within the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
are coordinated. Apart from project coa CT scanner for the institute have already been conceded by the Fraunhofer- operation, common industrial workshops were offered with the subjects of
Gesellschaft. This will considerably im“Surface inspection” and “Computer toprove the possibilities for testing and
analyses at the location of Kaiserslautern. mography and analysis methods for in-
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dustrial applications”. Both seminars
will be continued in the next years due
to an extraordinarily good resonance.

Head of Department:
Dr. Ronald Rösch
✆ 06 31/3 16 00-44 86
ronald.roesch@itwm.fraunhofer.de

Problem solution areas
n
n
n

analysis of volume images
surface inspection
signal analysis for railway systems

Werner Pokorny, “Großes durchbrochenes Gefäß” (“Large jar covered by openings”),
sipo wood
“The form of a jar which Werner Pokorny has created by chain saw from African tropical
wood has a grid structure and is as such covered with openings – an ambivalent appearance. Interior and exterior, volume and space, conservation and disclosure are equally
presented. At first sight, we can see a jar; however, it is only the many variants of imaginations and associations resulting there from which open up complex relations of shape
and sense.”
Dr. Britta Buhlmann, Director of the “Pfalzgalerie”
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Examples

Quality control of tanned leather
In cooperation with the Fraunhofer
Chalmers Research Centre (FCC) in
Sweden, the Fraunhofer ITWM has developed an automatic inspection sys-

tem for the quality control of tanned
natural leather. Currently, a prototype
system is integrated in the production plant of a customer, so that we are
now able to test and optimize the system behavior under industrial conditions.
The automatic inspection of leather is
a challenge because each piece of natural leather is unique. Defects such as
scratches or insect bites are considered
as decreasing the quality, and must
therefore be distinguished reliably from
other leather-typical irregularities.
It is the task of the inspection system
to sort the hides into five quality classes. The quality basically depends on the
number of defects which have been
found and from their position on the
hide. Hence, the system ought to detect all the defects existing on a piece
of leather in order to determine the respective quality class.
The images of the hides are taken directly after the so-called drumming-off
machine by a line-scan camera with a
resolution of approximately 0.2 mm

per pixel. The drumming-off machine
squeezes out the water which is still
contained in the leather at a velocity
of approximately 15 m/min. Due to the
large amounts of data of approximately 100 megabytes per hide, a computer cluster is necessary for computation.
This is especially challenging for the
system software, which does not only
have to guarantee a fast and reliable
image acquisition, but also an optimal
adaptive distribution of the computing
load to the individual cluster nodes.
The natural leather patterns turn the
project into a real challenge also from
an algorithmic point of view: all the detected defects are divided into the four
classes of scratches, insect bites, warts,
and shingles. A special algorithm has
been developed for each class of defects. The main problem for all the detection algorithms is represented by the
natural structures of the skin (veins and
wrinkles, for example), which might
lead to many pseudo defects.
Individual classificators have been developed for each class of defects in order to distinguish the defects from the
natural skin structures; for example,
scratches must be distinguished from
veins on the skin. When all the defects
are detected and classified, the quality class is determined according to the
number of defects, their distinctiveness,
and their position on the skin. The basic idea is to find two or three rectangles on the skin whichcontain as few
defects as possible. The defects within
these “optimal rectangles” determine
the quality class.
The inspection system is in test operation at a Swedish leather producing
company.

Leather during the drumming-off process (above
left) and naturally dried leather (below left)
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Signal analysis for railway systems
The monitoring of the temperature of
axle bearings and brakes on passenger
and freight trains is an important factor for the reduction of downtimes or
increasing maintenance expenses. The
measuring requires contactless methods, which usually consist in the application of sensors mounted in the track
which are measuring the thermal radiation of the passing chassis; the data are
subsequently analyzed by mathematical methods.
In the framework of a long-standing
and successful cooperation with the
company GE Transportation Systems,
the Fraunhofer ITWM has developed
the software for the chassis monitoring
sleeper (FÜS), which is already running
in more than 600 systems throughout
Europe.

foreign radiation – e. g.,
by brake blocks or by direct or
indirect solar radiation – has
been implemented. Classification algorithms are increasingly used for the
different analysis steps;
these enable the user, for
example, to distinguish between disk brakes and
block brakes with an
accuracy of almost
one hundred per
cent.
Besides, FÜS systems
are able to determine the type of chassis
or brakes on the basis of the measurement data, to compute the distance between individual axles with an accuracy
of only a few millimeters, and to identify not only individual types of vehicles
on the basis of these distances, but also
complete formations of vehicles.

The software analyzes radiation profiles,
detects overheated components, and
transfers the respective data to registra- The evaluating computer consists of
tion centers which are connected to the an industrial PC with special additional components and is running under
system. In order to avoid false alerts,
the detection and filtering of undesired Linux. Data evaluation is carried out in

FÜS systems in Europe

real time, so that critical operation temperatures can be reported without delay to the respective department of the
railway company, to the signal technology in the track, or, by radio, to the engine driver in order to initiate countermeasures.
In order to allow for permanent operation without human control, a series of
self diagnosis and correction systems is
integrated, permanently monitoring the
hardware. This guarantees a continuous operation even in the case of a failure of a subsystem. Creeping changes
such as variations of the measurement
values due to ageing hardware can also
be compensated in such a way.

FÜS measuring sleeper with control unit
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Example

MAVI is a modular software system for
the processing and analysis of volume
images as they are provided by, e. g.,
micro-computer tomography. MAVI
is especially apt for the analysis of the
microstructures of metal and polymer
foams, fiber composites, nonwovens,
ceramics, or concrete. On the basis of
binary images of three-dimensional homogeneous structures, the image analytical methods which have been developed at ITWM and integrated into
MAVI enable the user to determine the
volume density (specific volume), the
surface density (specific surface), the
density of the integral of mean curvature, and the density of the integral
of total curvature (proportional to the
density of the Euler number), to begin
with. In a certain sense, these four parameters represent a basis for the computation of a large number of additional parameters, such as the porosity;
for open foams in particular, these are,
for example, the specific edge length
(mean total length per unit volume) or
the mean edge thickness.
Further characteristics of open foams
can be determined on the basis of the
assumption that the system of edges can be modeled by that of a tessellation, for example, the mean number
of cells per unit volume, the mean cell
volume, the mean cell surface, or the
mean chord length which is inversely
proportional to the PPI value.
The variability of cell sizes or cell shapes,
i. e. the homogeneity of a foam, can be
evaluated on the basis of empirical distributions of the cell characteristics. The
foam cells are reconstructed by image
analytical methods: binarization, Euclidean distance transformation on the
pore space, and a subsequent watershed transformation allow for the de-

40

composition of the pore space into cells
with a system of edges. This method
requires particular diligence for smoothing the distance image, because the direct application of the watershed transformation results in a strong over-segmentation (see the images on the right
hand side). Measurement of the reconstructed cells as individual objects yields
empirical distributions (histograms) of
such characteristics as volume, surface,
curvature integrals, diameter, or shape.
Shape factors are computed on the basis of the volume, the surface, and the
integral of mean curvature. The measurement of the diameters in 13 discrete spatial directions additionally provides information about the shape, but
it also serves for the examination of potentially existing preferred directions.
The analysis possibilities described
above are demonstrated by the images on the right hand side for a reconstructed tomographic image of a nickel
foam (resolution 10 µm). The binary image of the system of edges results from
the definition of a global threshold.
An alternative characterization of the
pore space is based on morphological openings of the pore space with
growing spheres. Each background pixel is assigned the radius of the largest sphere in the pore space by which
it is covered. For a better understanding, this analysis might be considered
as “sieving” the pores through sieves of
increasing mesh size. The granulome-

Top to bottom: reconstruction of nickel foam
cells (2D sections), system of edges; result of the
distance transformation; over-segmentation in
the case of a direct application of the watershed
transformation; correctly reconstructed cells

25
per cent of the total pore volume

Analysis of tomographic images of
open foams and modeling of open
foams with MAVI
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Cell size distribution (left) and 3D visualization of
cell sizes (above)
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Granulometry distribution for the pore space,
smoothed discretization effects (red)

try for the nickel foam provides a local
pore size distribution as well as the local edge thickness (images above right).

Visualization of the granulometry distributions for pore space (left) and system of edges (right); the
color of local sizes varies from green (small) to red (big).

Realistic geometry models are necessary in order to clarify and better understand the relations between the
geometric of a foam structure and its
macroscopic properties by numerical
simulation. Deterministic models, such
as the Kelvin foam or the Weaire-Phelan foam, are easy to describe. Besides,
in the Weaire-Phelan foam the cells
mostly have pentagonal sides, as is the
case for many real types of foam. However, deterministic models are unable
to describe the variability of real foam
cells. Appropriate random tessellations
are Laguerre tessellations on the basis
of random point processes or random
dense packings. The observed cell size
distribution can be adjusted by the definition of adequate weights. However, the extreme complexity of the models impedes their adaptation to real
structures. Important parameters of the
cells, such as the number of sides and
the shape, cannot be selected independently. Hence, model adaptation currently means a systematic trial-and-error process.

Visualizations of the reconstructed tomographic image of an aluminum foam (above) and of a realization of the adapted model (below)
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Example

Integrated optical measurement
and surface inspection of three-dimensional objects
Methods for a contactless optical surface measurement and inspection of
three-dimensional objects are becoming increasingly important: especially in
the field of quality and process control,
such methods have prevailed because
they are fast and reliable. The methods
of 2D surface analysis are used for defect detection, whereas the D surface
measurement is primarily applied for
the control of actual geometric dimensions and a comparison with the normative values. However, both methods
are currently applied independently, although a combination might yield synergy effects promising a considerable
improvement of both techniques.

surface
inspection

D measurement

system for the measurement and surface inspection of 3D objects

Combined optical measurement and surface
inspection

Within the Fraunhofer-internal MEF
project (research project with respect
to subjects primarily concerning medium-sized enterprises) “Integrated optical measurement and surface inspection of three-dimensional objects”,
these two methods have been combined (graphics on the left hand side).
Cooperation between the Fraunhofer
institutes IFF and ITWM has resulted in
the development of methods for the
combination of the geometric measurement and the simultaneous surface inspection of real three-dimensional objects. The main competences of optical
2D and D measurement (IFF) and surface inspection (ITWM) have not only
been combined with respect to the
hardware; in particular, a combination
of methods has been realized. On the
basis of an optical geometry measurement, for example, an object-specific
lighting, image data acquisition, and evaluation can be facilitated. This results in a
new quality of surface inspection, which
can open up new application areas.
The development brings two advantages for the user: a compact measuring
unit for geometry control and surface
inspection can examine different control features during one step, resulting
in less integration expenses, decreasing

-0.6

0

examination time, and lower investment costs. On the other hand, the
combined analysis and evaluation of
digitalized D surface measurement
points and image data creates synergy
effects of optical measurement and
surface inspection which especially allow for an improved surface inspection,
thus reducing follow-up costs.
Application areas of combined geometry control and surface inspection can
be found within the production-integrated quality control. Typical industries
are the suppliers for automobile and
aircraft construction, as well as the
metal, textile, leather, polymer, and ceramics processing industry. One application can be found, for example, in
aircraft industry, where safety is a very
important issue. Before a product can
be further processed, many quality requirements must be fulfilled. The individual parts of an aircraft fuselage are
connected by rivets, which must therefore be controlled very accurately. A
combined optical measurement and
surface inspection is the perfect method to fulfill this task. Surface defects
are detected by 2D image processing,
whereas the geometric data are controlled by optical measurement (image
sequence below).
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Geometry control and surface inspection of a rivet; original image (left), D evaluation and detection of rivets and their spatial position (middle), corresponding evaluation of the 2D surface inspection (right)
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Adaptive Systems
The activities of the Department
Adaptive Systems concentrate on
the data- and knowledge-based modeling of complex technical and biological systems and processes. The resulting models subsequently allow for the
simulation and classification of the
process behavior, the derivation of
new knowledge about the respective
process, or the prognosis about future
process development. Besides, the
identified models also represent the
basis and main element for the development of efficient monitoring and
control methods. The department is
currently divided into the following
five areas:
Dynamic heterogeneous networks
The main subject of dynamic heterogeneous networks deals with the modeling and analysis of complex system
networks on the basis of mixed symbolic/numerical algorithms for differential algebraic systems of equations
(DAE systems). Error controlled symbolic model reduction methods are the
key for a better understanding of the
systems and an efficient simulation.
We are developing the electronic design automation tool “Analog Insydes”
for the integration into the industrial
design flow of analog circuits.
Monitoring and control
Work in the field of monitoring and
control concentrates on the modelbased design of controllers and observers. The basic models can be derived from physical principles or determined by appropriate identification
methods on the basis of measurement
data. The methods are based on robust control strategies, learning iterative control methods, and neural controllers. Central applications are the
torsion monitoring in power plants
and the active damping of vibrations
in adaptronics.
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Decision support in medicine and
technology
It is the mission of the main subject of
decision support in medicine and technology to offer support in the case of
complex diagnosis and decision-making
processes. On the basis of measured bio
signals or process data, sound features
are determined by methods of multivariate statistics, time series analysis, and
data mining, which are subsequently
used as the foundation for adequate
classification rules. Interactive decisions
in the case of multi-criteria scenarios
are supported by the tool knowCube.
Prognosis of material and product
properties
With respect to the prognosis of product and material properties, models for
prediction, classification, and simulation are determined by methods of system identification. If the models are exclusively data-based, they are called
black-box models; in the case of an integration of domain knowledge, we are
talking about grey-box models. On the
basis of the identified models, expanded system knowledge can be generated by appropriate system analyses.
Apart from experimentally determined
data, simulation data bases are also increasingly used for the development of
these models.
Multiscale structure mechanics
The main subject of multiscale structure
mechanics deals with the development
and application of numerical algorithms
for the computation of solid body mechanical problems concerning materials
which show a complicated material
structure with different size scales, as
well as complicated time-dependent
constitutive laws. Basically the used
method is asymptotic homogenization
estimation, which is applied for the examination of strength and durability
subject to fatigue, creep, impact loading contact problems and wear in the
case of micro-rough surfaces.
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The year covered by this report was a
very successful one for the department;
new publicly funded projects as well as
new clients from industry could be acquired. The competences of the department are further developed by a large
number of graduation and PhD projects. For the year 2007, we are planning to concentrate especially on the
further development of those activities

which have been initiated in the field of
system biology and bioinformatics.

Problem solution areas
n
n
n

Head of Department:
Dr. Patrick Lang
✆ 06 31/3 16 00-46 39
patrick.lang@itwm.fraunhofer.de

n

n

dynamic heterogeneous networks
monitoring and control
decision support in medicine and
technology
prognosis of material and product
properties
multiscale structure mechanics

Andrea Zaumseil, “No title”, 1999/2000, steel
“The two-part structure is forged of steel used in ship construction. In contrast to the actual rigidity of the material, the outer appearance seems pneumatic. It appears to indicate different stages of a comparable movement. If you take a look into the openings of the
objects, which appear unambiguous at first sight, you will realize that their “inner life” is only perceptible in the upper area. Towards
the bottom, they withdraw from sight, and they seem to open up towards an endless depth.”
Dr. Britta Buhlmann, Director of the “Pfalzgalerie”
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Examples

Symbolic methods for mechatronic
systems and verification of mixedsignal systems
The main subject of dynamic heterogeneous networks deals with problems
concerning the transfer of methods of
symbolic modeling, which have originally been developed for microelectronics, to new physical application areas.
In cooperation with the Fraunhofer Institute IIS/EAS in Dresden, new modeling methods for mechatronic systems
have been developed within the
Fraunhofer-internal research project
SymRed. A mechanical system is considered as a network of finite elements.
The symbolic system equations can be
formulated automatically using network-analysis methods which are available within Analog Insydes (www.analog-insydes.de); the formulation is realized with the help of the analogy between the Kirchhoff equations and
d’Alembert’s principle and additionally
requires a symbolic library with mechanical basic components. In the case
of electronics, currents and voltages

Netlist
V0, "1", "0" , Symbolic
RA, "1", "2" , Symbolic
RB, "2", "0" , Symbolic
R1, "1", "e1" , Symbolic
R2, "0", "e2" , Symbolic
out, "2", "e0" , Value

are the system variables; in mechanics,
these are forces and displacements
since. The system equations are available in the form of a system of DAEs,
the analysis and approximation methods available within Analog Insydes can
be applied directly.
The methods were successfully applied
for the example of a simple acceleration sensor. The multiphysical parts of
the sensor allow for a coupling of mechanical and electronic components.
The graphics illustrates the extensions
of the modeling language, which now
additionally allows for the handling of
vector variables (forces and displacements) apart from scalar variables (currents and voltages).
A further topic of the main subject is
the research with respect to formal verification, which allows for mathematically provable statements about the
properties of mixed digital/analog systems. Digital components are interpreted as Boolean polynomials which are
handled by Gröbner methods. The data

electronic part

V0, Value 1 ,
RA, Value 1 ,
RB, Value 1 ,
R1, Value 1.*^8 ,
R2, Value 1.*^8 ,
0, Type
OpenCircuit ,

mechanical part

as, "m" "M", "e0"
"E0", "e1" "E1", "e2" "E2" ,
Model "AccelerationSensor", DIRECTION
0, 1., 0 ,
mass, "m"
"M" , Model
"Mass", M
0.1 ,
force, "m" "A" , Model "Source",
FORCE
0, If t 0.01, 1, 0 , 0 , MOMENT
0, 0, 0
NetlistAttributes
NodeDimensions
"m"
NodePositions
"m"

structure is given by special binary decision diagrams which are suitable for
complex problems and can be used as
the basis of high-level algorithms. In
the case of analog systems, a discretization of the state-space allows for the
application of finite automata. Parts of
the space are simultaneously evaluated
using interval arithmetic, and matched
with given specifications.

6, Default
0, 0, 0

1 ,

m stat
d 0−x

,

e1

point
mass

d 0+x

1

K/2
mdyn

m

R1

e0

RA

Vout
2

K/2

V0
RB

e2
acceleration sensor

R2

0

F

Acceleration sensor as an example of a heterogeneous network
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Model updating and observer design for torsion models of generator
shaft lines in power plants

Operators of power plants and power
supply systems thus have access to important parameters for the analysis of
possible risks for the power plant, such
as the potential danger of subsynchronous resonances. With the help of the
measured eigendata or measurements
of the oscillations of a system in general, the quality of the mathematical
model of the system is also evaluated;
unknown parameters can now be estimated and uncertain parameters adapted. Hence, adaptation methods for the
improvement of the model quality are
first applied as far as possible not only
in the framework of the design of the
mathematical observer required by the
monitoring tool TorAn for the estima-

© MEV

740
EF measurement
EF adapted model
EF nominal model
frequency [Hz]

Within the subject of monitoring and
control, the software tools TorStor,
TorFat, and TorAn have been developed
during the last few years; in combination with the contactless torque sensor which is exclusively marketed by the
Fraunhofer ITWM, each of these tools
represents a special system for the
monitoring and analysis of torsional vibrations. In cooperation with the Chair
of Electric Drives and Mechatronics
(EAM) of the University of Dortmund,
the systems have been installed in power plants worldwide on behalf of the
clients. The systems have not only been
successfully applied for the long-term
monitoring of torsional oscillations, but
also for the determination of torsional eigenfrequencies and mechanical
damping constants of the turbine generator shaft lines. The appropriate torsional oscillations necessary for the determination of these parameters were
triggered on the basis of experiments
as well as during turbine operation. If
desired by the clients, especially adapted signal processing methods are also
integrated into the software.

720

Above: turbine generator shaft lines in power plants as the main application area of torsion
analysis systems
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Left: adaptation of eigenfrequencies for the example of the torque test rig (five mass system) of
the Chair of EAM of the Univ. of Dortmund

iteration

tion of torsional oscillations of inaccessible components of a driveline, but
also for the model-based controller design for the different applications of
our clients. These methods include algorithms based on modal data, as well
as time domain or frequency domain
methods. In the case of methods based
on modal data, for example, measured
and analytical eigendata are compared
and the model parameters are subsequently varied step by step, finally resulting in the desired concordance of

the measured and analytical data. Depending on the resulting model quality, uncertainty models and robustness
requirements of an observer or controller which is based on the model can be
derived there from.
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Examples

Prognosis of complex process
behavior
The main subject of “prognosis of product and material properties” deals with
a large number of physical, chemical, econometric, and software development processes where, due to a lack
of adequate physical models, it is completely unclear at first on which of the
potential influence factors the selected performance parameter or the quality depends. In particular, the available
dependences are often nonlinear and
varying with the state of the considered
dynamic system.
If, however, sufficient representative
data are available, e. g., from systematic series of experiments with respect
to the input-output behavior, a databased process description can be for-

process parameters

mulated by adequate methods of system identification, data mining, and
mathematical statistics. If the models
are purely data-based, we talk about
black-box models; in the case of an integration of domain knowledge, they
are called grey-box models. These
models can then be applied for purposes of prognosis and simulation, especially allowing for the derivation of process sensitivities with respect to selected influence parameters.
If no or only insufficient process data
are available, a preliminary design-ofexperiment (DOE) planning step is to be
taken first; the quantity of experiments
to be carried out is determined hereby - these ought to provide as much information as possible -, simultaneously also accounting for the technical restrictions.

complex,
partly unknown
theoretical model

Examples of problems where adequate
black-box / grey-box models have been
identified are:
■

■

■

■

prognosis and sensitivity analysis of
the crash performance of a composite, depending on the production parameters, the applied material specifications, and the geometry
classification of surface defects of diecast parts on the basis of simulated
local casting parameters
prognosis and sensitivity analysis of
selected quality parameters of an extruded material, based on adjustable
process parameters recipe has been
used
prognosis of the hysteretic behavior
of a vehicle spring damper system

quality/performance
parameters

well-known
relations

system identification

prognosis - extraction
of knowledge
System identification
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Computation of multiscale material
properties by homogenization
Examples from the field of multiscale
structure mechanics are the computation of the effective viscoelastic properties, the strengh, and the durability of
particle-reinforced dental fillings or the
simulation of the elastoplastic and flow
properties of metal matrix composites
on the basis of the corresponding properties of its components. In both cases
the method of asymptatic homogenization was applied.
In the framework of a bio-mechanical
project in cooperation with the Department of Flow and Complex Structures,
we are working on the development of
a software which allows for a pre-operativ selection of the optimal position,
shape, and material of a knee prosthesis and its coating for each individual patient. Effective macroscopic con-

tact conditions must be derived from
micro-structural contact properties between prosthesis and bone. Many numerical experiments with respect to the
contact surface have shown that the
effective contact conditions resulting
from homogenization yield a contact
equation which is similar to the model by Herz, although it is anisotropic.
The contact stress is proportional to the
penetration depth of the prosthesis to
a certain power. The latter has been
identified on the basis of the above
mentioned cell experiments, depending
on the respective prosthesis coating.
Within another industrial project with
respect to metal-matrix composite materials, the asymptotic homogenization
method was applied to a special form
of elastoplasticity which fulfilled all the
requirements for a two-scale convergence of the solutions. The particles
were purely elastic and the homoge-

nized constitutive law corresponded to
that of the matrix material. For the isotropic case, the effective elastoplastic
parameters were explicitly computed
on the basis of two purely elastic and
additional purely plastic (with rigid particles) auxiliary problems on a periodic
unit cell. The effective parameters computed by the two-scale method were
compared to the elastic (Hashin) and
plastic (Suquet) parameters determined
by simple mechanical equations. In contrast to these methods, the homogenization approach has the advantage of
considering the exact microstructure,
instead of only the volume fraction of
matrix and particles.

Mises stress in one of the auxiliary problems for homogenization in elastoplasticity
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Example

Focus Technology – 2nd Presidential Project of the FraunhoferGesellschaft
In the year 2006, colleagues working in the department’s main subject
“decision support in medicine and technology” participated in a Fraunhoferinternal presidential project where research groups of seven Fraunhofer institutes are working on the subject of
management and acceleration of innovation processes. The main tasks
are: the identification of methods for
an early recognition of developing innovative technologies or trends; the
coupling of different methods for the
management of an integrated innovation process; the strategy evaluation by
means of application scenarios from
polymer, bio-processing, and telecommunication technology; the development of a framework for the presentation of the process steps and its software realization.
The development of technologies can
be described at least approximately
by qualitative models, for example by
Gartner’s Hype Cycle. In doing so the
behavior with respect to time of certain indicators is observed, such as the
number of patent applications or patent citations in relevant areas. A growing number of simultaneously considered indicators will of course render the
description of the process development
increasingly concise, but also increasingly complex as to its handling.
On the one hand, methods of time series analysis and pattern recognition
are applied in order to allow for an estimation of the development phase of
a concrete technology and the prognosis of its progress. On the other hand,
methods are required which support
the management of knowledge stemming from different sources and offer the users possibilities of navigating

50

Indikatoren

Innovation cockpit

through the complete innovation process.
Up to now, several concrete methods
have been realized and tested on the
basis of real data. For example, the determination of the development phase
has been implemented by the adaptation of an analytical Hype-Cycle model to given indicator parameters, as well
as by the application of an approach
based on pure pattern recognition. The
results based on the different indicator parameters have been combined by
fuzzy logic.
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Optimization
The Department of Optimization devoted to the development of individual solutions for planning and decision problems in logistics, engineering sciences,
and life sciences, in close cooperation
with partners from research and industry. The methodology is characterized
by a close coupling of simulation (building of mathematical models and databased virtual structures accounting for
constraints, design parameters, and
measures of quality and expenses), optimization (development and implementation of application- and customerspecific optimization methods, especially taking into account multi-criteria approaches), and decision support (development and implementation of interactive tools). Main research subjects of
the department are:
Supply chain management
This main subject deals with problems
stemming from all the planning levels
of the supply chain, ranging from strategic network design to the short-term
scheduling of daily operations. The port
folio comprises consulting and support
with respect to the modeling of logistic
planning, as well as the development of
individual software components. Optimization methods integrated into the
institute’s own software tools help to
determine solution proposals for decision support which offer the best possible compromise between the opposed
planning targets “minimization of expenses” and “maximization of supply
service”.
Material flow planning and production control
Efficient strategies for the scheduling of
production and material flow, the load
balancing of production and warehouse
systems, as well as for the in-house
routing of material flows characterize
this main subject. Methodically based
on discrete event simulation and combi
natorial optimization, optimal control
algorithms are formulated for the effi-
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ciency maximization of production resources and warehouses; they simultaneously avoid bottlenecks and deadlocks.
Hospital logistics
Models and high-performance algorithms for the planning and disposition
of hospital processes shape the future
in the hospital sector. Efficient utilization of available resources, such as personnel, operating rooms, or beds, while
simultaneously reducing costs and impro
ving patient satisfaction and personnel
planning is the major goal. Especially in
the fields of operation management
and patient transport service, these targets have been reached by applying to
the daily routine the approaches which
have been developed; health care standards have not worsened.
Interactive therapy planning
The weighting between the prospect of
healing a severe disease and the avoidance of side effects during therapy
planning is a very difficult planning task
in the daily routine of a physician. The
main research subject of “Interactive
therapy planning” develops new methods for clinical radiotherapy planning
on the basis of multi-criteria optimization for the balancing of chances and
risks of such a therapy.
Optimization in virtual engineering
The application of mathematical optimization methods in engineering is based
on the modeling of physical relations
and technical processes and their simulation by computer programs (virtual
engineering). Optimization supports
engineers with respect to the design of
products and processes in such a way
that the targets regarding quality and
costs are reached in the best possible
way. We are currently working on projects from the areas of electronic design,
cutting of gemstones, production of
nonwovens, and cooling of casting
molds.
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Traffic planning
Our research work within this main
subject deals with the mathematical
modeling of strategic and operative
planning tasks in public transportation.
On the basis of these models and adequate solution algorithms, traffic planners are provided with an improved
foundation for their decisions, for example with respect to the synchronization of the schedules of different transportation companies.
The year 2006 was again characterized
by economic growth and scientific success; apart from three PhD projects
which have been concluded, we had
the following highlights:
n

n

n

n

n

n

Problem solution areas
n
n
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supply chain management
planning of material flow and production control
hospital logistics
interactive therapy planning
optimization in virtual engineering
traffic planning

cooperation in the EU project “SMMART” for the strategic design of a
supply chain for helicopter maintenance within the main subject of
“Supply chain management”
approval of the BMBF project “Versiplektor” and the Fraunhofer WISA
“Ineos” for the development of decision support tools for electronic design in the research group “Optimization in virtual engineering”
order of the hospital logistics software Opti-TRANS® by the Westpfalzklinikum Kaiserslautern
order of further consulting projects
by the company psb Materialfluss
GmbH in the field of “Material flow
and production planning”
workshop of the research group “Interactive therapy planning” at our cooperation partner’s location at the
Massachusetts General Hospital in
Boston (USA)
approval of a research project of the
institute with respect to the synchroniza
tion of connections in short-distance
public transportation, especially designed for medium-sized enterprises

Erik Levine, “Transportation Cell”, 1992, plywood, Styrofoam, polyurethane
“Already the title of the sculpture, Transportation Cell, hints at movement. The fanned
out hemispheres made of plywood are perceived as rolling elements already due to their
shape, whereas the braces covered by Styrofoam appear to be means of communication
of another type. We can imagine energetic processes in their interior, as well as movements of liquid or gaseous elements.”
Dr. Britta Buhlmann, Director of the “Pfalzgalerie”
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Examples

Component and algorithm library
for the extanded simulation platform

online and offline
order assignment

Developers and operators of industrial
plants with extensive material flow and
production control components permanently have to find a rational balance
between the requirements of simulation studies, which are often very complex, and the risks of an oversimplified
simulation. A large number of commercial simulation systems available on the
market already offer various component libraries and specific experiment
control and optimization functions. This
allows for a relatively fast building and
examination of simple models. However, larger and essentially more complex
problems result from
n

n

n

	the design of the entire model, the
prototype design, and the representation of the high-level control (a task
which in most cases is left completely
to the model builder)

n

	more comprehensive simulation studies, especially if guaranteed performance statements are required.
n

	numerous generic components with
an integrated control and expanded
interfaces for user-defined control algorithms and with additional interfaces provided to real control. A 3D visualization of all the components is
possible. The components have a parameterizable structure, facilitate the
representation of parallel operations,
and allow for the design and exam-
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online order
rerouting

layout development
and examination

order
sequencing

acceleration and
deceleration control,
low load strategies

ination of user-defined hypothetic
plant components.

The extended simulation platform to be
developed by the Department of Optimization especially concentrates on
these problems; it includes
n

article distribution,
planning of stocks

stacker crane control
and lookahead-based
planning

	the necessity of a detailed representation of system-specific functionalities, especially for reasons of emulation

handling
of rejections

n

	system control functionalities in the
form of templates and generic algorithms with comfortable data interfaces for the decision and control
methods to be defined by the user
(particularly optimization-based routing as well as the integration of multicriteria approaches)
	numerous tools for analysis and decision support, data generators (e. g.,
for order generation accounting for
complex attribute structures, dispatch
notes, routes, etc.), advances experiment control, tools for bottlenecks
analysis, statistical processing
	interactive and automatic modeling
tools, integration with CAD systems.

Component of the extended simulation platform
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SMMART (System for Mobile Maintenance Accessible in Real-Time)
SMMART is a research project which
has been funded by the 6th Framework
Programme of the European Union
since the end of 2005. It is the objective of the project to design a system
which collects operative data about
the state of components in real time;
the data are subsequently made available for the support of the planning
and execution of inspection, maintenance, and servicing activities. The focus lies on the transportation sector
and comprises the maintenance and repair of LRUs (Line Replaceable Units),
which are used in helicopter turbines
and heavy goods vehicles. The RFID
technology is applied in environments
which had previously been considered
as difficult or even impossible, in order to collect numerous different parameters for the monitoring of helicopter or heavy goods vehicle components
and to send these to a central database
in real time. All the LRUs are provided with RFID tags, so that their maintenance history, their location, and their
use can be observed anytime and everywhere within a global maintenance
network. The collected information is
used for the prediction of future maintenance requirements, the efficient
control of stocks with respect to spare
parts, and a better planning of maintenance activities.
Coordinated by the French turbine producer Turbomeca, an entire number of
25 partners from ten countries are participating in the project. The ITWM’s
contribution is the modeling and optimization of the design of a supply
chain network for maintenance activities. The strategic network design is the
foundation for the development of distribution plans which guarantee the
availability of the required spare parts
in the right place at the right time. The
starting point of the planning is the

current structure of the network, consisting of different types of service centers which fulfill the customers’ maintenance requirements within a very short
time. Strategic planning tasks, which
are supported by the network design
for a time frame of up to 15 years, essentially include
n

n

n

n

the increase/reduction of the capacity
of already existing service centers
the selection, position, and capacity
of new locations for service centers
the determination of long-term
amounts of goods to be transported
between the locations within the network

Planning tasks of such dimensions require considerable capital expenditure,
they are difficult to revise and have
long-term effects. Different mixed integer linear models are developed for the
formalization of these planning tasks.
The basic optimization problem can
only be solved by commercial solvers
for small orders of magnitude. Hence,
new algorithms of discrete optimization are developed in order to be able
to solve problems of a dimension relevant in practice within a reasonable
time. The algorithms are integrated into
a software tool which enables the users responsible for the respective decisions to model different scenarios and
to simulate variations.

the long-term assignment of customers to individual service centers.

production locations

turbine warehouse
maintenance level 3

maintenance level 2

maintenance level 1

operator
Structure of a network for turbine maintenance
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Examples

Schedule synchronization with SynPlan
The long title of the institute’s own research project, which has been funded by the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft since
October 2006, is “Multi-criteria optimization and decision support for synchronized regional public transport
schedules”. The research work is focused on the possibilities to change
buses or trains at the network nodes
served by different public transportation companies. To offer an attractive
local public transport, the companies
are obliged to synchronize their schedules at such nodes. In practice, this is
currently often still subject to time-consuming and complex processes without
adequate support by simulation tools. It
is the target of this research project to
provide the foundations for innovative
software solutions for schedule synchronization.

must be accounted for. At this point,
manual dispatching is also confronted
with limits of complexity. The third reason is represented by opposed effects
of the synchronization process. Selective improvements of changing possibilities at one node may and will usually yield disadvantageous modifications at other points; planners must decide whether they are willing to accept
these or not. A software tool for schedule synchronization must meet these
requirements. Problems of information

compression and representation must
be dealt with, as well as problems regarding the development of adequate
quality measures for schedule synchronization, the support of the balancing between advantages and disadvantages of schedule adaptation, and the
computation of modification proposals by multi-criteria optimization algorithms. The project SynPlan is supposed
to find answers to these problems and
to integrate these as a prototype into
the SynPlan demonstrator.

Schedule synchronization joins the individual schedules of the local public transportation companies
within a region, resulting in an overall schedule of a linked transportation system; timetables are synchronized. The objective is to offer improved possibilities to change buses or trains at the network
nodes.

© VRN

Schedule synchronization is not an
easy task, for three essential reasons:
first, the data of a sregional transport
schedule are very extensive, so that
they can almost not be overviewed in
their entirety. Although schedule experts may know the schedule of their
own company in detail, they will hardly also know the schedules of the partner companies. A second reason is the
high level of interdependence of the
schedule timetables; a modification of
the schedule with the objective of an
improved synchronization at one node
will have effects on other nodes, which
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MEF Teplavius
The development of an electronic component usually is a complex and complicated process requiring extensive expert knowledge. This is especially the
case if modern packaging technologies
are applied, for example in System-inPackage components (SiPs). Bare chips
are connected with other discrete circuit elements (resistors, capacitors, etc.)
via substrates, often vertically in several
planes or via flexible substrates which
can be flexed in the 3D space (folded
flex). Currently available CAD systems
for electronics only offer very scarce
support for these 3D design problems
because they are developed for conventional board technology or chips and as
such exclusively intended for 2D design
tasks.
It is one of the targets of the project
Teplavius, which is funded by the
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft as an internal
research project (MEF) intended for medium-sized enterprises, to compute de-

sign proposals for the 3D layout of SiPs
by methods of mathematical optimization. These proposals combine optimal
volume usage with the conditions of
technological constraints, as well as
with electrotechnically motivated design guidelines. In particular for an objective comparison of different packaging variants of the component realization, a whole series of design proposals
is computed and made comparable by
a new evaluation and selection tool.
The precondition for optimization is an
adequate mathematical modeling of
the SiP design problem. Abstractly
speaking, we are talking about a 3D
packing problem with manifold constraints. The models are developed in
cooperation with our project partner,
the Fraunhofer Institute for Reliability
and Microintegration (IZM), on the basis of the expert knowledge with respect to electronic design available there.
First models and optimization algorithms
have already been developed; we can
expect very promising project results.

Multi-criteria selection tool for optimized System in Package layouts; the
3D structure can be evaluated visually.
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Examples

MIRA

Clinical evaluation of an interactive
planning system

In cancer treatment, the simulationbased therapy planning can considerably improve the chances for success. In
the case of intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), the applied physical dose is simulated by pencil beam,
superposition or Monte Carlo methods. On this basis, tumor control probabilities and risks of side effects are estimated by statistical data. The influence
of model-specific aspects on multi-criteria radiotherapy planning is examined
in a project funded by the National Institute of Health in cooperation with a
research group of the Massachusetts
General Hospital in Boston, a teaching
affiliate of the Harvard Medical School.
Central tasks are the examination of
the relation between the mathematical modeling and the medical quality
of the resulting therapy plans, the integration of application aspects into the
therapy planning and the development
of MIRA, a planning software provided
for scientific clinical studies. For more
detailed information about the project,
see www.project-mira.net.

In preparation of the operation during
daily clinical routine. This is done in retrospective studies on the basis of typical treatment cases. The software is
subsequently compared to already established planning tools with respect
to usability and plan quality. The developed planning software is tested by the
German Cancer Research Center and
the University Hospital of Heidelberg. In
the project “Development and testing
of a clinical system”, which is supported by the German Cancer Aid.

Interactive plan selection for a paraspinal case

Multi-criteria radiotherapy planning
Commissioned by and in cooperation
with Siemens Medical Solutions – Oncology Care Systems, a multi-criteria planning component for the radiotherapy workspace COHERENCE® is
developed and implemented. The already existing prototype has been further developed in 2006 in order to
meet the requirements of clinical practice. In preparation of themarket launch
a completition of the planning functionality and detailed evaluation of the
system with the help of Siemens pilot customers at high-ranking hospitals and research institutions is planned
for 2007.
IMRT treatment device
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Financial Mathematics
In 2006, the department of “Financial
Mathematics” consolidated the position
reached during the previous yeas. This
is primarily due to the successful continuation of our industrial projects. However, 2006 was also a very successful
year from a scientific point of view. Employees and consultants of the ITWM
were able to publish a significant number of papers in internationally acknowledged journals, and three PhD
students concluded their PhD projects.
In October 2006, we organized the
second DGVFM (German Society of Insurance and Financial Mathematics)
workshop “Science Meets Practice”,
where employees of banks and insurance companies met high-ranking scientists from the fields of financial and
insurance mathematics.
The most important change in personnel was the succession of Marlene Müller as new head of the department.
Ralf Korn, the former head, will remain
available as a consultant. A staff expansion, coupled with further growth can
be expected für 2007 due to the
growth in research projects and industry contracts.
The following areas have evolved into
the main subjects of our research and
project activities:
Credit derivatives
In contrast to the stock market, no
standard model has evolved yet for the
evaluation of products with a risk of
default. Particularly for the evaluation
of complex products with several underlying financial titles (basket default
swaps, CDOs), there is an exceedingly
large demand for mathematical models
because the currently available models
are not yet able to describe the market
in a sufficiently correct way.
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Credit risk
The department does consulting for financial institutions with respect to the
application of the regulations of the
new Basle Capital Accord (Basle II) from
a statistical point of view. Subjects are
the evaluation of already existing bankinternal rating systems as well as their
recalibration. The adaptation to the
portfolio of the respective financial institution and the support during a later
back- and stress-testing are important
for application.
Option pricing
Derivatives are derived securities whose
actual payment depends on the price
development of underlyings, such as a
stocks and interest rates. Innovative
market models (stochastic volatility
models, Bergomi model) are examined
which are able to represent actual market prices very well and to simulate the
price development of the underlying
securities in a sufficiently realistic way.
Portfolio optimization
Portfolio optimization deals with the
determination of an optimal investment
strategy, i. e. an investor must decide
how many shares of which assets to
hold when. In practice, investment decisions of fund managers are often
based on the single period model of
Markowitz. However, the development
of modern, time-continuous portfolio
optimization has meanwhile advanced
so far that many algorithms can now
be considered for practical application
and implementation.
Insurance mathematics
Asset liability management (ALM) has
meanwhile become an important aspect of company management, especially in the framework of Solvency II.
We have developed the software
“ALMSim” for the support of insurance
companies; it allows for the individual
modeling of assets and liabilities, as
well as for their coupling.
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Interest rate models
In contrast to the modeling of stock
prices, no benchmark model such as
the Black-Scholes model for stock prices has yet evolved for interest rates on
the financial markets. A further particularity is the large variety of complex interest rate derivatives. We are examining different models for the pricing of
complex interest rate derivatives and
their algorithmic application.
In 2007, we shall start with a large project on to the subject of “Hedge funds
and alternative investments” and transfer our internationally acknowledged
results in the field of portfolio optimiza-

tion onto a software suitable for the
market. We are participating in three
projects of the State Excellence Cluster
DASMOD, concerning the subjects of
statistical classification, modeling of
economic processes, and derivative valuation. The transfer of the latest research results will also take place within
two EU projects in cooperation with
partners from Italy.

Problem solution areas
n
n
n
n
n
n

credit derivatives
credit risk
option pricing
portfolio optimization
insurance mathematics
nterest rate models

Head of Department:
Priv.-Doz. Dr. Marlene Müller
✆ 06 / 6 00-4 46
marlene.mueller@itwm.fraunhofer.de

Felix Droese, “Landschaft” (“Landscape”), 200/2004, oil paint, bitumen, clay, cow dung on untreated cotton
“The central motive in Felix Droese’s painting simultaneously reminds of an antique cornucopia, which is associated with abundance
and prosperity, and of the eye of a hurricane whose disastrous effects may destroy everything. Profit and risk are combined within one
symbol.”
Dr. Britta Buhlmann, Director of the “Pfalzgalerie”
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Examples

The model published by Fischer Black
and Myron Scholes in 1973 can be considered as representing the first generation of option pricing models. There
has already been a detailed discussion
in the literature of the problem that the
Black-Scholes model is not apt for the
adaptation of implied volatility skews
and smiles due to the assumption of
constant volatility. A second generation
of models, based on Dupire (1994) and
known as “local volatility models”, tries
to solve this problem by modeling the
volatility as a function of the stock price.
However, these models have disadvantages: due to a lack of closed-form solutions for European options, the calibration by volatility skews and smiles is
time-consuming, and the planes of forward volatility surfaces are unrealistic.
Besides, interpolation is necessary if the
volatility surfaces are to be used for
pricing.
The stochastic volatility models represent the third generation and try to
overcome the aforementioned disadvan
tages. In contrast to the local volatility
models, there is only one single volatility for each time. One of the most favored models of this generation is that
of Heston (1993), where the volatility is
modeled by a Cox-Ingersoll-Ross process. The main advantage of this model
is that it includes a half-closed-form
formula for European call and put options, which accelerates the calibration.
However, tests by Bergomi (1994)
showed that the realized volatility of
the volatility is only half of the implied
volatility of the volatility. This fact leads
to uneconomic, i. e. too high hedges
(due to a volatility of the volatility
which is too high). The reason is that
the volatility of the volatility must be
used for the adaptation of the shortterm skews, as well as for the realization of a realistic dynamics of the implied volatility.
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The stochastic local volatility model of
Bergomi (2005) could be considered as
the next (fourth) generation. The model
is supposed to enable the pricing of exotic and general options within a uniform framework, which is reached by
the independent specification of the
following parameters:
■

■

■

the dynamics of a variance swap (by
a two-factor model)
the level of the short-term forward
skew, and
the correlation between the stock
price (of the underlying stock) and
the volatilities of the short/long variance swap (both factors)

The Bergomi model has been examined
within a project and compared to possible alternative models for the pricing
of derivatives, e. g. variance swaps.

Bergomi with CEV effect

240

Begomi no CEV effect

220

Heston
Bergomi with CEV capped local volatility
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Four generations of stock models
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Flexible design and pricing of derivatives
A derivative is a financial product
whose market value is derived from its
underlyings, e. g., commodities, stocks,
or bonds. The determination of a fair
price is the basic condition for its tradability. There are almost unlimited design possibilities for a derivative, as
Fischer Black (one of the fathers of
the Black-Scholes model) summed it
up: ”With derivatives you can have almost any payoff pattern you want. If
you can draw it on paper, or describe it
in words, someone can design a derivative that gives you that payoff.” Thus,
the resulting products become increasingly complex, meeting keen interest of
investors due to a continuously growing demand.
Currently available techniques for the
design and pricing of derivative contracts are not able to meet the permanently changing requirements. Hence,
new methods are necessary which
can keep up with high-speed developments. In the framework of the DASMOD project “ComDeCo”, we are co-

European call on a stock
with strike 50 and maturity from t0=0 to T=1

Call on put

operating with the research groups of
“Financial Mathematics and Stochastic Control” and “Software Technology”
at the University of Kaiserslautern, with
the objective of making available a conceptual and technical basis for the optimization of the design and the pricing of current and future derivatives. It
is based on current software technology and mathematical methods.

Such flexible construction possibilities require the respective high-performance and generic pricing methods of
financial mathematics. In the framework of the project, the most current
models are expanded with respect to
an application as software components
and new numerical algorithms are implemented for the effective pricing of
the constructed derivatives.

A derivative is interpreted as an active
document – an expansion of the classical concept of a document – according to which a document is modeled
as an interacting set of software components (hyperdocument). On the final configuration level, the financial engineer ought to be able to combine the
desired product from derivative jigsaw
puzzles without any complicated programming efforts (end-user compatible development). A component-oriented and thus reusable framework
substitutes the usually firmly connected product-specific pricing algorithms
of a proprietary spread-sheet program.
Thus, a pricing logic ought to be available which is as flexible and expandable as possible.

Cliquet with global and local barriers

Illustration of different options
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Examples

Asset liability management for pension
funds
Asset liability management (ALM) is an
important component of company
management and is carried out on a
regular basis on the grounds of company regulations or the requirements of
“Solvency II”. Usually, these analyses are
delegated to business consultants, who
primarily concentrate on the modeling
and simulation of many different
international financial instruments, simultaneously considering risks and accounting for hedging aspects. The liabilities of the company are either not
modeled at all (which means that the
result will only provide statements
about the average rate of return and
the risk of certain investment strategies)
or handled by standard products. The
interdependence between assets and liabilities can thus only be represented
very inexactly.
The main subject of the project in
cooperation with KP (Kooperationens
Pension & Försäkring, Stockholm) was
to map the interdependence of its assets and liabilities. On the asset side,
standard products such as bonds with
different maturities, corporate bonds,
stocks, real estate, etc. have been modeled in different markets. The exchange
rate risk has been hedged in part. Further possibilities of derivatives are, for
example, swaps and European options.
However, most insurance companies do
not consider options as a strategic form
of investment, applying these instead
as
a hedging instrument in certain market
situations, according to their original
intention. On the side of liabilities, the
main products have been modeled, so
that 90 per cent of the client base can
be covered. The clients of an agegroup were summarized as one representative client per product, and the
development was continued by the
simulation of the client base (run-off
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or new contracts and fluctuations) and
the development of contributions (depending on the development of wages).
The objective was to determine an optimal benchmark portfolio which maximizes the rate of return, simultaneously
accounting for the Swedish Solvency II
regulations (traffic light system) as
boundary conditions.
The simulation was performed by the
software “ALMSim”, which has been
developed by the department. The
open architecture of the program allows for the simulation of the requirements of assets and liabilities and will
enable the project partner to make individual changes in the future.

Analysis by ALMSim
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Validation of default probability estimates

respect to individual factors, we preferentially consider the discriminatory
power between default and non-default. Besides, a series of descriptive
analyses is carried out. Exploratory
methods such as density estimation or
boxplots may give hints with respect to
problematic features leading to a decreasing discriminatory power.

Additionally, we have also worked on
first approaches for a comparison of
the default probability estimates of a
bank-internal rating system with default
probabilities implied on the basis of
market data. Default probabilities of
CDS spreads (credit default swaps) or
corporate bonds (defaultable bonds) resulting from bootstrapping can be applied here for this additional validation.

1

Currently, the application of the regulations of the new Basle Capital Accord
(Basle II) and the respective evaluation
by the bank supervisory authorities
(Federal Institute for the Supervision of
Financial Services BaFin, German Central
Bank) have almost been concluded for
most banks. Typical problems requiring Apart from the discriminatory power,
a consultation by the Department of Fi- the calibration of the estimated probanancial Mathematics are the statistical
bilities of default must also be assessed
evaluation of rating weights, the valida- to evaluate the rating scores. The projtion of default probability estimates,
ects of the year 2006 with respect to
and the modeling of loss-given defaults. credit risk primarily dealt with the validation of default probability estimates.
In practice, special regression models
The qualitative assessment of a rating
method is based on the analysis of indi- are used for the weight optimization
within the rating scores and the analyvidual rating factors as well as on the
sis of the probabilities of default, in
examination of the rating scores. With

particular the Logit model. Here, the
Logit link function, i. e. the cumulative
distribution function of the (standard)
logistic distribution, is the transformation of a rating score into a default
probability (PD). We have examined the
application of alternative link or transformation functions (Probit, complementary log-log, and log-log link) within a study.
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Different link functions for PD estimation
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Example

Application of modern portfolio optimization methods
Whereas advanced mathematical methods have meanwhile been applied by
banks for derivative pricing, the field of
optimal investment (portfolio optimization), which is in fact one of the original areas of financial mathematics, is
still dominated by the application of relatively simple methods. These methods
are often only variants of the Markowitz model stemming from the Fifties, a
model which is static with respect to
time.
Although large scientific progress has
also been made in the field of timecontinuous portfolio optimization within the last few decades, a practical application of these results has not yet

taken place. Reasons are, among others,
that transaction costs existing in practice have not yet been accounted for
appropriately by time-continuous models, that new measures for the description of the risk have been required, that
investments into derivatives and other structured securities have not been
integrated into the model approaches,
and, last but not least, that the mathematical methods of time-continuous
portfolio optimization are technically
too complex for most commercial software manufacturers.
All of the above mentioned problems
are currently dealt with in the framework of a project which is based on
the latest scientific results and supported ba a grant from the “Stiftung Rheinland-Pfalz für Innovation”. Its objec-

tives are, on the one hand, to prove the
practicability of time-continuous portfolio optimization methods (real time
computations) and to deal with further problems of portfolio optimization
relevant in practice (alternative investments, boundary conditions, requirements of minimum return). On the other hand, the innovative methods which
have already been developed, such as
accounting for transaction costs, variance-alternative risk measures, investment with nonlinear goods (options),
worst case optimization in the case of
impending crash, or inflation-adjusted
investment, are to be implemented into
software routines. An important aspect
is also represented by the different interfaces between user and program,
theory and practice of financial mathematics, and data and algorithms.

USER
risk aversion (and individual opinion!)

PORTFOLIO OPTIMIZER
optimal portfolios (standard)
■

optimal portfolios (including options)
■

data, financial
markets

worst case optimization
■

transaction costs

results, financial
mathematics

■

alternative investments
■

boundary conditions
■

risk measures

STRATEGY PROPOSAL

Schematic illustration of the project “Application of modern portfolio optimization methods”
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Mathematical Methods in
Dynamics and Durability
The Department Mathematical Methods in Dynamics and Durability deals
with the modeling and simulation of
mechanical systems with emphasis on
durability and reliability. The third year
of the department was again a very
successful one; it was characterized by
further growth, very interesting and extensive industrial and research projects,
an excellent acquisition situation, the
foundation of the Simulation Center
Rhineland-Palatinate, and the initiation
of the Fraunhofer Innovation Cluster
“Digital Utility Vehicle Technology”
(DNT).
Modeling and computational methods
for the simulation of mechatronic systems have remained the main subjects;
the methods combine finite element
methods, multibody simulation, and
system simulation. Finite elements are
used for the determination of stresses
and strains occurring in a component
subjected to external loads. Knowledge
about these stresses and strains allows
for conclusions about the durability of
components and assemblies. Because
the external loads are in many cases unknown and not measurable by current
technologies, multibody simulation is
used for their computation. The dynamically occurring loads can be determined
if masses and inertias of the system
components are accounted for, e. g. in
the case of a vehicle driving over a bad
track, and applied as the basis for finite
element computations or lifetime predictions. The objective is to guarantee,
as far as possible by simulation, that already the first prototype of a system to
be developed meets the essential requirements. No more surprises shozld
then happen during this phase, e. g. of
the type that desired functions are not
available or an early breakdown occurs
during operation.
A special feature of the department is
the combination of this competence in
system modeling with simulation in the
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field of statistical modeling of operational loads and planning of experiments with respect to reliability design.
Apart from extensive system simulation
projects in cooperation with customers
such as VW, DaimlerChrysler, Porsche,
or SCHMITZ CARGOBULL, we are also
increasingly dealing with a large demand for consultation services with respect to CAE. There is a wide range of
simulation software, and the subjects
are complex. It is therefore very difficult
for a company to keep track of the appropriate simulation-based computation methods. ITWM employees have
extensive practical experience with almost all the usual software systems
with respect to finite elements, multi
body simulation, hydraulics and control,
as well as system simulation; companies
of all sizes therefore thankfully make
use of the service of supporting consultations with respect to CAE processes
and tools.
In June 2006, the Simulation Center
Rhineland-Palatinate (www.sz-rp.de)
has been founded with the intention
of offering particularly the regional
companies a possibility of profiting
from the experience available at the
ITWM with respect to simulation (see
page 14).
On the foundation of the close cooperation with different producers of utility
vehicles, of which a large number is located in Rhineland-Palatinate (for example DaimlerChrysler in Wörth, VOLVO
CE in Konz, John Deere in Zweibrücken),
the Fraunhofer Innovation Cluster “Digi
tal Utility Vehicle Technology” was initiated at the end of 2006 in cooperation
with the Fraunhofer IESE. Funded by industry, the Land Rhineland-Palatinate,
and the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft with a
volume of approximately ten million
Euros, it provides an ideal environment
for pushing forward the subject of simulation within the next three years and
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hence for securing the advance in
technology to the advantage of regional locations.

Problem solution areas
n

n

Head of Department:
Dr. Klaus Dreßler
✆ 06 31/3 16 00-44 66
klaus.dressler@itwm.fraunhofer.de

n

n

CAE with respect to durability (MBS,
FEM, lifetime)
component properties depending
on the casting process
modeling and simulation of mechatronic systems
statistical methods for durability

Michael Kidner, “Black Columns”, 1986, China ink on astralon foil, layered wood columns
“The work consists of two wood columns and seven drawings. One of the columns is straight and corresponds to the shape of a cylinder, while the other one is twisted, showing curves. The drawings represent a walk around the twisted column. The order of the drawings analyzes the respective movement of the column from a determined point of view. A static object is put into virtual motion; starting from a specific level of perception, all the following levels can be prognosticated by mathematical methods.”
Dr. Britta Buhlmann, Director of the “Pfalzgalerie”
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Examples

Simulation methods for the development process of excavators
In the last few years, the company
 OLVO CE has invested several million
V
Euros in the production plant in Konz,
in order to improve the adaptation of
the product development to the different application profiles and to further
increase the efficiency of the entire development process.
Extensive series of measurements were
carried out for example, in order to gain
deeper insight into the customers’ load
profiles under many different conditions of operation. Adequate simulation
methods are additionally introduced or
expanded; these allow for the simulation and evaluation of the effects of
the load (durability, vibration behavior)
on the system (Virtual Product Development, VPD).
The ITWM is supporting VOLVO CE in
particular with respect to
■

■

■

■

the general conceptual consulting related to assessment bases and the
VPD process
the building of simulation models
the training of VOLVO CE employees
with respect to new simulation methods
the selection of adequate CAE simulation programs, and

Multibody simulation model of an excavator

such discussions is, for example, how
load cases for the design of components or of the entire system can be
derived from available measurement
data. On the basis of CATIA V5 construction data, complex, parameterized
multibody simulation models are built
in ADAMS and coupled with adequate
software systems, e. g. for hydraulic
simulation. One objective is the standardization of the entire process for a
computational lifetime prognosis, i. e.
the development and consequent design of modeling regulations.

Apart from the support with respect to
the handling of selected computation- the practical application of simulation
based engineering tasks with respect software, an especially estimated serto durability and vibration behavior.
vice of this entire consulting process is
the continuous and product-indepenIn practice, the support is organized in
dent consulting with respect to comsuch a way that for several months,
mercially available software systems,
two employees of VOLVO CE stay at
which can be applied to the special
the ITWM for some days per week, so
simulation tasks at at hand.
that the experts of the ITWM are directly at their disposition for the discussion of different problems. A topic of
■
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Conception of a manual: Guide to
Load Data Analysis for Truck Engineering
In cooperation with the ITWM and the
FCC in Gothenburg, the six big European truck producers (DAF, DaimlerChrysler, IVECO, MAN, Scania, and VOLVO)
have founded a working group on the
subject “load data and assessment bases”. The objective, within a period of
approximately four years, is the conception of a manual titled “Guide to Load
Data Analysis for Truck Engineering”,
which is focused on utility vehicles on a
pre-competition level.

so that achieved results can be better
understood, the use can be standardized, and applications rendered more
secure.
The manual explicitly deals with the following points:
■

basics of load data analysis

■

basics of statistics

■

conception of assessment bases

■

generation of time signals

■

As a first step, the currently applied
methods and procedures for the conception of assessment bases were acquired on-site at the different producers and subsequently compiled.
The manual describes the most important tools and methods with respect to
load data analysis and synthesis, with
a focus on the understanding of the
mathematical and statistical tools by
the user. Basic methods for beginners
are explained, as well as more specialized methods which have rarely been
applied previously. Special importance
is attached to the problem of determining which methods and tools are best
suited for the solution of specific problems.

■

■

■

evaluation of customers’ application
profiles
problems with respect to test tracks
advantages and disadvantages of
state-of-the-art methods
applications of state-of-the-art methods

Methods which up to now have rarely
been applied in practice although they
promise an essential contribution for
an improved conception of assessment
bases are also explained and described.
The manual examines when and under
which conditions it makes sense to apply these methods.
Besides, the manual is supposed to
serve as a basis for cooperation between industrial partners, e. g. suppliers and producers. The functionality of
commercial software is also explained,

Typical regional load scenario
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Mean load determination and lifetime computation for a truck trailer
axle
The axle connection of a truck trailer is
a component relevant for the vehicle
security. The exact knowledge about
the durability properties of this component is therefore very important. During
operation, the assembly is subject to
complex loads varying with respect to
time which are leading to continuously changing load distributions. Hence, a
simple computation of the damage distribution by FE methods is insufficient.
Additional challenges are the necessary
accounting for the influence of a very
high bolt prestressing and the contact
relations in the axle connection.

of this procedure is that it can even be
applied if there is no linear relation between load configuration and states of
strain or if the structure’s own vibrational behavior has to be considered.
Subsequently, a standard load case was
computed for each of the occurring
mean loads on the basis of the finite element method. These standard load
cases then allowed for the computation
of the time histories for the stress tensors at all the nodes. These time histories are required as a basis for the computation of damages.

to compare different designs of the
axle connection with respect to their
durability properties and to improve
them prior to the construction of the
first prototype. Only the best variant
will subsequently be constructed as a
physical prototype.

In such a way, critical points can be
identified not previously known and
for which there are no strain measurements. The method enables engineers

In order to be able to compute the dam
age distribution within an axle connection, it is decisive to know the time histories of the occurring loads. However,
these cannot be measured directly or
only with great effort.
The objective of this project in coop
eration with the company SCHMITZ
CARGOBULL AG was the identification
of the time histories of the occurring
loads on the basis of measured strain
time histories. These time histories
were subsequently used for the computation of the damage distribution within the entire axle connection and the
determination of critical points. In such
a way, the lifetime of different axle
connection designs can be compared
in order to decide which variant will be
built as a physical prototype.
First, the time history of the mean
loads, to which the axle connection is
subject, was determined by methods
of iterative learning control. This method allows for an iterative determination
of the time histories of excitation parameters in such a way that given target parameters the strain time histories
can be found. An essential advantage
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Load analysis of an axle connection
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Statistical planning of lifetime experiments

In order to be able to give well-founded statements about distributions and
default probabilities, a large number of
experiments are usually required. These
would be immensely time-consuming
due to the exponential relation between load and lifetime. In practice,
however, this procedure can usually not
be applied, because neither the time
expenditure nor the costs for such extensive series of measurements are justifiable.
On the other hand, it can be considered fortunate that the knowledge
about the actual default distribution
is not necessary in practice. Predicting
how securely we can assume that only
a certain amount of the components
will suffer a breakdown during operation is generally sufficient. It is important to know that a sufficiently large
amount of the components will reach
a minimum lifetime; statements about
the problem for how long the components will finally survive beyond that
limit are less interesting.
In order to find the answer to these
questions, statistical methods for the
planning of experiments have been expanded or especially developed at the
ITWM. These methods allow for the
decision whether it is of advantage to
carry out a larger number of measurements which are however interrupted
after a short run time, or to better plan
fewer meassurements with individual
longer run times.

25

probability

Statistical methods are of key importance for the design and evaluation
of components subject to mechanical
loads with respect to their durability.
The durability experiments must be
evaluated by statistically well-founded
methods. Hence, the optimal planning
of such experiments is very important.
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Statistical distribution of experiment results

Typical questions of statistical experiment planning thus are:
■

■

■

■

■

Many short or fewer running measurements?
Which (im)probabilities of default
must be proved?
How can a small number of experiments provide a maximum of information and use?
How can the load be modeled?
How can it be transferred to test
tracks or examination programs?

The department offers the workshop
“Statistical Methods in Durability”,
which specifically deals with these
problems, in order to make available
this expert knowledge also to other
users. It was already offered twice in
2006 and had a very positive resonance.
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Example

Modeling of vehicle tires
As the only element of the vehicle
which is in contact with the track, the
tire transfers road excitation to the entire system, in the form of forces and
moments occurring at the axles. The
simulation of the tire is therefore of
central importance for the simulation of
the dynamic vehicle behavior.
Three dimensional models on the basis
of finite elements can describe the “tire
physics” in a very detailed and realistic
way. Hence they can provide extensive
information about the transfer of forces
and moments from the virtual road to
the wheel hub in a simulation. However,
the computation of the transient tire
dynamics is timeconsuming. 3d-FE tire
models are by orders of magnitude too
slow for other simulation applications
which require computation over longer
time intervals. Models applied in practice
range from purely empirical, “magic”

formulas providing an estimation of the
forces and moments transferred by the
tire on the basis of kinematic and slip
parameters, to simpler model approaches consisting of rigid bodies
(“rigid ring”) and a small number of
spring-damper elements and more
complex “mass-spring-damper” systems for more sophisticated MBS applications in the field of NVH and durability. These are supposed to represent the
transient dynamic transfer behavior of
the tire with sufficient accuracy for the
respective application.
The essential advantage of the simplified model approaches doubtlessly is
the possibility of efficient numerical
computation. However, difficulties occur because the parameterization of
such a tire model requires complex test
rig measurements. Besides, the resulting information often cannot be used
in a sensible way for the parameterization of other models. The Department

Mathematical Methods in Dynamics
and Durability therefore on the one
hand deals with the parameterization
of standard MBS tire models on the basis of FEM computations and their
transferability. On the other hand, new
approaches for the modeling of a tire
on the basis of FEM models are developed. There are different possibilities of
FEM modeling which describe the tire
according to the application by continuum, shell, or bar elements.
In the case of a coupling with MBS formulas, the problem is to integrate a
large system of nonlinear differential
equations (FEM tire) into the MBS entire system, which consists of differential algebraic equations and must be
handled with considerably higher time
scales. Efficient model reduction methods must be applied which considerably reduce the computational complexity of the FE model, simultaneously
guaranteeing sufficient accuracy.

FE simulation of the crossing of a cleat
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Competence Center High
Performance Computing
The commercial use of parallel systems
has become standard today due to the
growing importance of simulation and
the availability of the respective software in industry. Parallel computer systems are applied by financial service
providers, by the oil producing industry,
and even in the Formula 1 environment.
The majority of current systems consist
of standard PC hardware in combination with a high-speed network.
The ITWM is one of the pioneers with
respect to the application of PC clusters
in the case of industrial simulation
problems. First systems with applications developed at the ITWM were already delivered to our customers in
1995. Today, the ITWM maintains parallel systems with more than 1000 CPUs
for the development of parallel software and the computation of industrial
application problems.
Technological problems have stopped
the continuous performance improvement on the basis of a clock rate increase; today, the keywords for a further improvement of the performance
are dual core, quad core, and more.
Software parallelization has thus become a key technology in all IT relevant
areas. Future efficient parallel software
will have a hybrid structure which
makes optimal use of multicore systems,
simultaneously scaling over many computers.
The cell processor produced in cooperation by IBM, Toshiba, and Sony, which
is working in the new Playstation, is a
prototype of this new generation of
CPUs. In cooperation with the IBM Research Laboratory in Böblingen, applications are developed at the CC HPC,
and the cell platform is analyzed with
respect to its adequateness as a HPC
system. Another strategic cooperation
exists with Linux NetworX, a leading
supplier of cluster solutions worldwide;
industrial applications are optimized for
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cluster systems with respect to their applicability and performance.
The project activities of the CC HPC are
currently divided into the following areas:
Parallelization and performance
analysis
Main subjects are the activities within
the strategic cooperation projects with
our partners IBM and LinuxNetworX, as
well as the development of parallel
codes for molecular dynamics and the
oil producing industry. The combination
of basic HPC know-how with extensive
knowledge about applications enables
the CC HPC to develop simulation
codes of high performance. Apart from
molecular dynamics and seismics, the
development of a highly scalable, fast
FEM code is one of the main subjects.
During the last year, we were able to
provide our code DDFEM with an MPCCI interface, so that in can now be coupled with other codes such as FLUENT
for fluid-structure simulations.
Grid computing
The CC HPC participates in D-Grid and
in the European EGEE project. Activities
are on the one hand focused on the
further development of basic grid technologies and the cooperation in grid
standardization committees; on the
other hand, Fraunhofer grid solutions
are further developed in cooperation
with Fraunhofer partners in the framework of the internal Enterprise Grid
Project. The institute’s own grid solution
PHASTGrid is currently applied within
several industrial cooperation projects.
The development of the grid benchmark
platform jawari.itwm.fraunhofer.de
has provided the D-Grid community
with a productive environment for the
evaluation of quality and performance
of the grid infrastructure.
Visualization
The research results of Dr. Carsten Lojewski finally were publicly acknowl-
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edged by the Fraunhofer Award 2005
and the IBM Faculty Award 2006 for PV4D. The core of the PV-4D visualization
technology is CPU-based visualization
combined with effective parallelization
over all scales. Interactive visualization
of large amounts of data (also via a
computing grid) at the best image quality is the objective of a development
which has already been applied within
several commercial products.
The developments of the last few years
have yielded high-performance tools for
the generation of HPC software and
HPC systems. Among these are: GraPA,
a parallelization framework for hybrid
multicore distributed memory applications; FVM, a software interface which
provides “Global Shared Memory” on
Infiniband clusters for parallel applications, and fhgfs, the parallel file system
of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft.

Division Director:
Dr. Franz-Josef Pfreundt
✆ 06 31/3 16 00-44 59
franz-josef.pfreundt@itwm.fraunhofer.de

Problem solution areas
n

n
n
n

parallel software architecture and
algorithms
performance analysis
grid computing
visualization

Gisela Kleinlein, without title, 1998, steel
“The “towers” constructed of loosely layered steel bars are not perceived as rigid objects,
they rather appear to consist of multi-layered, swiftly moving structures. The superposition of the striped grids produces a moiré which appears to be shifting continuously due
to the movement of the viewer.”
Dr. Britta Buhlmann, Director of the “Pfalzgalerie”
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Examples

Visualization
Many applications from the fields of
simulation technology, medicine, computational fluid dynamics (CFD), material sciences, or seismology produce data
records which no graphics card is able
to render interactively due to their size.
This restriction has occasioned the
ITWM to develop an individual visualization system. Graphics cards are developed a priori for the market of computer games and have therefore not been
optimized with respect to the visualization of large amounts of data. This restriction was the reason for the development of the ITWM’s own visualization system PV-4D (www.pv-4d.com):
today, PV-4D is the most powerful software in the field of volumetric rendering of complex, multi-dimensional data.
The high performance of PV-4D enables the user to move interactively
through four dimensions (x,  y,  z,  t) in
stereo. The performance of this pure
software solution with respect to space
and time surpasses all other hardware
and software systems by far.
The performance of the software, which
has been honored by the Fraunhofer
Award, is due to algorithms optimally
adapted to the architecture of modern
multicore CPUs, as well as to a multistage parallelization: from the vector
units of an individual CPU core and the
different CPU cores and multicore CPUs
on a main board, to large distributed
memory systems, the available resources of current cluster systems are made
full use of. Being a pure software solution, PV-4D could also be ported to the
Cell Processor. This porting to the prototype of a new generation of hybrid
multicore CPUs was acknowledged by
the Faculty Award by IBM.
PV-4D serves for the interactive processing, analysis, and 4D visualization
of CT data from medicine and material
sciences. The continuously increasing
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data volumes (up to 4,0003 grid size)
cannot be handled any longer by
classical visualization methods. Only
the application of parallel algorithms
and hardware allows for working interactively again. PV-4D provides new
insights by new methods. The interactive high-resolution stereo visualization
of a beating heart at full illumination
of the object was a special challenge
here. The interactive filters of PV-4D
are mainly required with respect to
the detection of porosities in metal
materials.
PV-4D is also applied in combination
with the newly developed Fraunhofer
Virtual Machine (FVM). The FVM is a
middleware which joins an Infiniband
cluster in the form of an SMP-similar
virtual machine with the help of special
libraries: it provides an intuitively structured way by which each individual
cluster node can have access to the aggregated main memory of the entire
cluster. A realistic relation between the
request of data and the data computing thus allows for global memory access which is almost as fast as local
memory access. This property of the
FVM, coupled with PV-4D, enables users to visualize extensive seismic data.
PV-4D is continuously further developed;
it now also supports the interactive visualization of large polygon scenes. The
high performance of this extension,
compared to currently available graphics cards, has also convinced the company MAGMASOFT®: the leading software producer for casting simulations
worldwide will add to its range of software products a post processor which
is based on PV-4D. It is used for the
four-dimensional interactive visualization of highly complex casting processes. The new post processor for the first
time allows for the representation of
the large amounts of data resulting
from parallel simulation as animated
movies in a really interactive way.
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PV-4D magmaVR
As a first application, the software
package ParPac, which has been developed at the ITWM, and the parallel
version of MAGMASOFT, the leading
casting simulation package, were supported by PV-4D. The large amounts
of data resulting from parallel simulation can now be visualized really interactively for the first time in the form
of animated movies. The representation in the VR Lab of the ITWM, which
is meanwhile available, allows for completely new insights and overwhelming image quality. The generation and
effect of vortices in a flow can now
be experienced in three dimensions by
high-resolution images. A solidification
process can be analyzed precisely in detail as a time-dependent process for
the first time.
PV-4D seismicPRO
The visualization of extensive seismic
data still is a very complex and expensive process in industry. It is definitely
of considerable importance for the interpretation of reservoirs of oil and gas.
The specially adapted version of PV-4D
supports widely used data formats, can
also visualize extremely large depth-migration data records and velocity fields,
and additionally offers interfaces for
the users’ individual requirements. The
client-server architecture enables the
user to apply the tool globally in joint
cooperation without any considerable
loss of performance. As a PC-based
tool, PV-4D is leading on the market
with respect to price and performance.

Above: visualization of a complex casting process
Left: three-dimensional visualizations of seismic
prestack data
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Examples

Grid Computing
In science, grid computing has become
an important pillar for the use of computer clusters and the processing of
large amounts of data. The Competence Center High Performance
Computing now makes its experience
available, collected by a large number
of projects, also to industrial enterprises. Grid technology offers new possibilities to find specially tailored solutions
for the companies’ requirements with
respect to their IT.

PHASTGrid
PHASTGrid is a flexible enterprise grid
solution created by the CC HPC which
has been used successfully within different projects. The middleware is based
on the idea of SOA and relies on web
services. The integration into already existing systems has intentionally been
kept very simple. PHASTGrid can be
used on cluster systems as well as on
desktop systems. Incoming computing
jobs are distributed optimally among
the available computing resources by
automatic parallelization, with a special

Jawari portal
Benchmarking

applications
portal

focus on high throughput. An interface
for the storage manager AVAKI simplifies the storage of data in the system.

The system is especially focused on
benchmarks: test jobs and data transfers can provide statements about bottle
necks, etc.

Calana

The benchmarking results are stored in
a central repository. Jawari now generates detailed evaluations which not
only provide information about the performance, but also about the operators
of the resources. Graphic evaluations
also show the evolution of the resources and allow for further analyses. System administrators can improve the
fine tuning of their systems on the basis
of this information.

Calana is an agent-based scheduler for
grid systems; individual agents are assigned to the computing resources
which are able to take local decisions.
An auction mechanism coordinates the
resources, simultaneously accounting
for the user preferences as well as for
those of the provider within the scheduling process. It is thus possible to offer
a user a cheap resource which is however slow, whereas another user prefers
a fast resource. If applied within commercial environments, Calana offers the
possibility to generate billing information directly from the scheduler.

Jawari
Jawari is a service for the benchmarking
of grid environments; on a simple web
interface, system administrators can examine their grid installations and thus
determine strengths and weaknesses.

Calana
ressource broker

middleware-specific interface

GTK 4

PHASTGrid

Apart from the development of its own
products, the CC HPC also participates
in other projects. The Fraunhofer strategic alliance “Enterprise Grids” deals
with the application of grid technology
in enterprises on the basis of the experience from the Fraunhofer Resource
Grid. In the framework of the EGEE
project, the research group operates a
computer cluster for international scientists. The experience which has been
collected also contributes to the standardization of grid technology in the
Open Grid Forum.

GWES grid
workflow engine

WS, WSRF, API

UNICORE

ressources
Enterprise grid components
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Automatic parallel grid generation
The number of degrees of freedom of
FEM simulations is increasing considerably with the demand for the simulation
of a larger number of geometric and
physical features of technical structures.
Parallel numerical solvers and PC clusters also offer the necessary computing
power for increasingly large problems.
Grid generation for parallel codes has
reached a dead end here, because almost all of the currently applied methods for domain decomposition are not
really parallelized. Large D grid models
do not fit into the main memory and
the computing time for grid generation
is strongly increasing.
During a PhD project at the ITWM, a
new method has been developed for
the parallel generation of non-overlapping unstructured grids directly from
the CAD data. Grid generation has thus
become a scalable parallel application,
so that also extremely large grids can
be generated very fast. The method is
currently integrated into the scalable
FEM code DDFEM and tested for practical examples.

Part of a knee prosthesis

Cell Broadband Engine
In 2006, the cell processor developed
for the Sony Playstation  was especially
celebrated by the media due to its high
performance. The CC HPC was one of
the first groups worldwide which has
developed real applications for the Cell
Processor in cooperation with IBM. During a cooperation project with the IBM
Development Center in Böblingen, a
special version of the volume rendering
code PV-4D has been developed for the
Cell Processor. The simulation of a beating heart on the basis of CT images by

PV-4D was presented very successfully
during the trade fair CeBIT. The beating
heart is also shown during the special
exhibition “Computer.Medizin” of the
Heinz Nixdorf Museum in Paderborn.
Cooperation with IBM will be continued in 2007. The parallelization framework GraPA will for example be ported to the Cell Processor. It will then be
possible to carry out a large number of
simulation codes efficiently on the Cell
Processor.

© IBM

BladeCenter QS20 by IBM, based on Cell processors
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Example

Nanoscale process modeling
In 2006, work at the ITWM was
f ocused on basic developments integrated into long-term projects. On the
one hand, potential models for the molecular dynamical simulation of zeolites
have been implemented, which are applied as adsorbing materials within a
Fraunhofer-internal project (WISA THOKA). On the other hand, observables
have been constructed which allow for
the extraction of parameters for a higher-scale description of adsorption effects in zeolites from the molecular
dynamical simulation.
Within a PhD project which has meanwhile been concluded, the coupling of
atomistic and continuum description for
the reduction of the system size was

examined. Since both models are valid
on different scales, a description by
partial differential equations adequate
for the system of ordinary differential
equations of molecular dynamics is required first. Finite elements were selected first as an approach for the numerical discretization of the continuum mechanical differential equations, also in
order to guarantee the connection to
standard component simulations. However, it has turned out that finite elements lead to wrong dispersion relations, which result in considerable artificial backscattering phenomena in coupled systems. This defect could be
significantly reduced by new ansatz
functions as the basic functions. The
new basic functions are illustrated by
the upper image, followed by a simulation example below.

1.25
full atomistic
lin. interp.
N1
N2

1.2

c
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1.1
1.05
1
0.95
0

0.1
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0.4
kappa
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Modified ansatz functions (left) and respective dispersion relations (right). Finite elements (green)
lead to wrong dispersions.

Coupled 2d simulation (left) and eigenstresses (right)
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Fraunhofer Chalmers Research
Centre for Industrial
Mathematics FCC
After a successful start-up phase in the
years 2001 through 2005, the FCC has
now initiated the strategic expansion
phase from 2006 to 2010. Different important targets have already been
reached by 2006. In particular the level
of returns has surpassed three million
Euros and the uninterrupted series of
return surpluses could be continued; in
2006 there was a balance to next account of 5 %. Together with our partners Chalmers and Fraunhofer ITWM,
we cover a wide range of applications.
In 2006, the ITWM received a little less
than half a million Euros of project fun
ding. The initiation of the “Gothenburg
Mathematical Modeling Centre (GMMC)”,
conducted by Mathematical Sciences
(2006 to 2010) and the decision in favor
of a start of the “Vinnex Centre”, conducted by the Wingquist Laboratory
(2007 to 2016) are two Swedish prestigious and strategic initiatives by Chalmers
in which the FCC is participating.

termined by its structure of returns. The
results of 2006 comply with the
Fraunhofer financing model, i. e. industrial projects (49 per cent), returns from
publicly funded projects (24 per cent)
and basic funding by Fraunhofer and
Chalmers are well-balanced.
Geometry and motion planning
The Department of “Geometry and
Motion Planning”, which closely cooperates with the Chalmers Wingquist
Laboratory, has a level of returns well
above one million Euros. In the year
2006, activities were characterized by
the start of a second Vinnova MERA
project, rapidly increasing income under license agreements for the path
planning software, and the substantial
common developments together with
the Department of Mathematical Methods in Dynamics and Durability of the
ITWM.

The diagrams show the development of
the FCC with respect to receipts and
personnel. The profile of the FCC is de-

Computational engineering and optimization
The Department of “Computational Engineering and Optimization” has ex-
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panded the work in the field of electromagnetic simulations in cooperation
with leading Swedish industrial partners
by the conclusion of a long-term agreement with the recently founded company Efield. The department has also initiated strategic projects in cooperation
with the departments of Transport Processes and Optimization of the ITWM.
Risk management
In cooperation with Chalmers and the
Fraunhofer ITWM, the Department
of  “Risk Management” has initiated a
common project in the field of load
analysis for automotive applications;
participating partners are six European

truck producers from Germany, Italy,
the Netherlands, and Sweden. In the finance and insurance area, software
platforms for asset liability management and collateral debt obligations
have been developed in cooperation
with the ITWM.

Problem solution areas
n
n

n
n

Systems biology and bioinformatics
This department has successfully continued its development towards a higher
percentage of returns from industrial
projects. Revenues from other sources
have significantly surpassed the funding by the long-term program of the
Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research SSF in 2006.

geometry and motion planning
computational engineering
and optimization
risk management
systems biology and bioinformatics

Director of the FCC:
Dr. Uno Nävert
✆ +46 (0) 31/7 72-42 85
uno.navert@fcc.chalmers.se

Werner Pokorny, “Circolo”, 1998
“Twisted into a circular shape, “Circolo” winds around an imaginary center with its lines of steel and is determined by the dynamics
of their implied motion. Laws are overruled. The combination of two initially individual motives results in a new aesthetics of impact.
House and grid structure conflate to a specific shape composition.”
Dr. Britta Buhlmann, Director of the “Pfalzgalerie”
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Examples

Automatic path planning for solid
bodies and industrial robots
Although in modern industry virtual
prototypes are used in order to substitute physical prototypes, assembly processes are visualized, and industrial robots are programmed offline, the full
potential of a virtual production plant
has not been reached yet. The programming of robot motions and paths
as well as for the equipment are still
made manually, because available support for automatic path planning is very
limited. Another restriction is the geometrical accuracy of the virtual model
and the physical reality. Geometric tolerances must therefore be accounted
for during path planning. This is a first
step from nominal to virtual models
adapted to production, creating a connection to the production run loop including, design, and manufacturability.
The virtual verification of such products
which can be assembled or disassembled for service purposes is an impor-

Geometry
Aussurance

tant part of geometric simulation in the
producing industry. Methods and software for an automatic planning of collision-free assembly paths are therefore
very interesting. Offline programming
of robots and coordinate measurement
machines yield large problems for the
simulation engineer if he/she tries to
find a collision-free path between two
points manually, accounting for cycle times which are as short as possible and effects of wear as low as possible. The FCC is therefore offering its
support for the following path planning
problems:
n

visualization, verification, and design
during assembly

n

assembly with robots

n

welding and sealing

n

coordinate measuring devices

n

load balancing, sequencing and coordination of robot motions

Path
Planning

Control
Logic

© Volvo Car Corporation
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The electromagnetic efield™ software
The software efield™ is the result of a
successful cooperation of Swedish science and industry. The FCC has played
an important part with respect to
the software development and is currently working on its further development and maintenance for the company Efield AB. Important activities during
the year 2006 were the development of
a Windows version of the software and
the preparation of the first release version. The software is an excellent basis
for research in numerical electromagnetics; this is supported by a basic program funded by the industrial consortium STM and FCC.
The software can be used for diverse
applications, such as antenna design,
electromagnetic compatibility, radar
signature, and microwaves. The solvers are based on equations in the time
domain as well as in the frequency domain. A key feature is the application of
hybrid methods. In the frequency domain, a method of moments, boundary

Surface currents on a FOI UAV Eikon after a radar impulse stroke the nose of the airplane. A multilevel fast multipole method (MLFMM) was used for computation.

integral solver is coupled with a physical optics solver; in the time domain, a
finite element method is coupled with
a finite difference method. The basic
idea of the hybrid methods is to make
use of the advantages of the individual methods without having to take into
account their disadvantages. This allows for a substantial expansion of the
range of solvable problems and applications.

A screened enclosure with a wire; electric currents are represented at the wire, the surface currents
of the enclosure are shown at the walls. The electric field is made recognizable in the vicinity of the
wire by volume rendering.
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Examples

Decision support by simulations and
multi-criteria optimization

Case study: optimal placement of
reinforcing bars in concrete

This project with duration of three years
is part of a base program with the industrial consortium STM. Its objective
is the development and marketing of a
software tool for decision support. The
software integrates multi-criteria optimization and simulation, including the
visualization of solutions as an interactive tool for decision support.

A cantilever beam is attached to the
wall at its vertical side. Two reinforcing
bars with different diameters are positioned horizontally within the cantilever. The positions and dimensions of
the bars have been optimized with respect to the target function with the
lowest positive potential energy of the
concrete.

In the year 2006, diverse case studies
were considered. Besides, a first version
of the optimization tool has been developed which includes several modules
for mathematical modeling, numerical simulations, optimization algorithms,
and visualization.

The images illustrate the stress within
the cantilever, which is attached to the
wall at the left side and is subject to a
vertical load. The above image shows
the cantilever with the original placement of the bars, the image below
with their optimized placement. The
position of the bars becomes evident at
the cantilever surface on the right side.
The plasticization (marked in dark red)
in the left upper edge is smaller in the
optimized case than in the original situ
ation.

The modules communicate via files
controlled by the user. The optimization algorithms can be adapted to one
or more target functions and different mathematical properties of the design model. Numerical simulations can
be carried out in different simulation
environments. Visualization is possible
within the space of the criteria as well
as within the space of the simulation
model.

The plasticization of the concrete is decreasing
considerably due to the optimal positioning of
the reinforcing bars; a cross-section is shown on
the right side.
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Optimization of a combustion engine
It is possible today to simulate physical
and chemical processes within a combustion engine if the respective software and computing power are available. These simulations can for example
predict the fuel consumption or the
emissions of soot and nitrogen. Different configurations can be simulated
by a variation of the design parameters
of the motor, and their performance
can subsequently be compared. We are
using global and local optimization algorithms in combination with simulations in order to find Pareto optimal
design parameters for different target
functions.

One objective of engineers is the development of motors with low consumption
and low pollutant emissions. The target
function defined by the designer combines these different targets. The motor
ought to function reliably in any load
and velocity situation; the respective
conditions must therefore be accounted for during optimization. Since a motor simulation might take several days
of computing time, very efficient optimization algorithms must be applied.
This is a cooperation project between
GMMC, Volvo Car Corporation, and Volvo
Powertrain with the global objective of
developing a software demonstrator for
the optimization of combustion motors,
based on numerical flow computations.

© Volvo Car Corporation

The image shows a section of a cylinder of a combustion motor; the droplets consist of fuel, the
droplet color illustrating their temperature. The grey object is an iso plane for soot concentration; the
colored even contour plot shows the fuel concentration.
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Example

Electrophysiologic model of the
ventricular action potential

Additionally, the model can be exported very easily to other formats
such as Systems Biology Markup LanWithin this project, the so-called Hund- guage (SBML), which facilitates an exRudy model of the ventricular myocytes’ change with other programs for reaaction potential has been implemented sons of numerical analyses. Within
the project, the Hund-Rudy model
and validated by our Systems Biology
has been expanded in order to elimiToolbox for Matlab (SBtoolbox). The
model is especially appropriate because nate the currently inherent problems
of long-term drifts in some ion conit describes the relation between ion
centrations. This is the precondition
channel blockade and extension of the
for any type of steady state analysis
action potential during the routine pa(for example, duration of the action
tient screenings which are compulsory
potential and morphologic examinafor drug admission. The implementations for different heartbeat rates).
tion of the model in SBtoolbox format
allows for the application of many tools Several parameters were added to
the model in order to allow for a fast
for further numerical analyses, e. g. in
specification of experimental condiorder to carry out sensitivity analyses,
tions, e. g. the holding of a specific
parameter estimations, model reducmembrane potential over a specific
tions, or model modifications.

time interval, the heartbeat amplitude,
the heartbeat frequency and duration,
or the inactivity of different enzymes.
Finally, the model was validated with
respect to the original Hund-Rudy
code by a pair-wise comparison between the state and the electric current trajectory. In a similar way, the
automatically generated SBML code
was validated with the help of the
SBtoolbox by a pair-wise comparison.
The project has also demonstrated the
abilities and potentials of an integrated computation platform like that of
the SBtoolbox for systems biology in
order to be able to carry out a fast
model development and numerical
analyses. The project has been funded
partly by AstraZeneca via the industrial consortium STM.
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Talks

Acar, Sarp Kaya

Dreyer, Alexander

Godehardt, Michael

Optimal Capital Structure with a Jump-Diffusion
Process

Simulation Model of an Active Noise Control
System

Verarbeitung von Volumenbildern

21st European Conference on Operational Research,
Reykjavik (IS), July 2006

Euronoise 2006 – 6th European Conference on Noise
Control, Tampere (FIN), May 2006

Workshop »Computertomographie und Analyseverfahren für industrielle Anwendungen«, Kaiserslautern,
October 2006

Azizi-Sultan, Ahmad-Saher

Dreyer, Alexander

Günther, Marco

Beam orientations optimization for multi-criteria
IMRT

PolyBoRi – Ein Framework für Boole‘sche Polynome

Simulation der Wechselwirkung Fäden-Luft in
Filamentprozessen

DKFZ, Heidelberg, July 2006

Seminar der Gruppe »Algebra, Geometry and Computer Algebra«, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics, November 2006

21. Hofer Vliesstofftage, Hof, November 2006

Ettrich, Norman

Modelling and Simulation of Nonwoven
Processes

Baydar, Evren
Credit Products
Workshop on »Credit Ratings in View of Basel II«, First
Conference of AMAMEF, Antalya (TR), April 2006

Broz, Jochen
Automated Symbolic Model Reduction for
Mechatronical Systems
IEEE International Symposium on Computer-Aided
 ontrol Systems Design, München, October 2006
C

Detaillierte Höhenmodelle für urban-hydrolo
gische Abflusssimulationen

Günther, Marco; Wegener, Raimund;
Olawsky, Ferdinand

14th ECMI Conference, Madrid (E), July 2006

München, March 2006

Ettrich, Norman
Gekoppelte Simulation urban-hydrologischer
 bflussvorgänge
A
Trier, April 2006

Hanne, Thomas
On utilizing infeasibility in multiobjective evolutionary algorithms
7th International Conference on MultiObjective Programming and Goal Programming, Tours (F), June 2006

Caiazzo, Alfonso
Analysis of lattice Boltzmann nodes initialization
in moving boundary problems
ICMMES 2006, Hampton, Virginia (USA), July 2006

Chernogorova, Tatjana; Iliev, Oleg;
On finite volume discretization of imperfect
contact problems

Ettrich, Norman; Sommer, Thomas

Hanne, Thomas

Entwicklung eines 3-Zonen-Modells für das
Grundwasser- und Infrastrukturmanagement
nach extremen Hochwasserereignissen in urbanen Räumen

A Primal-Dual Multiobjective Evolutionary
Algorithm for Approximating the Efficient Set

Hamburg, September 2006

Borovetz (BG), August 2006

Ewing, Richard; Iliev, Oleg; Lazarov, Raytcho;
 ybak, Iryna
R

Dreßler, Klaus

On a two-level Domain Decomposition preconditioner for 3D Flow in anisotropic highly heterogeneous porous media

Invarianz und Übertragbarkeit von Lastdaten
DVM-Workshop »Prüfmethodik für Betriebsfestigkeitsversuche in der Fahrzeugindustrie«, Darmstadt, February 2006

Strobl (A), July 2006

Dreßler, Klaus
Modellkomplexität und Robustheit in der
Betriebsfestigkeitssimulation

Two-level DD preconditioners for certain multiscale problems

Konferenz für angewandte Optimierung in der virtuellen Produktentwicklung, Karlsruhe, March 2006

Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas (USA),
November 2006

Dreßler, Klaus

Flores, Hector

Simulation von Dynamik und Festigkeit

A Tool for Multicriteria Reverse Engineering of
Fleece Production Processes

Dreyer, Alexander

Hietel, Dietmar
FIDYST – Fiber Dynamics Simulation Tool
45. Internationale Chemiefasertagung, Dorbirn (A),
September 2006

Hietel, Dietmar
Simulation von Faserdynamiken zur Bestimmung
und Optimierung von Materialeigenschaften
mtex 2006, Ausstellerforum, Chemnitz, October 2006

Ewing, Richard; Iliev, Oleg; Lazarov, Raytcho;
Rybak, Iryna; Willems, Jörg

Zuliefererkonferenz »Bayern Innovativ«, Ingolstadt,
July 2006

Operations Research 2006, Karlsruhe, September 2006

GOR-Arbeitsgruppen »Entscheidungstheorie und
-praxis« und »Fuzzy-Systeme, Neuronale Netze und
Künstliche Intelligenz«, Kaiserslautern, March 2006

Hietel, Dietmar
Simulation of Fiber Dynamics
ITWM-Colloquium – There is nothing more practical
than a good theory, Kaiserslautern, September 2006

Iliev, Oleg
Challenges in upscaling filtration problems
Kaiserslautern, June 2006

Iliev, Oleg; Latz, Arnulf; Rief, Stefan;
Steiner, Konrad; Wiegmann, Andreas
On multiscale simulation of filtration processes

Resolving Parameter Dependences for Interval
Analysis of Linear Analog Circuits

Giertzsch, Marc

9 th International Workshop on Symbolic Methods and
Applications in Circuit Design (SMACD 2006), Florence
(I), October 2006

Workshop Stochastische Geometrie und verwandte
Gebiete, Karlsruhe, December 2006

Iliev, Oleg; Latz, Arnulf; Steiner, Konrad;
Wiegmann, Andreas

Dreyer, Alexander

Godehardt, Michael

On numerical simulation of industrial filtration
processes and related problems

Interval Analysis of Linear Analog Circuits

Wasserscheidentransformation als flexibles
Werkzeug in der quantitativen Bildanalyse

SCAN 06 - 12th GAMM - IMACS International Symposion on Scientific Computing, Computer Arithmetic and
Validated Numerics, Duisburg, September 2006
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Lokal adaptive mathematische Morphologie

Kaiserslautern, September 2006

Borovetz (BG), August 2006

31. BV-Forum, Kaiserslautern, July 2006
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Iliev, Oleg; Lazarov, Raytcho; Willems, Jörg

Ivanov, Evgeny

Korn, Ralf

On a two-level Domain Decomposition preconditioner for 3D Stokes flow in highly complicated geometry

Robust Automatic Parallel Grid Generation and
Local Refinement

Mathematical Models for Inflation: Pricing of inflation-linked products and optimal Investment

Meeting with DESTENE company, ITWM Kaiserslautern,
May 2006

Bilkent Universität, Ankara (TR), April 2006

Ivanov, Evgeny

Credit Rating in View of Basel II (Lecture Series)

Strobl (A), July 2006

Iliev, Oleg; Mikelic, Andro; Popov, Petr;
Rybak, Iryna
Modeling and simulation of flow in deformable
porous media

Automatic Parallel Generation of 3D Unstructured Grids by Using a Domain Decomposition
Approach

Stuttgart, March 2006

NUMECA international, Brüssel (B), December 2006

Iliev, Oleg; Muntz, Sabine; Naumovich, Anna

Jegorovs, Jevgenis

On interaction of fluid with deformable porous
media

On the Convergence of the WBM Solution in
Certain Non-Convex Domains

NAFEMS-Seminar »Die Simulation komplexer Strömungsvorgänge (Multifield FSI)«, Wiesbaden, May
2006

International Conference on Noise and Vibration Engineering ISMA, Leuven (B), September 2006

Moskau (RUS), June 2006

Iliev, Oleg; Naumovich, Anna

Gitter-Boltzmann-Simulation in der virtuellen
Produktentwicklung

Iliev, Oleg; Naumovich, Anna

Accurate and robust algorithms for solving a
class of poroelasticity equations
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas (USA),
November 2006

Iliev, Oleg; Vasileva, Daniela
On local refinement solver for coupled flow in
plain and in porous media
Borovetz (BG), August 2006

Ivanov, Evgeny G.; Andrä, Heiko;
Kudryavtsev, Alexey N.
Domain decomposition approach for automatic
parallel generation of three-dimensional unstruc
tured grids
European Conference on Computational Fluid Dynamics (ECCOMAS CFD 2006), Egmond aan Zee (NL),
September 2006

Ivanov, Evgeny; Andrä, Heiko;
Kudryavtsev, Alexey N.
Automatic parallel generation of tetrahedral grids
by using a domain decomposition approach
International Conference on Numerical Geometry, Grid
Generation and High Performance Computing,
Moskau (RUS), July 2006

Ivanov, Evgeny
Parallel generation of unstructured grids for
computational mechanics
Seminar of Institute of Mathematical Modeling, Russian
Academy of Sciences, Moskau (RUS), July 2006 und
Seminar »Mathematical modeling in Mechanics«, Institute for Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Siberian
Division of Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk
(RUS), September 2006

Ahmamed-Conference, Side (TR), April 2006

Korn, Ralf
Optimal Portfolios: New Variations of an Old
Theme
Bilkent Universität, Ankara (TR), April 2006; GORWorkshop, BASF Ludwigshafen, May 2006 und
21st European Conference on Operational Research,
Reykjavik (IS), July 2006

Korn, Ralf
Kehrwald, Dirk; Caiazzo, Alfonso; Maddu,
Shankar; Thömmes, Guido; Becker, Jürgen;
Latz, Arnulf; Rief, Stefan; Schulz, Volker; Steiner,
Konrad; Wiegmann, Andreas

On efficient solvers for poroelasticity equations

Korn, Ralf

Südwestdeutsches Mechanik-Kolloquium 2006,
TU Kaiserslautern, November 2006

Kehrwald, Dirk; Drese, Klaus Stefan; Latta,
Daniel; Latz, Arnulf; Schönfeld, Friedhelm; Steiner, Konrad; Thömmes, Guido
Simulationsgestützte Auslegung von Dielektrophoresefiltern
NAFEMS-Seminar »Die Simulation komplexer Strömungsvorgänge (Multifield FSI)«, Wiesbaden, May
2006

Kehrwald, Dirk; Schulz, Volker
Relative permeability, capillary pressure, and
effective diffusivity
Workshop »Microstructure Simulation and Material
Design«, Kaiserslautern, January 2006

Kehrwald, Dirk; Thömmes, Guido; Becker, Jürgen;
Klar, Axel; Steiner, Konrad; Wiegmann, Andreas;
Vaikuntam, Ashok Kumar
Lattice Boltzmann and level set methods for fluidstructure interaction
Workshop »Lattice Boltzmann methods: analysis, numerics, and application to complex physics«,
Kaiserslautern, March 2006

Korn, Ralf
Mathematische Modelle für Inflation: Bewertung
inflationsgebundener Produkte und optimales
Investment
Universität zu Köln, January 2006

Langlebigkeitsbonds
Felix-Klein-Kolloquium 2006, Universität Düsseldorf,
June 2006 und DGVFM-Nachwuchsworkshop, Schloss
Reisensburg, Ulm, September 2006 and LMU München,
October 2006

Korn, Ralf
Optimales Investment mit Transaktionskosten:
Theorie – Praxis
DGVFM-Workshop, ITWM Kaiserslautern,
October 2006

Korn, Ralf
Dividends: Modelling, Option Pricing, Portfolio
Optimization
DMV-Tagung, Bonn, September 2006

Korn, Ralf
Modern Financial Mathematics in the Finance Industry: Optimal portfolios with transaction costs
ITWM-Colloquium »There is nothing more than a good
theory«, September 2006

Korn, Ralf
Mathematische Modelle für optimales Investment: Klassische, neuere und praktische Aspekte
Universität Stuttgart, November 2006

Korn, Ralf
Morgen wird wie heute sein: Monotonie oder
Optimalität?
Kolloquium »Mathematik und Philosophie«,
TU Kaiserslautern, November 2006

Korn, Ralf
Optionspreisbewertung in populären Aktien
preismodellen
Oberwolfach, November 2006

Korn, Ralf
Portfolio optimization and statistics in stochastic
volatility markets
Chalmers Universität, Göteborg (S), February 2006
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Korn, Ralf

Lautensack, Claudia

Mohring, Jan; Wirsen, Andreas

Stochastik an der Börse: Muss das sein?

Analyse von Anisotropien räumlicher Punkt
prozesse

Robust Controller Design based on integrated
Simulation of An ANVC-System

AG Stochastische Geometrie, Universität Karlsruhe,
June 2006

EuroNoise2006, Tampere (FIN), May 2006

Lautensack, Claudia
Modelling the microstructure of materials

An interactive multiobjective optimization
method

7th International Conference on Monte Carlo and QuasiMonte Carlo Methods in Scientific Computing, Ulm,
August 2006

GOR-Arbeitsgruppen »Entscheidungstheorie und
-praxis« und »Fuzzy-Systeme, Neuronale Netze und
Künstliche Intelligenz«, Kaiserslautern, March 2006

Jahrestagung der Mathematischen Gesellschaft,
Hamburg, November 2006

Korn, Ralf
Mathematical Models for Inflation: Pricing of inflation-linked products and optimal Investment
King’s College, London (GB), November 2006

Korn, Ralf
The worst-case approach to optimal portfolios
University of Cambridge (GB), November 2006

Kroisandt, Gerald
ALM am ITWM
DGVFM-Workshop, ITWM Kaiserslautern, October 2006

Küfer, Karl-Heinz
Gem stone cutting – a semiinfinite programming
approach
ITWM-Colloquium »There is nothing more than a good
theory«, September 2006

Küfer, Karl-Heinz
Hochdimensionale multikriterielle Optimierung –
Beispiele aus der Praxis

Lautensack, Claudia

Monz, Michael

Random Laguerre tessellations

Cone scalarising functions

Workshop »Probability and Convexity«, Freudenstadt,
September 2006

OR 2006 (GOR), Karlsruhe, September 2006

Linn, Joachim
Optimierung, Sensitivitätsanalyse und Modell
reduktion
Workshop »Robust Design« des Fraunhofer NuSimVerbundes am Fraunhofer ILT, Aachen, March 2006

Linn, Joachim; Stephan, Thomas; Carlson,
Johann S.; Bohlin, Robert
Fast simulation of quasistatic cable deformations
for simulation applications in VR

Hochschule Mittweida, September 2006

European Conference of Mathematics in Industry
(ECMI), Madrid (E), July 2006

Kuhnert, Jörg

Maasland, Mark; Kohrt, Kristina

Finite Pointset Method: Meshfree solver in Continuum Mechanics, Applications to Cutting Processes

Automatische Qualitätskontrolle von Decken
platten und Automobilteilen

14th ECMI Conference, Madrid (E), July 2006

Vortragsforum Fraunhofer Vision, Control 2006,
Sinsheim, May 2006

Lang, Patrick

Maasland, Mark; Teutsch, Christian

Model Based Design Strategies for Active Vibration
Control Systems

Kombinierte optische Vermessung und Ober
flächenprüfung von 3D-Objekten

ITWM-Colloquium »There is nothing more than a good
theory«, September 2006

Fraunhofer-Vision Seminar »Inspektion und Charakterisierung von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung«, Karls
ruhe, June 2006, Kaiserslautern, December 2006

Lautensack, Claudia
Modelling of sintered structures
Statistisches Seminar, Chalmers University of Technology,
Göteborg (S), February 2006

Lautensack, Claudia
Modeling the microstructure of sintered copper
International Conference on Stereology, Spatial Statistics and Stochastic Geometry, Prag (CZ), June 2006

Monz, Michael

Malten, Rebekka
Der Jordansche Oberflächensatz und 14-Nachbarschaften
Workshop Stochastische Geometrie und verwandte
Gebiete, Karlsruhe, December 2006

Marheineke, Nicole; Panda, Satyananda;
Wegener, Raimund
Dynamics of curved viscous fibers

Monz, Michael
MIRA (Multicriteria Interactive Radiotherapy
A ssistant) – An IMRT planning tool
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston (USA), March
2006

Müller, Marlene
Classification of High-dimensional Data by Semiparametric Generalized Regression Models
Interface 2006 - 38th Symposium on the interface of
statistics, computing science and applications, Pasadena, California (USA), May 2006

Müller, Marlene
KernGPLM – A Package for Kernel-Based Fitting
of Generalized Partial Linear and Additive Models
useR! R-User-Konferenz, WU Wien (A), June 2006

Müller, Marlene
Statistical Aspects of Basel II
DGVFM-Workshop, ITWM Kaiserslautern,
October 2006

Natcheva-Acar, Kalina
Longevity Bonds-Pricing, Modeling and Application for German Data
21st European Conference on Operational Research,
Reykjavik (IS), July 2006

Naumovich, Anna
Efficient numerical solution of the Biot poro
elasticity system in multilayered domains
Stuttgart, March 2006,

Neunzert, Helmut

Lautensack, Claudia

14th ECMI Conference, Madrid (E), July 2006

Anisotropy analysis of the system of air pores in
polar ice

Industrial Mathematics in Europe: Experiences
and Visions

Melo, Teresa

Workshop in Applied Mathematics, Bedlowo (PL),
April 2006

Spatial and Spatio-temporal Modelling in Biology,
Ecology and Geosciences, Smoegen (S), August 2006

Lautensack, Claudia
Random Laguerre tessellations
Stochastik-Tage, Frankfurt, March 2006
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Terminplanung und -steuerung im Krankenhaus
Jahrestagung der AG »OR im Gesundheitswesen« der
Gesellschaft für Operations Research (GOR), Münster,
February 2006

Neunzert, Helmut
Mathematics is a Technology: Modeling – Simulation – Optimization – Software Development
Göteburg (S), January 2006
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Neunzert, Helmut

Nögel, Ulrich

Rauhut, Markus

MACSI-net

Modelling of Credit Derivatives

IST, Brüssel (B), February 2006

DGVFM Workshop »Wissenschaft und Praxis«, ITWM
Kaiserslautern, October 2006

Typischer Aufbau eines Online-Oberflächen
inspektionssystems

Neunzert, Helmut
Simulated Reality (Vorstellung der FhG)
Treviso (I), June 2006

Neunzert, Helmut
Are pure and applied mathematics drifting apart?
Closing Round Table des ICM, Madrid (E), August 2006

Neunzert, Helmut
Denn des Schönen ist nichts als des Schrecklichen
Anfang
Symposium »Ornament – Spiegel subatomarer Welten?«,
Mannheim, October 2006

Nickel, Stefan
Planning Patient Transports in Hospitals

Nögel, Ulrich
Credit Derivatives
MDB ALM&Risk Management Forum, European Investment Bank, Luxembourg (L), October 2006

Rief, Stefan; Iliev, Oleg; Kehrwald, Dirk; Latz,
Arnulf; Steiner, Konrad; Wiegmann, Andreas

Nögel, Ulrich

Simulation und virtuelles Design von Filter
medien und Filterelementen

Derivatives Contracts as Active Documents
7 WSEAS Int. Conference on Computer and Mathematics in Business and Economics (MCBE06),
Cavtat (HR), June 2006

Haus der Technik, Essen, September 2006

th

Orlik, Julya
Homogenization of strength, fatigue and durability of periodic composites
DMV-Tagung 2006, Minisymposium »Homogenisierung«, Bonn, September 2006

Murcia (E), April 2006 and Montreal (CA), May 2006

Peters, Stefanie
Nickel, Stefan

Fraunhofer-Vision-Seminar »Inspektion und Charakterisierung von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung«, Karlsruhe, June 2006, Kaiserslautern, December 2006,

Rösch, Ronald
Bildverarbeitung zur Qualitätskontrolle und
Materialanalyse
Semesterthema Bildverarbeitung, Uni Hamburg,
June 2006

Scherrer, Alexander
The adaptive clustering method in inverse IMRT
planning
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston (USA), May
2006

A New Geometric Approach to Territory Design
Problems

Beiträge zur Automatisierung und Optimierung
des Entwurfs bildbasierter Erkennungssysteme
(Teil 2)

Montreal (CA), May 2006

31. BV-Forum, Kaiserslautern, July 2006

Clinical Radiotherapy Planning – compromising
between Chances and Risks of Treatment Options

Nickel, Stefan

Peters, Stefanie

MCDM Location Problems

Automatische Konfiguration von Bildverarbeitungssystemen

ITWM-Colloquium »There is nothing more than a good
theory«, September 2006

Porto (P), June 2006

Nickel, Stefan
A Tabu Search Based Heuristic for Dynamic
Dial-a-Ride Problems Arising in In-House
Hospital Transportation

ITG-Fachgruppensitzung »Mikroelektronik neuronaler
Netze«, Kaiserslautern, November 2006

Peters, Stefanie; König, A.

Reykjavic (IS), July 2006

Parameter optimization for texture analysis using genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization

Nickel, Stefan

Kleinheubacher Tagung, Miltenberg, September 2006

Process Improvements in Hospital
Karlsruhe, September 2006

Prätzel-Wolters, Dieter
Das Simulationszentrum Rheinland-Pfalz (SRP)

Nickel, Stefan
Territory Design Problems
Teneriffa (E), September 2006

Niedziela Dariusz; Latz Arnulf; Iliev Oleg
On 3d numerical simulations of viscoelastic fluids
ECCOMAS CFD 06, Egmond aan Zee (NL),
September 2006

Niedziela, Dariusz; Latz Arnulf; Iliev Oleg
Effiziente Strömungssimulation von Schmelzen
und Suspensionen mit richtungsabhängigen Viskositäten
NAFEMS-Seminar »Die Simulation komplexer
Strömungsvorgänge (Multifield FSI)«, Wiesbaden,
May 2006

Scherrer, Alexander

Schladitz, Katja
Estimating Intrinsic Volumes in Digital 3d Images
Spatial and Spatio-temporal Modelling in Biology,
Ecology and Geosciences, Smoegen (S), August 2006

Schladitz, Katja
Dreidimensionale Bilder
»Naturwissenschaft und Technik für Schülerinnen«,
TU Kaiserslautern, October 2006

Schladitz, Katja

Eröffnung des SRP, Kaiserslautern, June 2006

Geometrische Charakterisierung von Objekten
und Phasen in Volumenbildern

Prätzel-Wolters, Dieter

Workshop »Computertomographie und Analyse
verfahren für industrielle Anwendungen«,
Kaiserslautern, October 2006

Mathematik ist Technologie – Vorstellung des
Fraunhofer ITWM
4. Treffen der ehemaligen Vorstände und Institutsleiter
der FhG, Kaiserslautern, July 2006

Prätzel-Wolters, Dieter
Mathematics is a Technology – Projects and
Research at Fraunhofer ITWM

Schladitz, Katja; Godehardt, Michael
Geometric characterisation of light weight composites using computer tomographic images
9 th European Conference on Non-Destructive Testing,
Berlin, September 2006

GMMC-Seminar, Chalmers Technical University,
Göteborg (S), May 2006

Schladitz, Katja; Ohser, Joachim; Nagel, Werner

Rauhut, Markus

13. Internationale Konferenz: »Discrete Geometry for
Computer Imaginary«, Szeged (HU), October 2006

Inspektion von Leder – MASC-Leather

Measuring Intrinsic Volumes in Digital 3d Images

Verband der Deutschen Lederindustrie e.V, Hameln,
September 2006
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Schröder, Michael

Steiner, Konrad

Wiegmann, Andreas

Interactive Multicriteria Decision Support –
Clinical and Technical Applications

Virtuelles Design von Textilien für Medizin und
Hygiene

Workshop on »Challenges in the Optimization of
Health and Bio-Systems«, Universität Graz (A), May
2006

Kooperationsforum »Funktionelle Textilien – Medizin,
Gesundheit & Hygiene«, Augsburg, May 2006

Soot filtration simulation – generation of porous
media on the micro scale from soot deposition
on the nano scale

Schulz, Volker
Computersimulation zur optimierten Materialauswahl akustischer Komponenten im Fahrzeugbau

Second European Conference on Filtration and Separation, Compiege (F), October 2006

Strautins, Uldis; Latz, Arnulf
Flow driven orientation dynamics of flexible long
fiber systems

Wiegmann, Andreas

3rd Annual European Rheology Conference,
Hersonisos (GR), April 2006

Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas (USA),
Septermber 2006

Explicit Jump Solvers and Virtual Material Design

Chemnitz, October 2006

Schulz, Volker
Multiscale analysis of heterogeneous materials

Streit, Anja; Zillich, Robert; Baumann, Petra;
Klein, Peter

Wiegmann, Andreas
Computer Models of Nonwoven Geometry and
Filtration Simulation

Niedernhausen, December 2006

Differentiable mesoscopic fields in molecular
dynamics simulations: construction, dynamics
and coupling of length scales

Sellier, Matthieu; Breitbach, Christian;
Loch, Horst; Siedow, Norbert

Multiscale Material Modeling Conference 2006,
Freiburg, September 2006

Wiegmann, Andreas; Zemitis, Aivars

Optimal mould design for the manufacture by
compression moulding of high-precision lenses

Trinkaus, Hans L.

Simulation of Thermal Conductivity, Diffusivity
and Electric Force Fields

Multi Criteria Knowledge Management

GeoDict Workshop, Kaiserslautern, January 2006

8th ESG Conference, Sunderland (GB), September 2006

International Nonwovens Technical Conference,
Houston, Texas (USA), September 2006

EURO XXI, Reykjavik (IS), July 2006

Sellier, Matthieu; Breitbach, Christian;
Loch, Horst; Siedow, Norbert

Trinkaus, Hans L.

A fixed point iteration for optimal mold design in
high-precision compression molding

Multi Perspective Knowledge Management and
Decision Support

14th ECMI Conference, Madrid (E), July 2006

Operations Research, Karlsruhe, September 2006

Siedow, Norbert

Weigel, Nicolas; Weihe, Stefan; Bitsch, Gerd;
Dreßler, Klaus

Radiative Heat Transfer in Glass Manufacturing
Eurotherm78 – Computational Thermal Radiation in
Participating Media II, Poitiers (F), April 2006

Einsatz von Simulationswerkzeugen zur Auslegung und Optimierung von Prüfkonzepten
DVM, Steyr (A), October 2006

Siedow, Norbert
Indirect temperature measurement of hot glasses

Wiegmann, Andreas

ITWM-Colloquium »There is nothing more practical
than a good theory«, Kaiserslautern, September 2006

Virtual Materials for Virtual Material Design
GeoDict Workshop, Kaiserslautern, January 2006

Speckert, Michael

Wiegmann, Andreas

Simulation and Optimization of Suspension
Testing Systems

GeoDict & FilterDict: Software for the Virtual
Material Design of new Filter Media

Universidad Carlos III de Madrid (E), July 2006

Workshop »New developments in Filtration Technology«, Loughborough University (GB), February 2006

Speckert, Michael; Dreßler, Klaus; Mauch, Heiko
MBS Simulation of a hexapod based suspension
test rig

Wiegmann, Andreas

NAFEMS-Konferenz »Virtual Testing«, Wiesbaden,
May 2006

8. Symposium »Textile Filter«, Chemnitz, March 2006

Steiner, Konrad

Simulation des Einflusses elektrischer Oberflächen
ladungen auf die Staubanlagerung an eine Faser

What are GeoDict, FilterDict and SatuDict?
Workshop »Mikrostruktursimulation und Virtuelles
Materialdesign«, Kaiserslautern, January 2006

Filtermediendesign via Simulation

Wiegmann, Andreas

Seminar »Partikeltechnik«, Institut für mechanische
Verfahrenstechnik und Mechanik,
Universität Karlsruhe, June 2006

Steiner, Konrad
Innovative Simulationstechniken als Werkzeug
einer integrierten Produktpolitik am Beispiel von
Formpressteilen im Automobilbau

Wiegmann, Andreas

IPP-Abschlussveranstaltung, Schwarzenbach, May 2006

ECMI, Madrid (E), July 2006

96

Effective properties of technical textiles from
microstructure simulations
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Teaching Activities

Publications

Andrä, Heiko

Melo, Teresa

Amstutz, Samuel; Andrä, Heiko

Festigkeitslehre

Optimization Methods for Logistics Systems
Planning

A new algorithm for topology optimization using
a level-set method

TU Kaiserslautern, Winter term 2006 / 2007

J. Comput. Phys. 216 (2), 573-588, 2006

Andrä, Heiko

Müller, Marlene

Kontaktmechanik

Multivariate Statistical Analysis

Amstutz, Samuel; Andrä, Heiko; Matei, Iuliana;
Teichmann, Emanuel

TU Kaiserslautern, Winter term 2006 / 2007

TU Kaiserslautern, Summer term 2006

A New Algorithm for 3d Topology Optimisation
in Structural Mechanics Using a Level-Set Method

Dreßler, Klaus; Bitsch, Gerd; Speckert, Michael

Müller, Marlene

Dynamic Load Data – Analysis, Targets & Simulation

Multivariate Statistical Analysis I

Proceedings of the Eighth International Conference on
Computational Structures Technology

Berufsakademie Mannheim,
Summer term 2006 and winter term 2006 / 2007

ITWM Kaiserslautern, May 2006 and
SCANIA, Södertälje (S), September 2006

Dreßler, Klaus; Speckert, Michael
Statistische Methoden in der Betriebsfestigkeit
ITWM Kaiserslautern, February 2006 and
Schaeffler AG, Schweinfurt, July 2006

Kehrwald, Dirk
Thermo- und Fluiddynamik

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin,
Winter term 2005 / 2006

Banda, M.; Herty, M.; Klar, Axel

Müller, Marlene

Coupling conditions for gas networks governed
by the isothermal Euler equations

Statistical Aspects of Credit Rating
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin,
Winter term 2006 / 2007

Professur für Technomathematik

Banda, M.; Herty, M.; Klar, Axel
Gas flow in pipeline networks

Nickel, Stefan

NHM, 1 (1), 41-56, 2006

Professur für Operations Research und Logistik
Universität des Saarlandes, Saarbrücken

Banda, M.; Klar, Axel; Pareschi, L.; Seaid, M.

Prätzel-Wolters, Dieter

Lattice Boltzmann type relaxation systems and
relaxation schemes for the incompressible Navier
Stokes equations

Hochschule Mannheim, Winter term 2006 / 2007

Klar, Axel

NHM, 1 (2), 2006

Professur für Technomathematik
Dept. of Mathematics of TU Kaiserslautern

Mathematics of Computation, 2006

Dept. of Mathematics of TU Kaiserslautern

Knaf, Hagen
Einblicke in die Biosignalanalyse

Schröder, Michael
Hybrid Optimization Algorithms

Banda, M.; Yong, Wen-An; Klar, Axel
Stability Structure of Lattice Boltzmann Equations

TU Kaiserslautern, Winter term 2006 / 2007

SISC, 27 (6), 2098-2111, 2006

Schulz, Volker

Bauer, Norbert; Aderhold, Jochen; Danzl,
Reinhard; Rauhut, Markus

TU Kaiserslautern, Winter term 2005 / 2006

Korn, Ralf
Professur für Finanzmathematik
Dept. of Mathematics of TU Kaiserslautern

Korn, Ralf
Portfolio Optimization
Universitè Louis Pasteur Strasbourg (F),
Summer term 2006

Küfer, Karl-Heinz
Scheduling Algorithms
TU Kaiserslautern, Summer term 2006

Küfer, Karl-Heinz; Scherrer, Alexander
Probability and Algorithms
TU Kaiserslautern, Winter term 2006 / 2007

Kuhnert, Jörg
Introduction to FPM:
1. Point Cloud Creation and Mayntenance
2. Approximations based on Point Clouds
3. Different Numerical Schemes for Dynamics of
Continuous Media
Winter School, IIT Madras (IN), December 2006

Technische Mechanik I und II
Fachhochschule Mannheim – Hochschule für Technik
und Gestaltung,
Summer term 2006 and Winter term 2006 / 2007

Lederoberflächen sicher prüfen
Leder & Häute Markt, 11-12, November 2006

Bauer, Norbert; Maasland, Mark
Teichmann, Emanuel

Oberflächen zuverlässig prüfen

Technische Mechanik I und II

Online Zeitschrift Werkstattstechnik, 6-2006, Springer
VDI-Verlag, 402-404, June 2006

Fachhochschule Mannheim – Hochschule für Technik
und Gestaltung,
Summer term 2006 and Winter term 2006 / 2007

Beaudry, Alexandre; Laporte, Gilbert; Melo,
Teresa; Nickel, Stefan
Dynamic transportation of patients in hospitals
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 104, 2006

Beletski, Taras; Korn, Ralf
Optimal Investment with Inflation-linked Products
Advances in Risk Management (Hrsg. G. N. Gregoriou),
Palgrave Macmillan, 170-190, 2006

Bertschek, Irene; Müller, Marlene
Productivity Effects of IT-Outsourcing: Semiparametric Evidence for German Companies
Sperlich, S., Härdle, W., Aydinli, G. (Hrsg.): The Art of
Semiparametrics. Physica, April 2006
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Boland, N.; Dominguez-Marin, P.; Nickel, Stefan;
Puerto, J.

Dreyer, Alexander

Halfmann, Thomas; Wichmann, Tim

Interval Methods for Analog Circuits

Symbolic Methods in Industrial Analog Circuit
Design

Exact Procedures for Solving the Discrete
Ordered Median Problem

Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 97, 2006

Computers & Operations Research, 33, 2006

Ettrich, Norman; Sieh, Wolfgang

Broz, Jochen; Clauss, Christoph; Halfmann,
Thomas; Lang, Patrick; Martin, Roland; Schwarz,
Peter
Automated Symbolic Model Reduction for
Mechatronical Systems
IEEE International Symposium on Computer-Aided Control Systems Design, 408-415, München, October 2006

Caiazzo, Alfonso
Analysis of Lattice Boltzmann nodes initialization
in moving boundary problems

Detaillierte städtische Höhenmodelle aus Laser
scannerdaten zur Simulation oberflächigen Wasserabflusses
Zeitschrift für Geodäsie, Geoinformation und Land
management, 2/131, 2006

Ewald, Christian; Zhang, Aihua
A New Method for the Calibration of Stochastic
Volatility Models: The Malliavin Gradient Method
Journal of Quantitative Finance, 6 (2), 147-158, 2006

Tagungsband der ICMMES 2006, July 2006

Ewing, R.; Iliev, Oleg; Lazarov, Raytcho;
Naumovich Anna

Ciegis, R.; Iliev, Oleg; Starikovicius, V.;
Steiner, Konrad

On convergence of certain finite volume difference discretizations for 1-D poroelasticity interface problems

Scientific Computing in Electrical Engineering, Edited
by A.M. Anile, G. Alì, G. Mascali, 87, Springer, 2006

Hanne, Thomas
Applying multiobjective evolutionary algorithms
in industrial projects
K.-H. Küfer, H. Rommelfanger, C. Tammer, K. Winkler
(Eds.): Multicriteria Decision Making and Fuzzy Systems.
Theory, Methods and Applications, 125-142, Shaker,
Aachen 2006

Hanne, Thomas
Interactive decision support based on multi
objective evolutionary algorithms
H.-D. Haasis, H. Kopfer, J. Schönberger (Eds.): Operations Research Proceedings 2005, 761-766, Springer,
Berlin 2006

Numerical algorithems for solving problems of
multiphase flows in porous media

Int. J. Num. Meth. PDEs, November 2006

Hensel, Hartmut; Iza-Teran, Rodrigo; Siedow,
Norbert

J. Mathematical Modeling and Analysis, Vol. 11, 133148, 2006; Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 89, 2006

Frank M.; Dubroca, B.; Klar, Axel

Deterministic model for dose calculation in
photon radiotherapy

Degond, P.; Goettlich, S.; Herty, M.; Klar, Axel
A network model for supply chains with multiple
policies
SIAM Multiscale Modeling and Simulation, 2006

Di Oliveira, Leopoldo P. R.; Deraemaeker,
Arnaud; Mohring, Jan; Desmet, Wim; Sas, Paul
Representing coupled vibro-acoustic models in
controller design for ASAC problems
Proceedings of the International Conference on Noise
and Vibration Engineering ISMA 2006, Leuven (B),
September 2006

Partial moment entropy approximation to the
radiative heat transfer

Phys. Med. Biol., 51, 675-693, 2006

JCP, 218, 1, 1-18, 2006

Herty, M.; Illner, R.; Klar, Axel; Panferov, V.

Frank, M.; Hensel, Hartmut; Klar, Axel

Qualitative Properties of Solutions of Systems of
Fokker-Planck Equations in Multilane Traffic Flow

Fast and accurate methods for dose calculations
in electron radiotherapy

TTSP, 2006

SIAM Appl. Math., 2006

Herty, M.; Klar, Axel; Piccolli, B.

Fügenschuh, A.; Herty, M.; Klar, Axel; Martin, A.

Existence of solutions for supply chain models
based on partial differential equations

Combinatorial and Continuous Models for the
Optimization of Traffic Flows on Networks

SIAM J.Math. Anal., 2006

SIOPT, 16 (4), 1155-1176, 2006

Herty, M.; Klar, Axel; Singh, A. K.; Spellucci, P.

Drese, Klaus Stefan; Kehrwald, Dirk; Latta,
Daniel; Latz, Arnulf; Schönfeld, Friedhelm; Steiner, Konrad; Thömmes, Guido

Gal, Tomas; Hanne, Thomas

Smoothed Penalty Algorithms for Optimization
of Nonlinear Models

Nonessential objectives and the LOOPS method
in MCDM

COAP, 2006

Simulation based design of dielectrophoretic traps

European Journal of Operational Research, 168, 584592, 2006

Hinijosa, Y.; Kalcsics, J.; Nickel, Stefan; Puerto, J.;
Velten, S.

Göttlich, S.; Herty, M.; Klar, Axel

Computers & Operations Research, available online,
October 2006

Tagungsband des NAFEMS-Seminars »Die Simulation
komplexer Strömungsvorgänge (Multifield FSI)«, Wiesbaden, May 2006

Dreyer, Alexander; Halfmann, Thomas; Broz,
Jochen; Kataja, Jari; Antila, Marko
Simulation Model of an Active Noise Control
System
Euronoise 2006 - 6th European Conference on Noise
Control, Acta Acustica united with Acustica, 92 (1), 14,
Tampere (FIN), May 2006

Dreyer, Alexander
Resolving Parameter Dependences for Interval
Analysis of Linear Analog Circuits
Proc. 9 th International Workshop on Symbolic Methods
and Applications in Circuit Design (SMACD 2006),
Florence (I), October 2006

98

Modelling and Optimization of supply chains on
complex networks

Dynamic Supply Chain Design with Inventory

CMS, 4 (2), 315-330, 2006

Huber, O.; Klaus, H.; Dallner, R.; Bartl, F.;
Eigenfeld, K.; Kovacs, B.; Godehardt, Michael

Götz, Thomas; Klar, Axel; Marheineke, Nicole;
Wegener, Raimund

Herstellung und Eigenschaften syntaktischer
Metallschäume mit unterschiedlichen Matrixund Füllmaterialien: Beschreibung des Herstellungsverfahrens und der Füllmaterialien, Charakterisierung des Verformungsverhaltens unter
unterschiedlichen Bedingungen (Teil 1)

Fiber Lay-down Process in the Nonwoven
Production
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 102, 2006

Gugat, M.; Herty, M.; Klar, Axel; Leugering, G.

Druckguss Praxis, 1/06, 19-24, February 2006

Conservation law constrained optimizaton based
upon front-tracking
MMAN, 2006
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Huber, O.; Klaus, H.; Dallner, R.; Bartl, F.;
Eigenfeld, K.; Kovacs, B.; Godehardt, Michael
Herstellung und Eigenschaften syntaktischer Metallschäume mit unterschiedlichen Matrixund Füllmaterialien: Einfluss unterschiedlicher
Matrix- und Füllmaterialien auf die mechanischen
Eigenschaften des syntaktischen Schaums (Teil 2)
Druckguss Praxis, 2/06, 69-75, March 2006

Huber, O.; Klaus, H.; Dallner, R.; Bartl, F.;
Eigenfeld, K.; Kovacs, B.; Godehardt, Michael
Herstellung und Eigenschaften syntaktischer Metallschäume mit unterschiedlichen Matrixund Füllmaterialien: Einfluss unterschiedlicher
Matrix- und Füllmaterialien auf die mechanischen
Eigenschaften des syntaktischen Schaums (Teil 3)
Druckguss Praxis, 5/06, 205-216, October 2006

Iliev, Oleg; Linn, Joachim; Moog, Mathias;
Niedziela, Dariusz; Starikovicius, Vadimas
On iterative solvers for Non-Newtonian flow
equations
Int. J. Num. Meth. Heat and Fluid Flow, 16 (5), 602-616,
2006

Iliev, Oleg; Linn, Joachim; Moog, Mathias;
Niedziela, Dariusz; Starovikius, Vadimas

Ivanov, Evgeny; Andrä, Heiko; Kudryavtsev, Alexey

Korn, Ralf; Natcheva, Kalina; Zipperer, Jörg

Domain decomposition approach for automatic
parallel generation of three-dimensional unstructured grids

Langlebigkeitsbonds – Bewertung, Modellierung
und Aspekte für deutsche Daten

Proceedings of European Conference on Computational
Fluid Dynamics (ECCOMAS CFD 2006), 295, 2006

Jegorovs, Jevgenis
On the Convergence of the WBM Solution in
Certain Non-Convex Domains
Proceedings of the International Conference on Noise
and Vibration Engineering ISMA 2006, ID 183,
Leuven (B), September 2006

Jegorovs, Jevgenis; Mohring, Jan
On the Application of the Wave Based Method
in the Case of an Exterior 3D Domain
Proceedings of the International Conference on Noise
and Vibration Engineering ISMA 2006, ID 184,
Leuven (B), September 2006

Kaßbohm, Sven; Müller, Wolfgang H.; Feßler,
Robert
Improved approximations of Fourier coefficients
for computing periodic structures with arbitrary
stiffness distribution

Blätter der DGVFM, XXVII, 3, 397-418, 2006

Krekel, Martin; Wenzel, Jörg
A unified approach to Credit Default Swaption
and Constant Maturity Credit Default Swap
valuation
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 96, 2006

Küfer, Karl-Heinz; Wiegmann, Andreas; Zemitis,
Aivars
EJ-HEAT: A Fast Explicit Jump Harmonic Averaging Solver for the Effective Heat Conductivity of
Composite Materials
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 94, 2006

Lampert, C.; Wirjadi, Oliver
An Optimal Nonorthogonal Separation of the
Anisotropic Gaussian Convolution Filter
IEEE Transactions on Image Processing, 15, 3501-3513,
November 2006

Lampert, C.; Wirjadi, Oliver

Computational Materials Science, 37, 90-93, 2006

Anisotropic Gaussian Filtering using Fixed Point
Arithmetic

Numerical Methods for Heat & Fluid Flow , Vol. 16 (No.
5), p. 602-616 (2006)

Kehrwald, Dirk; Drese, Klaus Stefan; Latta, Daniel; Latz, Arnulf; Schönfeld, Friedhelm; Steiner,
Konrad; Thömmes, Guido

Proc. IEEE International Conference on Image Processing,
1565-1568, 2006

Iliev, Oleg; Muntz, Sabine; Naumovich, Anna

Simulation based design of dielectrophoretic
traps

On iterative solvers for non-Newtonian flow
equations

On interaction of fluid with deformable porous
media
Tagungsband des NAFEMS-Seminars »Die Simulation
komplexer Strömungsvorgänge (Multifield FSI)«,
Wiesbaden, May 2006

Tagungsband des NAFEMS-Seminars »Die Simulation
komplexer Strömungsvorgänge (Multifield FSI)«,
May 2006

Lang, Holger; Bitsch, Gerd, Dreßler, Klaus;
S peckert, Michael
Comparison of the solutions of the elastic and
elastoplastic boundary value problems
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 99, 2006

Kirchner, C.; Herty, M.; Klar, Axel

Lang, Holger; Dreßler, Klaus; Pinnau, René

Instantaneous Control For Traffic Flow

Lipschitz estimates for the stop and the play
operator

Iliev, Oleg; Vasileva, Daniela

MMAS, 2006

On a local refinement solver for coupled flow in
plain and porous media

Kirchner, Nina ; Steinmann, Paul

AGTM Report, TU Kaiserslautern, No. 266, 2006

Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 2006

On the material setting of gradient hyper
elasticity

Lang, Holger; Dreßler, Klaus; Pinnau, René;
Bitsch, Gerd

Ivanov, Evgeny; Andrä, Heiko; Kudryavtsev, Alexey

Mathematics and Mechanics of Solids (2006)

Automatic parallel generation of tetrahedral grids
by using a domain decomposition approach

A homotopy between the solutions of the elastic
and the elastoplastic boundary value problem

Kirchner, Nina; Steinmann, Paul

AGTM report, TU Kaiserslautern, 268, 2006

Mechanics of extended continua: modeling and
simulation of elastic microstretch materials

Proceedings of International Conference on Numerical
Geometry, Grid Generation and High Performance
Computing, 115-124, 2006

Computational Mechanics (2006)

Lang, Holger; Dreßler, Klaus; Pinnau, René;
S peckert, Michael

Ivanov, Evgeny; Andrä, Heiko; Kudryavtsev, Alexey

Kohrt, Kristina

Error estimates for quasistatic global elastic correction and linear kinematic hardening material

Domain decomposition approach for automatic
parallel generation of tetrahedral grids
Computational Methods in Applied Mathematics, 6 (2),
178-193, 2006;
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 87, 2006

Intensitätsbasierte Bildregistrierung in der
industriellen Bildverarbeitung
Leitfaden zur Inspektion von Oberflächen mit Bildver
arbeitung, Fraunhofer Vision, 9, 12-15, May 2006

AGTM Report, TU Kaiserslautern, 267, 2006

Latz, Arnulf; Rief, Stefan; Wiegmann, Andreas
Research note: Computer simulation of air fil
tration including electric surface charges in
3-dimensional fibrous microstructures
Filtration, 6 (2), 169-172, 2006
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Lautensack, Claudia; Schladitz, Katja; Särkkä, A.

Mohring, Jan; Wirsen, Andreas

Modeling the microstructure of sintered copper

Robust Controller Design based on integrated
Simulation of An ANVC-System

Proceedings of 6th International Conference on Stereo
logy, Spatial Statistics and Stochastic Geometry (S4G),
Prag (CZ), 2006

Proceedings of EuroNoise2006, Tampere (FIN),
June 2006

Pereverzyev, Sergiy; Pinnau, René;
Siedow, Norbert
Regularized Fixed-Point Iterations for Nonlinear
Inverse Problems
Inverse Problems, 22, 1-22, 2006

Lautensack, Claudia; Sych, Tetyana

Mohring, Jan; Wirsen, Andreas

Peters, Stefanie; König, A.

3d image analysis of open foams using random
tessellations

Robust Controller Design on Integrated Simulation of an ANVC-System

Image Analysis & Stereology, 25, 87-93, 2006

Euronoise 2006 – 6th International Conference on Noise
Control, Tampere 2006, Acta Acustica United with
Acustica, 92, 2006

A Contribution to Automatic Design of Image
Processing Systems – Breeding Optimized NonLinear and Oriented Kernels for Texture Analysis

Linn, Joachim; Stephan, Thomas; Carlson,
Johann S.; Bohlin, Robert
Fast simulation of quasistatic cable deformations
for simulation applications in VR
Proc. of the European Conference of Mathematics in
Industry (ECMI 2006), submitted

Naumovich, Anna

Peters, Stefanie; König, A.

On a finite volume discretization of the threedimensional Biot poroelasticity system in multilayer domains

A Contribution to Automatic Design of Image
Processing Systems – Segmentation of Thin and
Thick Fibers in 2d and 3d Images

Comp. Meth. Appl. Math., 6 (3), 306, 2006

Lochegnies, Dominique; Siedow, Norbert;
Monnoyer, F.; Aben, H.; Ourak, M.; Langlais, R.
Modelling of the thermal tempering of flat glass:
determination of the radiation and convection
exchanges, prediction and control of the residual stresses
Proceedings of the ESG 2006, Sunderland (GB),
September 2006

Maasland, Mark; Teutsch, Christian
Kombinierte optische Vermessung und Ober
flächenprüfung von 3D-Objekten
Leitfaden zur Inspektion von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung, Fraunhofer Vision, 9, 41-43, May 2006

Maasland, Mark; Teutsch, Christian
Kombinierte optische Vermessung und Ober
flächenprüfung von 3D-Objekten
Tagungsband zum Fraunhofer-Vision-Seminar »Inspek
tion und Charakterisierung von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung«, Karlsruhe, June 2006

Naumovich, Anna; Gaspar, Francisco
On a multigrid solver for the 3D Biot poroelasticity
system in multilayered domains
Computations and Visualization in Science, 2006;
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 85, 2006

Niedziela, Darisuz; Iliev, Oleg; Latz Arnulf
On 3D numerical simulations of viscoelastic fluids
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 90, 2006

Nögel, Ulrich; Reitz, Markus
Components: A Valuable Investment in Financial
Engineering
4th international Symposium on Principles and Practices
of Programming in Java (PPPJ06), ACM International
Conference Proceeding Series, 178, 153-162, 2006

Nögel, Ulrich; Reitz, Markus
Composable Component-Oriented Derivative
Contracts

Marheineke, Nicole; Wegener, Raimund

WSEAS Transactions on Information Science and Applications, 9 (3), 1756-1764, 2006

Fiber Dynamics in Turbulent Flows – General
Modeling Framework

Nögel, Ulrich; Reitz, Markus

SIAM Journal on Applied Mathematics, 66 (5), 17031726, 2006

Marheineke, Nicole; Wegener, Raimund
Mathematical Force Concept for the One-WayCoupling of Dynamic Fibers and Turbulent Flows
Proc. Appl. Math. Mech. 6, Wiley, 2006

Marin, A.; Nickel, Stefan; Puerto, J.; Velten, S.

Derivatives Contracts as Active Documents
Proceedings of 7th WSEAS International Conference of
Computers and Mathematics in Business and Economics (MCBE06), Cavtat (HR), 2006

Orlik, Julya; Ostrovska, Arina
Space-Time Finite Element Approximation
and Numerical Solution of Hereditary Linear
Viscoelasticity Problems

A Flexible Model and Efficient Solution Strategies
for Discrete Location Problems

Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 92, 2006

Operations Research Proceedings 2005, Springer, 2006

Panda, Satyananda; Wegener, Raimund;
Marheineke, Nicole

Melo, Teresa; Nickel, Stefan; Saldanha da Gama, F.

Slender Body Theory for the Dynamics of Curved
Viscous Fibers

Dynamic Multi-Commodity Capacitated Facility
Location: A Mathematical Modeling Framework
for Strategic Supply Chain Planning

6th International Conference on Hybrid Intelligent Systems (HIS ‘06), Auckland (NZ), 2006

Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 86, 2006

International Conference on Instrumentation, Communication and Information Technology (ICICI) 2005 Proc.,
Bandung (ID), 2006

Platte, Daniel; Sommer, Ralf; Broz, Jochen; Dreyer,
Alexander; Halfmann, Thomas; Barke, Erich
Automatische nichtlineare Verhaltensmodell
generierung mit sequentieller Gleichungsstruktur
9. GMM/ITG-Diskussionssitzung Analog‚ 06: Entwicklung von Analogschaltungen mit CAE-Methoden,
Dresden, September 2006

Rauhut, Markus
Konzeption und Aufbau eines Online-Ober
flächeninspektionssystems
Leitfaden zur Inspektion von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung, Fraunhofer Vision, 9, 5-8, May 2006

Rauhut, Markus
Typischer Aufbau eines Online-Oberflächen
inspektionssystems
Tagungsband zum Fraunhofer-Vision-Seminar »Inspek
tion und Charakterisierung von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung«, Karlsruhe, June 2006

Rief, Stefan; Iliev, Oleg; Kehrwald, Dirk; Latz,
 rnulf; Steiner, Konrad; Wiegmann, Andreas
A
Simulation und virtuelles Design von Filtermedien
und Filterelementen
Durst, M. und Klein, G.-M. (Hrsg): Filtration in Fahr
zeugen, Expert-Verlag, Renningen, 2006

Rief, Stefan; Latz, Arnulf; Wiegmann, Andreas
Research Note: Computer Simulations of air
Filtration including Electric Surface Charges in
3-dimensional fibrous microstructures
Filtration, 6 (2), 169-172, 2006

Sandfort, K.; Ohser, Joachim
Labeling of n-dimensional images with choosable
adjacency of the pixels
IWRMM, Universität Karlsruhe, Preprint Nr. 06/07,
August 2006

Computers & Operations Research, 33, 181-208, 2006
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Sarishvili, Alex; Andersson, Ch.; Franke, J.;
Kroisandt, Gerald
On the Consistency of the Blocked Neural Network Estimator in Time Series Analysis
Neural Computation, 18 (10), 2006

Schladitz, Katja; Godehardt, Michael
Geometric characterisation of light weight composites using computer tomographic images
9 th European Conference on Non-Destructive Testing,
Berlin, September 2006

Schladitz, Katja; Peters, Stefanie;
Reinel-Bitzer, Doris; Wiegmann, Andreas;
Ohser, Joachim
Design of acoustic trim based on geometric
modeling and flow simulation for non-woven
Computational Materials Science, 38, 56-66, Elsevier,
2006

Schladitz, Katja; Peters, Stefanie;
Reinel-Bitzer, Doris; Wiegmann, Andreas;
Ohser, Joachim
Design of acoustic trim based on geometric
modeling and flow simulation for non-woven
Computational Materials Science, 38 (1), 56-66, 2006

Schneider, E.; Seaid, M.; Janicka, J.; Klar, Axel
Validation of simplified PN models for radiative
transfer in combustion systems

Sommer, Ralf; Platte, Daniel; Broz, Jochen;
Dreyer, Alexander; Halfmann, Thomas;
Barke, Erich

Automated Feature Selection for the Classification of Meningioma Cell Nuclei

Automatic Nonlinear Behavioral Model Generation using Sequential Equation Structures

Informatik aktuell, Bildverarbeitung für die Medizin,
76-80, Springer, 2006

Proc. 9th International Workshop on Symbolic Methods
and Applications in Circuit Design (SMACD 2006), Florence (I), October 2006

Stark, H.-G.; Rauhut, Markus; Redenbach, Thomas;
Rösch, Ronald
Entwicklung eines Systems zur Oberflächen
inspektion von Mineralfaserplatten – Ein Beispiel
für erfolgreichen Ideentransfer

Wirjadi, Oliver; Breuel, T.M.; Feiden, W.; Kim, Y.

Wirsen, Andreas; Humer, Mathias
Online-Monitoring von Torsionsschwingungen in
Wellensträngen von Kraftwerksturbosätzen
Proceedings Schwingungsdiagnostische Überwachung von Kraftwerksturbosätzen – Methoden, Nutzen,
Erfahrung, Symposium Schwingungsdiagnose, 345-370,
Potsdam, 2006

Automation Valley (Elektrotechnik), 20-22, November
2006

Süss, Philipp; Küfer, Karl-Heinz
Balancing control and simplicity: a variable
aggregation method in intensity modulated
radiotherapy planning
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 103, 2006

Tiwari, Sudarshan; Antonov, Sergey;
Hietel, Dietmar; Kuhnert, Jörg;
Olawsky, Ferdinand; Wegener, Raimund
A Meshfree Method for Simulations of Interactions between Fluids and Flexible Structures
Meshfree Methods for Partial Differential Equations III,
Editors Griebel, M., Schweitzer, M.A., Springer, 249264, 2006

Comm. Num. Meth. Eng., 2006

Schulz, Volker P.; Mukherjee, Partha P.; Becker,
Jürgen; Wiegmann, Andreas; Wang, Chao-Yang
Numerical Evaluation of Effective Gas Diffusivity   Saturation Dependence of Uncompressed and
Compressed Gas Diffusion Media in PEFCs
Proceedings of the 210th ECS Meeting, T. Fuller, C.
Bock, S. Cleghorn, H. Gasteiger, T. Jarvi, M. Mathias, M.
Murthy, T. Nguyen, V. Ramani, E. Stuve, T. Zawodzinski,
3 (1), 1069-1076, 2006

Seaid, M.; Teleaga, I.; Klar, Axel; Struckmeier, J.
Radiation models for thermal flows at low Mach
numbers

Velásquez, Rafael; Melo, Teresa
A Set Packing Approach for Scheduling Elective
Surgical Procedures
H.-D. Haasis, H. Kopfer, J. Schönberger (Eds.): Operations Research Proceedings 2005, 167-172, Springer,
Berlin 2006

Velásquez, Rafael; Melo, Teresa; Nickel, Stefan
An LP-based Heuristic Approach for Strategic
Supply Chain Design
H.-D. Haasis, H. Kopfer, J. Schönberger (Eds.): Operations Research Proceedings 2005, 425-430, Springer,
Berlin 2006

JCP, 215, 506-525, 2006

Velichko, A.; Schladitz, Katja; Holzapfel, C.;
Mücklich, F.

Sellier, Mathieu; Breitbach, Christian; Loch,
Horst; Siedow, Norbert

3D-Charakterisierung der Graphitmorphologie
mit Hilfe der FIB-Nanotomographie

Optimal mould design for the manufacture by
compression moulding of high-precision lenses

Praktische Metallographie, Sonderband 38, 169-176,
2006

Proceedings of the ESG 2006, Sunderland (GB),
September 2006

Siedow, Norbert
Radiative Heat Transfer in Glass Manufacturing
Proceedings of Eurotherm78 – Computational Thermal
Radiation in Participating Media II, Poitiers (F),
April 2006

Weigel, Nicolas; Weihe, Stefan; Bitsch, Gerd;
Dreßler, Klaus
Einsatz von Simulationswerkzeugen zur Auslegung und Optimierung von Prüfkonzepten
DVM-Bericht 133, 33. Tagung des DVM-Arbeitskreises
Betriebsfestigkeit, S. 163-176, Steyr (A), October 2006
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Scientific Graduation
Theses

Acar, Sarp Kaya

Hakimhashemi, Amir Hossein

Niederberger, Nadine

Aspects of Optimal Capital Structure and Default
Risk

Analysis of Road AccidentData using a Linear
Regression Model and a Regression Tree Model

The Global Cardinality Constraint – Applications,
Filtering Algorithms and Extensions

Promotion, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Master thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Acevedo Cabra, Ricardo

Klein, Sonja

Niedziela, Dariusz

State Space vs. ARMA Models in Multivariate
Macroeconomic Forecasting

Multicriteria Optimization Methods for Schedule
Synchronization in Public Transit

On numerical simulations of viscoelastic fluids

Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Azizi-Sultan, Ahmad-Saher

Kneip, Frank

Investigating extreme value distributions

Optimization of Beam Orientations in Intensity
Modulated Radiation Therapy Planning

Iterative Learning Control for Nonlinear Systems –
An Operating Regime Based Approach

Master thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Promotion, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Promotion, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Promotion, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Omari-Sasu, Akoto Yaw

Bajars, Janis

Krämer, Axel

A New Variational Finite Element Approach for
Elastic Beams

On Discontinuous Galerkin Methods, error
estimates and adaptive implementation

Master thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Beaudry, Alexandre

Lemke, Diana

Heuristic Procedures for a Dynamic Dial-a-Ride
Problem for Patient Transportation in Hospitals

Balanced Truncation Methods for Nonlinear
Systems

Master thesis, University Montreal (CA)

Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Berger, Martin

Leßmeister, Carolin

Module Placement in 2.5D System in Package
Design Automation

Data aggregation methods for preconditioning
primal-dual barrier methods in linear optimization

Master thesis, Fachhochschule Mittweida

Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Panda, Satyananda
The dynamics of Viscous Fibers
Promotion, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Pereverzyev, Sergiy
Method of Regularized Fixed-Point and its
Application
Promotion, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Pitova, Yana
Logistic Regression in the World of Generalized
Linear Models
Bachelor thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Scherrer, Alexander
Adaptive approximation of nonlinear minimization problems - the adaptive clustering method
in inverse radiation therapy planning

Bustamante, Jose Pablo

Martens, Katja

Spectral Analysis and GARCH Processes

Untersuchungen zu FFT-basierten Registrierungsverfahren mit Subpixelgenauigkeit

Promotion, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Seibold, Benjamin

Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Caiazzo, Alfonso
Asymptotic Analysis of lattice Boltzmann method
for Fluid-Structure Interactin Problems
Promotion, Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa (I),
TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Meyne, Christian
Hinf-controller networks for compensation of
actuators hysteresis
Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Clavero Rasero, Beatriz

Monz, Michael

Statistical Aspects of Setting up a Credit Rating
System

Pareto Navigation – Interactive multiobjective
optimisatoin and its application in radiotherapy
planning

Promotion, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Promotion, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Dankert, Tanja
Comparison and Visualization of Statistical Classification Methods for Credit Defaults
Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Nacke, Oliver
Verbesserung der Darstellungsqualität einer texturbasierten Volumenvisualisierung unter Verwendung moderner Shadertechnologie

M-Matrices in meshless finite difference methods
Promotion, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Shen, Zhuhui
Loss Given Default Modeling
Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Streit, Anja
Coupling of different length scales in molecular
dynamics simulations
Promotion, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Tratsiakova, Natallia
Pricing of CDOs
Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Diploma thesis, Fachhochschule Oldenburg / Ostfriesland / Wilhelmshaven, Dept. of Computer Sciences

Viriyopase, Attaphon

Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Natcheva-Acar, Kalina

Approximated balanced truncation via empirical
gramians

Gramsch, Simone

On Numerical Pricing Methods of Innovative
Financial Products

Feth, Sascha
Biasreduzierung für Quantilschätzer in der
Betriebsfestigkeit

Integral Forumulae and Wavelets on Regular
Regions of the Sphere
Promotion, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics
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Promotion, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Master thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Willems, Jörg
Efficient Preconditioners for Multiscale Flow
Problems
Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics
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Participation on Fairs and
Conferences

AcquaAlta

EuroMold

GOR-Workshop

Hamburg, September 2006, Exhibitor and lecture

Frankfurt, November 2006, Exhibitor

BASF Ludwigshafen, May 2006, Lecture

Ahmamed-Conference

European Conference on Computational Fluid
Dynamics (ECCOMAS CFD 2006)

Hannovermesse 2006

Side (TR), April 2006, Series of lectures

Hannover, April 2006, Exhibitor

Egmond aan Zee (NL), September 2006, Lecture

Analog 2006
Dresden, September 2006, Lecture

14th European Conference of Mathematics in Industry 2006

30. Heidelberger Bildverarbeitungsforum
»Zukunftsperspektiven digitaler Bildverarbeitung
in Forschung und Anwendung«

3rd Annual European Rheology Conference

Madrid (E), July 2006, Lecture

Heidelberg, March 2006, Participant

9th European Conference on Non-Destructive
Testing

31. Heidelberger Bildverarbeitungsforum »Neue
Algorithmen für die Bildverarbeitung«

Hannover, March 2006, Exhibitor (at IBM stand)

Berlin, September 2006, Lecture

Kaiserslautern, July 2006, Organizer and lectures

45. Chemiefasertagung

21st European Conference on Operational
Research (EURO 2006)

32. Heidelberger Bildverarbeitungsforum
»Gewinnung optimal auswertbarer Bilder«

Reykjavik (IS), July 2006, Lectures

Karlsruhe, October 2006, Participant

FILTREX

21. Hofer Vliesstofftage

München, October 2006, Exhibitor

Hof, November 2006, Exhibitor and lecture

Hersonisos (GR), April 2006, Lecture

CeBIT

Dornbirn (A), September 2005, Exhibitor and lecture

Colloqium on Numerical Upscaling
Kaiserslautern, June 2006, Organizer and lectures

6th Conference on Numerical Methods and
 pplications
A

Fonds 2006

ICMMES 2006

Borovetz (BG), August 2006, Lecture

Zürich (CH), February 2006, Participant

Hampton, Virginia (USA), July 2006, Lecture

Control 2006

Forum »Intelligente Sensorik«

8th IMACS Symposium on Iterative Methods

Sinsheim, May 2006, Exhibitor

Nürnberg, May 2006, Poster

College Station, Texas (USA), November 2006, Lecture

1st DASMOD-Summer-School

Fraunhofer IPA-Technologieforum »Machine Vision Excellence - Qualitätskontrolle für die industrielle Fertigung«

Industrieforum »Bildgebende Röntgenverfahren –
neue Einblicke in kleinste Strukturen«

TU Kaiserslautern, July/August 2006, Joint organizer

13. Jahrestagung der Deutschen Gesellschaft für
Finanzwirtschaft
Oestrich-Winkel, October 2006, Participant

13. Internationale Konferenz: »Discrete Geometry
for Computer Imaginary«
Szeged (H), October 2006, Lecture

DGVFM-Workshop
Kaiserslautern, October 2006, Organizer and lectures

DMV-Tagung 2006
Bonn, September 2006, Lectures

Karlsruhe, November 2006, Poster

Stuttgart, July 2006, Participant

Fraunhofer-Vision-Seminar »Inspektion und Charakterisierung von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung«

Interface 2006 - 38th Symposium on the interface of statistics, computing science, and applications
Pasadena, California (USA), May 2006, Lecture

Karlsruhe, June 2006, Lectures

Fraunhofer-Vision-Seminar »Inspektion und Charakterisierung von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung«

8th International Conference on Computational
Structures Technology
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (E), September 2006,
Lecture

Kaiserslautern, December 2006, Organizer and lectures

Funktionelle Textilien
Augsburg, May 2006, Exhibitor and lecture

7th International Conference on Monte Carlo
and Quasi-Monte Carlo Methods in Scientific
Computing
Ulm, August 2006, Lecture

17th Domain Decomposition Conference
Strobl (A), July 2006, Mini symposium and lectures

33. Tagung des DVM-Arbeitskreises Betriebs
festigkeit
Steyr (A), October 2006, Lectures

DVM-Workshop »Prüfmethodik für Betriebs
festigkeitsversuche in der Fahrzeugindustrie«
Darmstadt, February 2006, Lecture

68th EAGE Conference & Exhibition incorpo
rating SPE Europec 2006

Global Derivatives 2006
Paris (F), May 2006, Participant

Global Grid Forum/GGF16
Athen (GR), February 2006, Exhibitor

Global Grid Forum/GGF17
Tokyo (JP), May 2006, Exhibitor

Global Grid Forum/GGF18
Washington D.C. (USA), September 2006, Exhibitor

International Conference on Numerical Geometry,
Grid Generation and High Performance Computing
Moskau (RUS), July 2006, Lecture

International Conference on Stereology, Spatial
Statistics and Stochastic Geometry
Prag (CZ), June 2006, Lecture

Jahrestagung der Mathematischen Gesellschaft
Hamburg, November 2006, Lecture

Wien (A), June 2006, Exhibitor
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Guests

Kleinheubacher Tagung
Miltenberg, September 2006, Lecture

Konferenz für angewandte Optimierung in der
virtuellen Produktentwicklung
Karlsruhe, March 2006, Lecture

Lattice-Boltzmann-Methoden
Kaiserslautern, March 2006, Organizer

»MediaMit Kaiserslautern« (regionale IT-Messe)
Kaiserslautern, October 2006, Exhibitor

»mtex 2006« – Internationale Messe und
Symposium für Textilien und Verbundstoffe im
Fahrzeugbau
Chemnitz, October 2006, Exhibitor and lectures

Tagung des Ausschusses für Ökonometrie des
Vereins für Socialpolitik
Rauischholzhausen bei Marburg, March 2006,
Participant

16. Technologie- und Innovations-Forum »Neue
Wege zu neuen Märkten – Geschäftsfelder
erschließen, Marktchancen erkennen«
TU Kaiserslautern, April 2006, Exhibitor

Technotag
TU Kaiserslautern, May 2006, Exhibitor

useR! R-User-Konferenz
WU Wien (A), June 2006, Lecture

Vision 2006
Stuttgart, November 2005, Exhibitor

Albrecher, Hansjörg (Linz/Graz, Austria)
Model-independent bounds for Asian option
prices
October 2006

Bergomi, Lorenzo (SG Paris, France)
Volatility dynamics
September 2006

Bhattacharyya, Somnath (Indian Institute of
Technology Kharagpur, India)
Particles dynamics, aggregates, CFD
October 2006

Bilotta, Giuseppe (University of Catania, Italy)
Fuzzy FEM
July 2006

Mikrostruktursimulation und Virtuelles Material
design

5. Weltkongress für Biomechanik

Kaiserslautern, January 2006, Organizer

München, August 2006, Poster

Multiscale Material Modeling Conference 2006

Workshop »Bildverarbeitung für die Medizin«

Freiburg, September 2006, Lecture

Hamburg, March 2006, Poster

Brandt, Achi (Weizmann-Institute, Israel; UCLA,
USA)

NAFEMS-Seminar »Virtual Testing«

Workshop »Computertomographie und Analyse
verfahren für Industrielle Anwendungen«

August 2006

Wiesbaden, May 2006, Lectures

NAFEMS-Seminar »Die Simulation komplexer
Strömungsvorgänge«
Wiesbaden, May 2006, Lectures

Nonwovens Research Academy
Lille (F), April 2006, Participant

Schwingungssymposium Potsdam (Torsions
erfassung und -analyse)
Potsdam, March 2006, Lecture

4. Sensortage
Bensheim, March 2006, Participant

Stochastik-Tage Frankfurt
Frankfurt, March 2006, Lecture

SuperComputing06
Tampa Bay, Florida (USA), November 2006, Exhibitor
(together with Linux Networx)

Symposium »Fahrerassistenzsysteme«
Aschaffenburg, April 2006, Participant

Symposium »Material Innovativ«
Bayreuth, March 2006, Poster

Symposium zur schwingungsdiagnostischen
Überwachung von Turbosätzen

Kaiserslautern/Saarbrücken, October 2006, Organizer
and lectures

Workshop »Robust Design« des Fraunhofer
NuSim-Verbundes am Fraunhofer ILT

Bilotta, Giuseppe (University of Catania, Italy)
Interval arithmetic, Fuzi-FEM, Sensitivity-Analysis
July 2006

Mehrgitter- und Multiskalenmethoden

Ciegis, Raimondas (TU Wilna, Lithuania)
Gebietszerlegung für gekopplete Strömungs
probleme
March 2006

Aachen, 23. March 2006, Lecture

Efendiev, Yalchin (Texas A&M University, USA)
Workshop on Model Concepts for Fluid-Fluid
and Fluid-Solid Interactions
Stuttgart, March 2006, Lecture

Multiscale problems, Finite elements, Porous
media flow
June 2006

Workshop Probability and Convexity

Ewald, Christian (University of Leeds, England)

Freudenstadt, September 2006, Lecture

Stochastic Volatility and Malliavin Calculus
April–July 2006

Workshop Spatial and Spatio-temporal Modelling in Biology, Ecology and Geosciences

Ewing, Richard (Texas A&M University, USA)

Smoegen (S), August 2006, Lectures

Multiskalen- und Multiphysikprobleme im
Zusammenhang mit porösen Medien

Workshop Stochastische Geometrie und
verwandte Gebiete

May 2005

Karlsruhe, December 2006, Lectures

Georgievski, D. (Moscow State University, Russia)

Zulieferer-Innovativ

Modelling and analysis for fluid and solid
mechanics problems

Ingolstadt, July 2006, Exhibitor and lecture

November 2006

Javier Etcheverry (CINI-Siderca/Tenaris,
Argentinia)
Mathematical modeling of magnetic inspection
processes of steel pipes
December 2005 – March 2006

Potsdam, March 2006, Exhibitor
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Collaboration in Boards,
Editorships

Kumar, Rathish (Indian Institute of Technology
Kanpur, India)

Schwarz, Fritz (Fraunhofer SCAI)

Parallele Algorithmen für FPM

Loewy Zerlegung linearer Differentialgleichungen in ALLTYPES

May 2006 – February 2007

August 2006

Kuznetsov, Yuri (University of Houston, USA)

Starikovicius, Vadimas (TU Wilna, Lithuania)

Gebietszerlegungsmethoden, Mortarmethoden
und iterative Löser

Simulation von Strömungen in porösen Medien

Hanne, Thomas
• GECCO 2006 (Member of committee)
• CEC 2006 (Member of committee)
• MOPGP 2006 (Member of committee)

April – May 2006

November 2006

Stockie, John (TU Wilna, Lithuania)
Lazarov, Raytcho (Texas A&M University, USA)

Simulation von Brennstoffzellen

Numerische Methoden für partielle Differentialgleichungen

April 2006

December 2005 – July 2006

Zheng, Harry (Imperial College London, England)

Lindberg, Carl (Chalmers University, Göteborg,
Sweden)
Portfolio Optimization and Stochastic Volatility
February 2006

Margenov, Svetozar (Institute for Parallel
Processing Sofia, Bulgaria)
Mehrskalenmodellierung menschlicher Knochen
December 2006

Meyer, Michael J. (Wien, Austria)

• ESM2006 (Member of committee)
Iliev, Oleg
• J. Comp. Meth. Appl. Math. (Editor)
• Math. Modelling and Analysis (Editor)
• LNCS, Springer (Appraiser)

Form of the mean-variance efficient set
November 2006

• J. Food Engineering (Appraiser)
• Int. J. Num. Meth. PDEs (Appraiser)
Kehrwald, Dirk
• Comput. Math. & Appl. (Appraiser)
• J. Food Eng. (Appraiser)
• Wissenschaftlich-Technischer Rat der
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft (Deputy member)
• XING: Gruppe »Mathematik/Mathematics«
(Moderator)

A driftless LIBOR-market model
May 2006

Mikelic, Andro (University of Lyon, France)
Homogenisierung von beladenen Filtern
September 2006

Mondal, Arindam (IIT Madras, India)

Klar, Axel
• ECMI-Council (Member)
• Graduiertenkolleg »Mathematik und Praxis«
der Technischen Universität Kaiserslautern
(Member)

August 2006 – January 2007

• Rheinland-pfälzisches Landesexzellenzcluster
»Dependable Adaptive Systems and Mathematical Modeling – DASMOD« (Member)

Nalholm, Morten (University of Kopenhagen,
Denmark)

• Rheinland-pfälzischer Landesforschungs
schwerpunkt »Mathematik und Praxis«
(Speaker)

Portfolio Optimization

Dynamic or Static Hedging of Barrier Options?
An Empirical Comparison
November 2006

Popov, Petr (Texas A&M University, USA)
Parallelisierung von Strömungssimulationen bei
Filtern

• SFB 568 »Strömung und Verbrennung in
zukünftigen Gasturbinenbrennkammern«,
TU Darmstadt (Member)
• SIAM Journal on Numerical Analysis
(Associate Editor)

August – September 2006

• Journal of Applied Numerical Analysis and
Computational Mathematics (Associate Editor)

Rybak, Irina (Institute of Mathematics Minsk,
Belarus)

• Annales de la Faculte des Sciences de Toulouse
(Associate Editor)

Numerisches Upscaling
October 2006 – 2007

Scherer, Matthias (Universität Ulm)

Korn, Ralf
• Mathematical Finance (Associate Editor)

Pricing CDOs in a multivariate default model
with jumps

• Mathematical Methods of Operations Research
(Associate Editor)

May 2006

• Deutsche Gesellschaft für Versicherungs- und
Finanzmathematik DGVFM (Board member)
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• Deutscher Verein für Versicherungswissenschaft (Board member)

• Springer Series on »Mathematics in Industry«
(Editor)

• Senat der TU Kaiserslautern (Member)

• Technology Ambassador for Kaiserslautern

• Dept. of Mathematics of TU Kaiserslautern
(Dean)

• Fraunhofer-Chalmers Research Centre for
Industrial Mathematics FCC (Board member)

• Rheinland-pfälzisches Landesexzellenzcluster
»Dependable Adaptive Systems and Mathematical Modeling – DASMOD« (Speaker)

• Corresponding Fellow der Royal Society of
Edingburgh, since June 2003

• Rheinland-pfälzischer Landesforschungs
schwerpunkt »Mathematik und Praxis«
(Member)
• Graduiertenkolleg »Mathematik und Praxis«
der Technischen Universität Kaiserslautern
(Member)
• BMBF-Schwerpunktprogramm »Mathematik in
Industrie und Dienstleistungen« (Appraiser)
Küfer, Karl-Heinz
• Multicriteria Decision Making and Fuzzy
Systems. Theory, Methods and Applications,
Shaker (Editor)

• Honorary Member of Nepal Mathematical
Society, since August 2006
• Honorary Member of the Austrian Mathematical Society, since 2004
• Honorary Member of ECMI, since 2003
• Honorary Doctorate for Technology from the
Johannes-Kepler-University at Linz (Austria)
Nickel, Stefan
• European Journal of Operational Research
(Appraiser)
• OR Spectrum (Appraiser)

• Rheinland-pfälzisches Landesexzellenzcluster
»Dependable Adaptive Systems and Mathematical Modeling – DASMOD« (Member)
• ECMI-Council (Member)
• MACSI-net (Executive Committee)
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